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PORTLAND. MAINE, MONDAY

30
inNCKLLANEOril,

FEMALE HELP.

NOTICE!
Severn! ladies have beeu wait*
tag for fine Wool Underwear
which has Just been received.
All sizes from smallest to largest
made. Prices 50 cents, 75 cents,
$1.00, $1.50, etc.

In
WANTED—A
Must be
a

street, city.
references.

Carleton

77

No.

UNCLE JERRY’S WORK FOR FARMERS.

capable and must bring
4-1

Some

Matters

Report
gentlemen
or middle aged ladles
of good character and fair education, can
give steady employment and good pay. REV.
B. 8. ROLLINS, 267 A, Congress street. 4-1.
hire at

once, $10,0 on one of

more

1414, Fertland, Me.4-1

Sou
lgs tmtlll

This Year's Big

Crops-The Hog's
Reception Abroad.

of Agriculture

Sheldon’s tailor shop, 228Vi
Middle street, gents’ clothes to cleanse,
press and repair.3-1

WANTED—At

WANTED—We

a

smart man

to

*50,000
*75,000
buy
WANTED-To
woitb of gents’ castoff clothing. The
other
than
from

*1000
*15buy
000 worth of cast-off clothing; I pay the
NOTICE—Wanted
for ladles’ dresses,
cash
from

to

gents’

price

highest

ABSOLUTE PURITY.

and children's clothing, and gents’ winter overcoats: call, or address letter or postal to 8.
LEVI, 07 Middle street.
auglOtf

A marvel of Strength and Efficiency, always uniform, reliable, lull
weight, and so highly concentrated

buy *1000 worth of cast-off
clothing; 1 pay the highest cash price for
ladles’ dresses, gents’ and children’s clothing,
and gents’ winter overcoats; call, or address
letter or postal to MRS. GOODHART, 88 Middle street.
auglOtf

Maurice Baker & Co.,
Laboratory, PORTLAND, ME.

ANTED-To buy from'*1000 to *10,000
worth of cast off clothing, tne highest
cash prices paid for ladies’ dresses, also gentlemen’s and children’s clothing and winter overcoats.
Hlgnest cash
paid forloftur
carpets
prices
etwf
fm-nltm-o
A Hrlt-ouc
nooiul
tA

eodtf-sn

At-

No. 102 Middle street, M. DeGROOT, Portoct29-tf
land, Me.

LOST AND FOUND.
owner may have same by
proving property and paying for this advertisement. H. H. HAY & SON. Middle street.
6-1

WAITED.

FOUND—Umbrella;
LOST.—A

lady’y black plush and satin band-

bag, embroidered with gilt cord, containing gloves, a pocket book with a small sumot
money, etc. was lost from a carriage In the
western part of the city. Please return to 453
Cumberland street and be rewarded._4-1
31st.

a

POUND—Oct.
lpg Center, owner
and

Good wide-awake agents to sell lor tlie
Fonthil Nurseries, ot Canada. Good pay and
regular and constant employment to toe right
We have 700
men.
No drones need apply.
acres
under stock, every department fully
equipped. Address STONE & WELLINGTON,
Temple BulldlDg, Montreal. J. W. BEALL,
Manager. Name the Dally Press.

dollars reward for the return of
a small Mack and white kitten lost Suuday
evening to 92 SPRING ST.3-1

LOST—Two

white setter dog puppy with 2
A reward will be paid tor reNo. 3 PEERING ST.
3-1

ears.
same to

have found tne greatest cure on
eartn for Rheumatism and Neuralgia In
their worst chronic forms; 1 suffered twelve
years and trie! every known remedy. Sufferers write to me and enclose stamp.
MISS E. S.
oclBd&w2m*
ORR, East Harpsweti. Me.

FOUND—I

Boons
LET—A

front

unfinished,
For further
PROCTOR, No.

particulars Inquire
93 Exchange street.

3-1

LET,

TO LET- A first class rent at 225 High street.
ilukDniulr.i.tlnr

KINS, 88Va Exchange

C1R

li kll

IIOK

('

7-4

street

LET—Whole house 10 rooms, steam heat,
$360; whole house 14 rooms, $40o; whole
house 9 rooms, State street, bath; 6 rooms
Stevens’ place, $9:7 rooms 214 Danforth street
$16; 7 rooms 171 Lincoln street, $15;7 rooms
New HUb street, steam heat, No. 226: 6rooms 8
Bedford street, $ 18; 2 rents 29 Sheridan street,
$16; 8 rooms, 78 Mellen street,‘bath, $326: 6
rooms 6 St. Lawrence street. $12.
N. S. GARDINEB, 186 Middle street,6-1

TO

BENT—Two verypleaBant tenements,
sun all day, In house 101 Emery street,
corner spruce street, six rooms each: now being
put In good repair. BENJAMIN SHAW, blVh

Piano -Jortes.

We respectfully call attention to
the fact that we are the exclusive
representatives in the State of Maine
for the celebrated

street.

6-2

Correspondence solicited with perdesiring to purchase or exchange
their Pianos. Prices and catalogues
giving full discretions mailed free on
application.
Our representatives
will be in
PORTLAND and vicinity every
three mouths, and will be pleased to
call on anv one desiring to talk about
Pianos. We have a large stock of
second hand instruments, including
that have been taken in exchange, (or
sale at VERY LOW PRICES.

chas. c.

151,152& l53Tremont St.,
chickesisg

hall,

LET—Lower rent ot 7 room at 6 Wllmot
street, $20 per month; also upper rent of 6
rooms at 2 Quincy street
Apply between 10
and 11 a. m. to L. TAYLOR, 385 Congress St.

TO

6-1

oct22

LET—A very pleasant upper tenament of
rooms In bouse No. 19 Atlantic
street; rent $16 per month. Enquire of B. W.
JONES, 96 Commercial street.4-1
TO LET—A good family and driving
horse to let to some careful reliable party
for bis board till May 1st. Inquire at LEES’
Stable, Clark

HOUSE

street._3-l_

LET-Lower tenement of 6 rooms and
bath room, and upper tenement of seven
looms very pleasantly located; sun all day.
Apply at 164CLAKK ST.3-1

TO

LET.—House No. 118 Brackett street.
with four rooms on flrst
near Spring,
floor; five chambers and bath room with hot

TO

and cold water on the next.
Apply to A.
3-1
WHIINEk, at Kendall & Whitney’s.

LET—House 78 Winter street.
Inquire
77 WINTER STREET, or 194 Middle
street.23-tl

VMsnphast
SkiTIMi BOOTS,
LACE OR BUTTON.

two flats in building No. 21

Enquire

WM.

SHEA,

6

oct7-tf

SALE—Bare chance for person with few
hundred dollars to buy half-interest In the
finely located provision, flsb and oyster market
on Tremont street; $600 weekly, cash trade,
business Increasing, good profits, rent low, experience not necessary; I nave good help, but
need live man to take charge: 111 health cause
for selling. Address “A, 411” Herald Office,
Boston,7-1

Widths, Sizos and Half

All

Sizes.

8ALE—Houses; prices, $460. $600,$900
FOB
$100o. $1100, $1300, $1400, $1600. $1700,
$22011,
$2700, $3200. J.
$2600,
$2000,
WOODMAN, 1061* Exchange

C.

street.

7-1

SALE—A perfect family horse; good
roadster, sound and kind; weights 1000
pounds Aiso harness, carriage and sleigh. F.
T. BAYLEY, » Bramhall street.7-1

FOB

SALE—House No. 8 Bramhall street,
corner Western Promenade.
Apply to Kev.
F, T. BAYLEY.7-1

FOB

SALE—Woodfords—Three of the mos}
desirable suburban residences In Deering,
FOR
fine
lawns and stables with each. Oue of
large

them Is a forced sale. Elect' lc cai s pass them
alI■ W. H. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.
7-l| |
iauk

sale—une nan unaiviaea interest in
an olive and
orange Orchard, California

Sale of mancheater Bowie Farm.

Nov. 9th, at 2 o'clock p. m.,on
the premises, In Falmouth, I shall sell
the above
about 90
farm,
containing
acres of land with good set of
buildings. Cuts
about 70 tons of hav. Good paying milk route
connected with farm.
Also st same time a lot of farming tools, carts,
wagons, harnesses, &c., «c.

MONDAY,

nov7

dtd

F. 0. BAILEY & CO..

SALE—A nice pair of gentlemen’s drivhoises; color, bay; weight about
1000; verystyllsh and sale; not afraid of any
thing; Inquire of JOHN SAWYER, Falmouth
6 1
Hotel.
horse, nine years old, sa'e
FORforbeSALE—Bay
women
children to drive; price $60;
at
or

H. I. HOLLAND’S stable,
5-1

SALE—A good 2d hand double sleigh,
one single sleigh and one
puog. one l&rge
buffalo robe, one wolf robe, one fox do, horse
blankets, one 2d hand pnaeton, one carryall,
one wagon, garden tools aud many other articles. For particulars apply to GEO. W. WOODno4-tf
MAN._

FOR

T30R SALE—Horse, driving harness, work
F harness, work sleds and firewood. Must
be sold at once. A. H. SIMON TON, 24 High
8 1
street.__
SALE—At Woodfords,
for manufacturing
FORsunable
grain
carriage

a desirable lot
or wood or coal

It bas a
yard
frontage on railroad of 188 feet, which could
be side tracked. Lot will be sold low, If taken
before snow flies.
FRED N. HOOFER, 868
Congress street, Portland.3-1
or

AUCTIONEERS.

SPECIAL SALE
300 Engravings, Etching?, Photogravure?, Pastille?, Water Colors, Mir*
rorw, etc , at Mo. 181 Middle street,
Tuesday and Wednesday, November 10
and 11, at 10 a.m , 2.30 and 7.30 p.m.
each day.

__novDdtd

F.O. BAILEY & CO.,
Anetioneers and C ommission Merchants.
Salesroom 18

Exchange Street.

F. O.BAiifcV.
mar 14

r.w. ALLKS.

dtf

store.

SALE—Small bouse situated within ten
minutes’ walk of the Post Office; bas all
the modern conveniences; good sized lot with
fruit trees; terms easy. A. C. LIBBY, 42V3
Exchange street,
3-1

FOR

only part of the John Hill farm, Naples
which Is offered for sale, Is that between
Drldgton road and the Lake. J. 8.
<je
WHITE, office 80 Exchange street, Portland,
26-tf

SALK OR TO LET—New brick house
at 66 Mellen street.
at
Enquire
626
CUMBERLAND
aug21-tl

STREET._

SALE—Two story bouse and land situaon
the corner of Lincoln and
streets, containing 16 rooms; divided for two families; In good condition. For
14-tf
particulars iu quire on premises.

FORted
Franklin

Teacherofthe Violin

mala

( PIT'IL OF El Wifi)
Mill receive pnpils September 1st,

ADDRESS 53 MONUMENT STREET,
Thurun’i Pinna Umh,
Hirer! Hiock, Portland.
aug27

•r

3

Free

dBm

i

COMPANY,
nave

tms.oay

succeeded

10

tue

business

oi

8TEVESS & JOKES,

Publishers and

Booksellers,

Manufacturers, Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

BLANK

BOOKS, STATIONERY
—

FANC1 GOODS.
MW&Ftja7

nHomnuH avw)

r>

oanV In

people.

The Pension List.
7.— Pensions
have been granted to the following Maine

people:
ORIGIN AL.

William C. Jones,
Henry Grlndle,
Andrew J. Royal,
John McJelllson,
Asa J. Alexander,
John Ward,
William B. Merrill,
John B. Smith,
Frank H. Men ill,
George W. Moore.
Charles Edwin brown.

INCREASE.

Henry Pichard,
William P. Wyman,
Nathaniel Page,
James R. Cleaves,

STEPHEN BERRY

Aroma.
retail dealers sell

Cieiit

PLCn STREET.

] Dll

aplltM W&Flylstd

TO FIRE SOUTHERN HEARTS.

Albany, N. Y., November 7.—Commander-In-Chief Palmer, of the Grand Army of the Republic, has issued an older
prohibiting members of the Grand Army
from participating in any demonstration or
parade where the Confederate flag is displayed. General Palmer says: "For four
years you braved all the perils and vicissitudes of war to wipe out all that that flag
represented.
"The Unlun soldiers have repeatedly
said to the soldiers of the South: • We have

rades joined tn the recent ceremonies in
boaor of the memory of a patriotic Southern journalist and philanthropist,
they
found their fraternity confronted with the
‘emblem of tieason,’ which Is an evidence
to you that there still lurks in the hearts
of a few a desire, by the dtSDlav of that
nag, to nre toe Hearts or the young generation of the South to rebellion.”

IN

EXTRACT OF BEEF

Is knowu around the world. It Is unapproachable (or purltv. flavor and beneficial
effects. As Beef Tea, delicious and refreshing. Indispensable In Improved aud
Economic Cookery. Best Stock fob
Soups.

Genuine

SI

with

signature

of

^

Justus

V

ion

Liebeg.
eodlm

oct28_

BROTHER'S
Kraaich aud Huch, n aaoa

Haalla
■ ▼era aad Pond, Voae and H«a, Jacab
Brather,,
a

ad

PIANOS.
carry Id stock the Mason and Klsch Vocalllon
lor churches, halls, lodges, etc., the Wilcox au
White sell-playing Organs, aud the Mason and
Hamlin, Wilcox aud White, and Packard Parlor
Organs. Send (or catalogue and terms.
We

CRESSEY & JONES,
•it#4 < OBurrua Street, Portland,
opposite city
ap2l
hall.

Maine

eodly

C. L. FOX STUDIO.
Painting, Drawing and Modelling in
Cla, from Life and from the antique.

478

John Carr.

John Carr, Belfast, Me., had Kidney
and Liver Trouble for twentyAll this time scarcely
live years.
free from pain a minute. Had to get
each night and
times
up several

Wor

use

were

the vessel. Extreme Constipation all the time. DANA’S SARSAPARILLA CUBED HIM after all
other remedies had FAILED.
Are the DAYS of MIRACLES
PAST? Or is DANA’S the MODAsk your
ERN BETHESDA?

neighbor.

DEC KER

at

Louisa A. Preston.

"You have demonstrated your fraternity
on numerous occasions, but when com-

Have for twenty-live year) been putting
up the famous product wulcb stirred
medical circles when first Invented and
give to the world by the tenowned
chemist Justus von Liebig. Their

1-3 Coup

as

5th,
Street,

POBTL4

For Sale with Inventory.
In
$10 amonth, Antique and Portrait Classes, (lsi
quire of EDWARD SWAN,
course). $13 a month, Lite and PortraltClassei
course). $4 a month, Evening Class (oi
(2nd
No. 20 South Front St,,
Antique.
Each coarse fills the entire day.
i
New
Be d
nove
sepl6
eodfim

Dana Sarsaparilla Oo., Belfast, Me.

THE PORTLAND DAILY FRESH.
Published every day (Sundays excepted) by the
PORTLAND PUBLISHING COMPANY,
Street, Portland, Me.
At 97
Terms : Seven Dollars a V ear. When payment
Is made strictly in advance the price wul be Six

TIME

OF

PEACE, ETC.

Sunday on War Vessels
Which Might Co to Chill.

Bkooklyn, November 8.—Eighty

men

at work at the navy yard today on
the war vessels Miantonomoh and Atlanta.
This is the first Sunday since the late war
that such a thing has occurred. The workmen have been busily engaged day and
night (or the past week preparing the two
vessels for speedy service at sea.
The unbustle and activity at the navy yard
os*1*1}
Is attributed to the fact that the strained
relations between this
country and Chill
have caused the government much anxiety
to get all Its war vessels ready for a possible contingency.

Exchange

inch space ol
d°ltATKS ofol Advertising—One
twelve lines nonpareil
columu.

the length
constitutes

or

a

“square.”

Notices, one-third additional.
nuderiieadot “amusements” and “Auction
Sales,” $2.00 per square per week; three In
serllous or less, $1.60.
$1.60 per square, dally, first week; 76 cents
insertions or less, $1.00:
per week alter; three
continuing every other day alter first week, 60
Special

cents.
Half square, three insertions or less, 76 cents;
one week, $1.00; 60 cents per week alter.

THE MAINE STATE PRESS.
Publlsned every Thursday Morning, at
82.00 a year, in advance.
Advertisements Inserted In the Maine
State Press (which has a laree circulation
In every part of the State) lor $1.00 per square

first insertion, and 60 cents per square lor
each subsequent Insertion.
lor

The Premiums upon the Policies ol
the UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY vary In accordance with the plan of Insurance
selected and the age at Issue; they
therefore cover a wide range and hence
are suited to all clreumatances.

CENERAL NEW8.
The “Norwood,” Norman L.

Monroe’s

steam launch, was speeded again Saturday
at New xork. ihe first mile was made In
2.13i and the second in 2.26J.

The bail of Thomas Dana, director in

the Maverick Bank, Boston, has been reduced to 840,000 and Charles A. Browning
has been accepted as bondsman.
The Boston Globe says It is currently
reported that Messrs. Burdett and Wardwell, of the Republican State committee
are about to resign.

Superintendent Cyrus Small, of the Bospolice force, has retired on a pension.
Chief Inspector Eldredgejbecomes superintendent and Captain James M. Coulter Is
made chief inspector.
Washburn Block and several neighboring buildings in Orange, Mass., were
burned Saturday, causing a 8200,000 loss.
A whole square was burned over and at
one time It was thought the whole town
would go.
The fronts of two business blocks In
Akron, O, burst out Saturday and the
There were about
buildings collapsed.
twenty people In the blocks but all escaped
fatal Injury. Four people were quite seriously hurt by falling debris.
ton

insurance.

Will Rise from Its Ashes.
New Portland, November 7.—The
committee chosen at the public meeting
Wednesday to aid in plotting out the burned
district in a more satisfactory manner,
has adjusted everything to the satisfaction
o( all parties as far as It can be at this
time. The indications now are, that in one
year from today the waste places will be
built up In an even more desirable manner
than before.
A Houlton

Mill Cone.

Houlton, November 8.—M. M. Keaplaning mill, door, sash and blind
factory burned at 2 o’clock this morning.
Loss, 8 2S00; no insurance. The workmen

ton’s

lost tbetr tools.
time

of

The fire

the year,

as

at a hard
orders are

comes

many

ahead. The flour mill, plaster mill and all
the adjacent property were saved.
MAINE.
Where Is Violet?

Caribou, November 7.—There Is great
excitement at Van Buren over the disappearance of one Rlgist Violet, who left
his home last Monday with the intention
of spending a few hours hunting. Having
failed to return since his departure his
friends have organized searching parties
and scoured the woods where Violet was
supposed to have gone but without result.
He has a trial of forgery coming off at the
present term of court.
On tho Maine Central.

Oldtown,

November 7.—The winter

time table of the Maine Central will go
into effect Sunday following Christmas.
The Flying Yankee and noon train east
from Bangor will be withdrawn. People
in Aroostook and Washington bounties
must leave home long before daylight or
ride nights.
But two additional freight
trams must be put on to move the great
Aroostook crop and these will take passengers. Some trains will be withdrawn from
the main line west of Bangor.
Football at Rockland.
Rockland, November 7.—In a very exciting game the Brunswick High Scboel
foot ball eleven defeated the Rocklands
Saturday afternoon, 42 to 4.
The Fur Club'a Meet.

NOVEMBER 9,

Relatives of Royalty with Shady Ways Followed by
Reduced Revenues.
this Western Boomer.
The Suicide’s Pistol Heard A New Portland Man Has
in Berlin’s Scandal.

Him Arrested.

Berlin, November 8.—Inquiry Into the
affairs of Hlrschfeld & Wolff realizes the
worst anticipations. The firm had been In
business for sixty-four years. Herr Wolff
occupied several other posltlous of trust.
He was a prominent society man and
lived a life of ostentatious wealth, bis
household expenses running to 400,000
marks a year. He did little In the speculative lineruntll recent years, when private
extravagances and losses at the gaming
table led to his embarrassment.
He tried
to recoup his losses on the Paris and Ber
lin Bourses. As a matter of fact, the firm
has been insolvent since 1873. For a number of years Wolff has been living by selling and pawning the securities of his depositors, working In connection with
banker Joseph Lelpziger. It Is asserted
that Wolff, with all the facts being known
to Lelpziger,floated spurious drafts through
Lelpaiger and pawned the securities of
depositors amounting In value to 3,000,OCO
marks. Lelpziger finally went to the wall
and his failure hastened the down fall of
Hlrschfeld & Wolff. Among the aristocratic creditors of the firm are Prince Henry
of Prussia, who loses 500,000 marks, Prince
Gunther of Schleswig-Holstein, Drotber of
the Empress of Germany, who loses 500,000
marks, and Count Luttlchon, a prominent
leader In German society, who Is out 300,000.
Other members of the aristocracy
are severely hit.
A large number of Industrial companies
lose their depeslts.
Wolff Is confined in Moabit prison and
says he is unable to make any estimate of
his liabilities.
A sensation was caused yesterday by the
collapse of the banking institution of
Frledliender & Sommerfeld.
The failure
Is associated with the recent suspension of
the brokers Hirscbfeldt & Wolff.
The
Sommerfelds, father and son, tried to
commit suicide and opened the veins In
their arms besides shooting themselves
with a revolver. Felix, the son, expired
Saturday evening. Sigmund still lives,
although there Is a bullet In his brain. He

Is conscious at intervals and has a bare
chance ef recovery.
The firm was established Id 1875 and was Involved
In the
conversion of a large number of
private industrial concerns into companies
during the 80’s besides furnishing money
for the development ef a seaside resort oa
the Island of Kugen.
The assets will be
slow of realization.
Sigmund’s wife refiled
a
(or
divorce. Both
cently
petition
Sigmund and Felix married heiresses.
Felix’s wife is the daughter of millionaire
Pinkus.
All have been personally ex-

Felix was an epicure and
travagant.
wrote cookery articles for the Boersen
Courier. Many creditors and small capitalists were attracted to the firm by the high
interest offered on deposits. The cau-e of

the rash act of
fear of arrest.

the

Sommerfelds was the

ED Mrs. Cole's Rude Caller.
Waterville, November 7,—This mornlog at about 0 o’clock Mrs. Cole of Benton
herd a knock at her door and upon going
to the same was confronted by one of the
roughest specimens of the ;tramp life Imaginable, who rambled off something In a

the door a kick, knocking Mrs. Cole hat on
her back. Mr. Cole then appeared on the
scene and the tramp was pursued and ar-

rested. He was brought before Judges.
W. Stewart, and sentenced to sixty days in
jail. He gave his name as Franz Bengla-

Capt.

A. R. Yates.

the remains of Capt.
A. R. Tates, late executive officer of the
Kitteiy Navy Tard, were held this morning in the Unitarian Church. They were
conducted by Rev. Alfred E. Gooding. At
the conclusion of the services, the body,
escorted by a guard of the United States
marines, officers of the yard and Stover
post 1, G, A. It., was taken to the South
cemetery, where it was placed in a tomb.
The post performed the services at the
grave, and the parting volley was hred by
the marines and a G. A. R. squad.
Personal

over

Registration

in

Augusta.

Augusta, November 7.—At the first
meeting of the local board of registration,
organized under the new law passed by the
last Legislature, It was voted to require
personal registration in preparing a new
list of voters.
Madison Mills shut Down.

Madison, November
woolen mills shut down
no water to run. The
known to be so low as at
THE

7.—The

Madison
today, as there Is
river was never

present.

WEATHER.

Rain by Tonight.
Washington, November 8.—Following
Is the forecast of the weather fof New England: Warmer; southerly winds; fair
Monday; rain Monday night and Tuesday.
Storm Coming Tomorrow.
Boston, November 8.—The local forecast shows an area of rain

central in the
It will probably

Lake region Sunday.
move northeast Into 'Canada Monday and
be followed by a storm now central In the
lower Mississippi valley, which will probably reach New England by Tuesday. The
predictions for New England are, Monday,
in »n

IK rlartranu

U7armor

o_>

south and southwest winds; for Tuesday,
general rain, falling temperature, winds
becoming strong and northeasterly.
Local Weather Report.
Portland, Me., November 8,1891.
18 A.
Mj8r. M.
Barometer. 30 092 30 121
Thermometer. 37.
42.
l»ew Point. 33.
35
Humidity. 87.
79.
Wind. N
NW
Velocity. 12
1
Weather... cloudy cl'dlps
Mean dally Iher—41.81 Max. vel wind.. 14 N w
Maximum ther.47.9 Total preclp....
o
Minimum ther.35.81

Observations.
the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather Bureau for yesterday November 8, taken at 8
p. m. 75th merldan time, the observations
Weather
The following

are

for each station being given in this order:
Temperature, direction of the wind, state
of the weather:

Boston,42°,calm, cloudless;

New York.
80°, S, cloudless; JPhlladelphia, 48°. SE
cloudless; Washington,48°, SE, cloudless
Albany,40°, calm, cloudless; Buffalo, 60°
S. partly cloudy; Detroit, 56°, SW, cloudy
Chicago, 48°, NE, cloudless; St. Paul
42°, NW, cloudless; Duluth, 38°, W. rain
St. Vincent, 36°, W, cloudless; lluron. So
Dakota, 40°, NW, cloudless; Bismarck, 40°
NW, cloudless; Jacksonville, 94*. E, cloud
less.

claimed that

Blanchard, by ehady transactions, including forgery, has defrauded the
directors out of thousands of dollars.
Blanchard quit the practice of ;iaw here In
September, 1890, and went into the banking business with a capital of 850,000.
Blanchard, Horatio Clark, B. A. Harding,
M. D., Qapt. E. B. Watts and W. C. Barry
were named as directors and A. E.
Blanwas made president.
While In the East,
he secured the services of J. R. Clark as
cashier. Mr. Clark is a young man, the
Horatio CMark
a
rtlrpp.tor. and a
From Mr.
wealth; capitalist of Maine.
Clark, Blanchard, it Is alleged, secured
$2200 on a forged deed of property he did
notown, but which be pretended to sell
Mr. Clark. Dr. B. A. Harding of Blackof

stone, III., Blanchard’s father-in-law, a
considerable wealth is alleged to be
Blanchard’s victims.
Blanehard
would pretend to make loans on gilt edge
receive
from
Dr.
Hardsecurities,
money
ing with which to make the loan, and then,
It is charged, would appropriate It to his
man of
one of

Dr. Harding says he has been
ruined but declines to say how much he
has lost. Another loser Is said to be Bates
College, the amount being $10,000. Officers
in Maine have been telegraphed to arrest
own use.

Blanchard,
ARRESTED

IN

AUGUSTA.

Clark Cot Hla Money Back-Blanchard Admits

Forgery.

Augusta, November 8.—A. E. Blanchard of Kansas City, Mo., whom a dispatch
from that city charged with swindling, has
been arrested here charged with embezzling
$2100. It sesms a man named Clark of
New Portland, sent that amount to Blanchard for Investment and received a mortgage. Clark recently became suspicious of
the security and caused the arrest. Blanchard admitted forging the endorsement on
the mortgage. Helhas raised the money
and refunded it to Clark. Blanchard was
here as a witness on a case now In court.
Blanchard was a witness In a case between relatives of bis.
In 1889, William
Blanchard, his uncle, and wife, transferred
property valued at $23,000 to Blanchard as
trustee, they living with him. Afterwards
the became dissatisfied with the trusteeship and transferred it Jto another uncle,
Silas Blanchard, who sold William’s widow
a piece of property, which was mortgaged
for $4,037.52, which she had to pay. She
now sues to recover.
Blanchard was a
witness for the trustee, who lost the case.
Blanchard, in turning over the property to
the new trustee, gave bis personal note for
$10,000, two unpaid life Insurance policies
of $5000 each and a $5000 policy in the
Maine Benefit to secure payment of the
amount of the mortgage In question to the
new trustee.
The widow also sues the
trustees for the full amount of the property, claiming it was obtained In trust

THE STATE.

MUSIO AND DRAMA.

speculation.

through fraud.

i

OBITUARY.
ONE VISITOR IN SIX MONTHS.

Company collapsed this week
appeal was heard.
The mainspring of this movement for

surance

when the

the release of Mrs. Maybrick Is Mr. Alexander MacDougall, a London barrister,
whose book upon the subject and sub-

sequent coirespondence with Gail Hamil-

ton led to the World’s effort In America.
Mr. MacDougall says:
“We are only, as yet, on the threshold of
the movement to secure Mrs. Maybrick.’s
release from prison.
The cost of preparing the case and of getting opinions from
eminent counsel on constitutional law will
be $1500.
Sir Charles Russell aud Sir
Horace Davey have already been retained
with a view to future action.
“It It Is decided that the case can be reopened more money will be needed for the
If this can be done
expense of the trial.
by habeas corpus, $1500 more would suffice.
If it would Involve a new trial, the whole
cost of the case would be at least $10,000.
“Though the feeling in England Is at
present absolutely indifferent, we could
certainly raise a good deal of this monev
here if a new trial were at once ordered,”
said he.
Mr. MacDougall said Mrs.
Maybrick
knew nothing about the effort of American
women on her behaif.
He had attempted
to see her, but in vain.
She Is permitted
to see only one visitor every stx months
in a cage with
officials
present. She
prison
Is allowed only 20 minutes and cannot
speak of her trial or defence.
Baroness
De Roque has seen her only three times.
Her last visit was four months ago.
A gentleman who was recently in Woking prison on business saw Mrs. Maybrick
Id a corner of the prison yard sifting
cinders.
She is never allowed to see her
children. They have taken another name
and are belug reared by Dr. Fuller of London as his own.
He Is a friend of Michael

Maybrick.

Even such an enthusiast In the cause as
Mr. MacDougall admitted he could see no
way to proceed in the case except through
an endeavor to secnre another trial on the
ground of new evidence.
Fopular movements or petitions, even If Indorsed by
half the women of America, including the
wives of the President and members of
bis cabinet, would not avail.
The Victorious McCarthyites.

New York, November 8.—Mr. T. A.
Emmet, president of the Irish National
League, has received the following cableuuui xiuiauu

Biniu

Cork, November 7.
Cork has returned Flavin by a glorious
majority over the factlontsts and Orangemen
combined. Ireland stands again United.
Wm. O’Brien,
[Slgnedl
Michael Dayitt.

Limerick Now the Seat of War.

Limerick, November 8.—This city today was the scene of a fierce conflict la
which forty soldiers and a mob of people
engaged. Four soldiers were seriously
wounded with knives, and six civilians
were arrested.
The Woods Ablaze.
Augusta, November 7.—At noon today
the barns of Josiah Gray, on the Sanborn
place, Hallowell, took fire from sparks
from the chimney of the house. The barns
were burned and the fire spread to the
woods where It is now raging. About four
hundred acres have been burned over.
Funeral of Jacob Cushing.
Augusta, November 8.—The funeral of
the late Jacob Cushing, former treasurer
of the Maine Central

railroad,

was

largely

attended today. A special train from Portland brought prominent officials of the
railroad and also leading citizens. The funeral services were at the residence, Rev.
R. A. Griffin officiating. The body will be
taken to Brunswick, Monday, for Interment.
A Verdict Against the Road.
Augusta, November 8.—The jury In
the case of Sanford Adams cf Monmouth
vs. the Maine Central, has rendered'a verThe suit
dict for the plaintiff for $9895.
was for $12,000 damages for Injuries received while the plaintiff wad a brakeman
on a train wrecked at M&rauocook, November 20, 1888 on account of
negligence of the railroad

a

washout.

was

The

alleged.

Or. Langdon Gilmore.
Gaediseb, November 8.—Dr. Langdon
Gilmore, one of Gardiner’s old and respect-

frianHd

ABOOSTOOK COUNTY.
The town of Caribou has voted to replace
the bridge just burned with an iron one.
HANCOCK COUNTY.
It i3 said that only one woman has ever
made a success keeping boarders at Bar
Harbor. This is Mrs. C. £. Southard.
Bass Harbor, in Tremont, has become
quite a centre for fishing Industries. There
are two fish stands where fish are bought
and cured and shipped to Gloucester and
Boston. There Is also a canning factory
belonging to Underwood & Co., of Boston,
who put up clams and lobsters. Mr. James
Parker on the west side has bought this
season over

2.000,000 pounds of fish, mostly

hake and haddock, and sent it to Gloucester. He has also shipped 160 casks of oil
and 10,000 pounds of hake sounds, also
1,000 drums, holding from one to four quintals, which are sent to New York, and
from there to the West Indies. This firm
pays out this season about 8100,000. Tnere
are about twenty-five vessels engaged in
the fishing business.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

The water in the Kennebec river is said
to be lower than for twenty-seven years.
There must have been some building
along the Kennebec this year. Mr. Horace Purlnton, the Waterville brick manufacturer, has made over five million bricks
this season.
PENOBSCOT COUNTY.
The new six-set woolen mill at Newport,

is nearing completion.
This season has witnessed many Improvements in the old town of Charleston,
through the generous efforts of Kev. J. U.
Higgins. A new hotel, called the Trustee
House, has been erected and opened to the
traveling public. Werkmen have remodeled and rebuilt the Baptist church and
have It ready for re dedication, besides assisting in renovating the old Academy
buildings, now the Higgins Classical Institute.
Mr. Sumner L.
Crosby, of Bangor,
has recently mounted a white mink for
Mr, Tasker, of Dlxmont, who shot the animal. The white mink is very rare and the
skin is very fine. It is third white mink
that Mr. Crosby has ever received at his
establishment.

PISCATAQUIS COUNTY.
Mr.
William
recently
Appleyard,
returned to bis home in Sebec, and
Is now engaged in repairing the woolen
factory at the village, with a view to starting the machinery again.
SAGADAHOC COUNTY.
The men of war now building at Bath
are

approaching completion.

Cruiser No,

5 is to launch the very last of this month,
and No. 6 will go off the middle of Decem-

ber.
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To the Editor of the Press:
To satisfy the desire expressed by many
of oar citizens to try and keep good manufactories already established
here and
doing prosperous business, from moving
away and taking large numbers of operatives and their families from our city, an
effort has been made to try and induce the
C. A. Cushing Shoe Company, which Is
having a faatory built at Freeport, to still
continue to operate their valuable plant
here.

The present corporation Is capitalized at
the larger part of which Is paid
$160,000,
in, but Mr. Cushing says that to carry on
the business both In Portland and In Freeport would require from $26,000 to $40,000
additional capital, a portion of which has
already been taken by paittes who have

satisfied themselves that this Is an exceptionally good and safe Investment, paying
dividends from a rapidly increasing
usiness.
As satisfactory proof will be given that
an investment as above mentioned would
pay, we hope local pride will stimulate and
induce luvestors to keep In our city a business well known to be a success rather
than to go beyond with the uncettalotles
that too often exist.
Investors feeling an Interest In a well
established and good sound home company,
and desiring more full particulars, are invited to call on the secretary of the Board
of Trade.
K.

§ood

General Manager Furber says the Boston
& Maine has $400,000 In the Maverick Bank
but the semi-annual dividend of 4J per
cent, for which this money was to have
been used, will be paid as usual. The Boston & Maine earns $1,260,000 a month and
can pay 8 per cent, per annum, year in and
year out.
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Lamp Exoloded and Ten Deaths
Resulted.

Nakticokb, Pa., November 8.—This afternoon a terrible explosion of gas occurred In No. 1 shaft of the Susquehanna

Coal Company, killing six miners and badly Injuring several others, four of whom
have since died. A large crowd. Including
relatives and friends of the men employed
In the mine, gathered at the mine, and the
scene was harrowing In the extreme.
Owing to the fact that this was Sunday, but 14
men were at work In the mine.
Seven of
the dead leave widows and children.
It Is
feared that several of the ^Injured cannot
survive, some being In Isuch a condition
that they could not bear removal from the
mine. A searching party was organized as

possible, and went down Into the
mine. After almost losing themselves In
the cavern, groping In the dark, they came
upon the bodies of the victims.
The force
of the explosion had demolished several
The victims were dashed
mine cars.
against the walls of the mine. Some were
beheaded and others disembowelled. A
safety lamp exploded while one of the
men was attempting to change au air cursoon as

mib
__

MAINE CENERAL

At a meeting of the directors of the
Maine General Hospital, held Saturday afternoon, the board organized by the re-election of Hon. Nathan Webb, president.
Miss Vannle A. Tucker was elected superintendent of nurses In place of Miss
Stowe, resigned, to accept a similar position In the Rhode Island hospital.
This memorial to the late George E. B.
Jackson, prepared by Judge Symonds, was
adopted unanimously:
The directors of the Maine General Hospital, sharing deeply in the general grief

and In the common loss which has fallen
upon many Institutions and many Interests,
public and private In our city and state, by
the close o( Mr. Geo. E. B. Jackson’s life,
direct that this brief memorial of him be
entered upon their records. In lespect, admiration and love of the man himself. In
grateful recognition of the value of bis generous services and In [deep regret for his
too early death. In many ways from Its
foundation the hospital received the benefit of his Influence and aid, while In latter years as one of Its directors be was always active, attentive. Interested and earnest In Its benalf, down to a period so recent
that It seems but a few days ago, when it
was already
was only too plain that he
walking within the shadow of the final IllIn his relations with the hospital,
ness.
as Iu all his relations In life he was a man
who left no duty undone, every day the
scroll wus complete, written out to the end
by his tireless band. There was no remissness at one time to be made good at another ; no excess today to suffer the penalty of the action tomorrow. He chose always-tbe measured movement, the sober
centre of the procession, she even tenor of
the way. Borne happy mingling of the
original elements of character In him,
some fine result of method and discipline
had given him In all tblngs the Just balance, the true proportion, the golden mean
of life, a harmony of minu and heait wnlch
events did not disturb, and a virtue shining
always full-orbed, steady and serene. He
was a man of rare good Judgment and rich
expertence.whose oplnlontwas of weight In
the gravest discussion or deliberation while
bU friends will remember many a sparkiiu& ^icaonusi

|
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MEN AND WOMEN.

latest play by
DeMllle and Belasco, authors of “The
Charity Ball,” “The Wife,” and other successes, will be presented In Portland Theatre next Thursday evening by Charles
Frohman’s company of New York. The
theme of the play deals with financial
matters In New York city, not of yesterday but today, and of the men aDd women
whose lives are Interwoven therein. The
people In the cast are amoDg the best actors
Tnere is Frederic De
in the country.
Belleville, Sydney Armstrong, Frank Mordauut and a host of others. Tiekets are
ready at the box office.
AUSTRIAN JUVENILE BAND.

This will be the programme of the Austrian Juvenile Band concert to be given In
the Ltockbridge course next Saturday:
March—New Year’s Calls.Carl
Fantasle—Stradeila ........Flotow
Waltz—Vienna Girls, ‘-Weather Mad’ln” ..-

.Ztehrer

Sceue

and Aria—Lucretia Borgia.Doufzettl
With instrumental solos.

Csardes-Natlonal

Dance...

Juvenile Band.

Music Poem—Danceotthe Huunas..
.Polah—Daniels
Solo Coreet—Spanish Serenade.Kilenberg
Lambert Steiner.

Waltz—The Laughing Morning Hours....Faust
Overture—Lustsplel....
Duet Piccolos -The Song of the Finch (new)
■

.KllDg

Masters ntio Kaskolwah and Arnold Vielsliz.

March-Bersaglierl....Steffens
Toll.Klseukolb
Galop-Free

KNEISEI. QUARTETTE CONCERTS.
The Knetsei Quartette concerts, to be
held In Kotzschmar Hall, November 19th,
December 2d and 17th, will be very attracThe sale of seats for subscribe is
tive.
and after today the general
today,
only
public can obtain thtm.
KOTZSCHMAR HALL.

This will be the programme at the deditomorrow evecation of Kolzscbmar Hall
Th,
aaats are selling rapidly and
__

should be secured at

once:

Orertur-Norma^.^.^^^.Bellini
Headv-Measiah .7.V

.iisyiiu
Plano

_

Association.

Quartette—Taraulella^..Rblenberger

Chorus—The V Iklugs..........".Funlng
Singers’ Club.

Visions d’Amour Walizes.Delcruck
Philharmonic Orchestra.
Double ouartette-Ave Marla..Liszt
Rossini Club.;
Chorus—Wicken and Bllnken.Novins
Singers’ Club.

Quartette.Selected
Uaydn Quartette.
Hallelujah Chorus—Messiah.Handel
Haydn Association.
NOTES.
It h> exO ie hundred and twenty voices.

IBSW!1 WSW
hilias

returned from
The Schubert

q

iWSS—
organized

**'• Morgan will be second
flral bass.
Smltn. the contralto,
77 nrnarntfd a handsome bouquet by
Lodgeof Elks, at her concert at

for the season.

J}ckford

teMlss‘nLinau KCarll
Po“l.Pnd
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dressing rooms at Portand the
land Theatre are being repainted,
for the winter's
bouse otherwise renovated
of a new farce-comedy to be
bl’l'he"uame
at Portland Theatre next Wednes-

clayed

day evening is “The Stock Broker.” Its
plots and Incidents, as will be readl'y
gathered by the title, follow the exciting
ways of the stock market.

ms

uys

wuivu
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TROILUS AND CRESSIOA.

NIGHT.

"Men and Women,” the

iiuiu

ened the subject and solved the problem
while the laugh went round. He gave himself, his gifts and attainments freely to
what he deemed to be the best Interests ot
society, church and state, and he has left
a vacancy In many hearla outside of the
circle most deeply affected by bis death, as
be has left a chair vacant In many places of
A true,
high duty and Important trust.
kindly just man, whose life was moved by
motives
to
ihe
mirror
of a
high
good ends,
genuine courtesy, the model of truth and
fidelity, a type of noble living. However
otherwise our faiths may differ for such a
mao, we are sure the mystery of death
holds only what Is good.

TO-

The society comedy drama "The Merwhich will be presented tonight
and tomorrow night at the Portland Theatre is sure of a respectful hearing and as
the lively demand for seats Indicates, of
large and representative audiences on
The play and
players
both evenings.
come with the strongest endorsement of
the critics of other cities as representlog
the highest grade of the theatric art. The
play is said to be one of buuiaa Interest
and Interesting from beginning to end.

HOSPITAL

Memorial Adopted to the Late
George E. B. Jacxaon.

Donations.

weeks ago, with no Buccess at all. Prominent lawyers’ talk of getting Mrs. Maybrick out of prison on habeas corpus proceedings to testify in the suit of appeal
against the Mutual Reserve Fund Life In-

marks in

Husbands and Fathers Were Dead
In the Blackness Beneath.

Cash through the “Good Luck” booth:
Mr. Geo. Hlchborn......$1.00
Mr. Geo. Taylor. 1.00

ed citizens, died at his residence in this
city this afternoon, of paralysis, aged 72
years. He was born In Turner, and came
to this city in 1848, starting in business as
a dentist, in which he continued until bis
death. He leaves one daughter and many

physician of large practice among the
aristocratic families of Hamburg, who figured prominently in high social circles, has
committed suicide, owing to the loss of

Harrowing Scones at the Mouth of
«*»
a Susquehanna Shaft.

erage.

London, November 7.—The success of
the New York World In raising a fund to
secure the release of Mrs. Maybrick has
roused much comment In England, and
has also revealed the fact that a similar
fund was started In Manchester several

a
more

WOMEN WERE MADE WIOOWS

Saturday

Mr. Wm. O’Connell. 2 00
Mr. Wm. Stearns.SO
A large box of fancy articles from the
Catholics.
An amusing Incident occurred at Mrs.
Cavazza’s booth. A tall and dignified lady
was making purchases when Miss Carmen
Fox, the cashier at this table, offered a
book saying:
“Here Is something very
nice.” *'I do not think so” responded tha
lady. Miss Fox rather coolly replaced the
book with an air that plainly Intimated she
had not much respect for the literary opinion of her customer.
The book was
"Ashes for Flame,” and the lady, Mrs.
Caroline Dana Howe.

Hamburg, November 8.—Dr. Stlnde.

Hardships of Mrs. Maybrlck’s Prison LiTe-Efforts in Her Behalf.

Wilson, Harvey Given, A. G. Hall, E. M.
Snow, Samuel Knight, Jr., Henry A. Stet-

Kansas City, Mo., November 8.—Tbe
directors of tbe Maine^Banking Company
here are expecting a telegram from Maine,
announcing tbe arrest of A. E. Blanchard,
president of tbe company, on a charge of
obtaining money by false pretences. It Is

Ann

Brilliantly On
Night.

The great and successful fair for the
benefit of the State Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals closed
Saturday
night after a most successful week. The
weather was all that could be desired. Old
Prob, no doubt, held complimentary tickets to Living Whist aod
Jarley. The hall
was crowded all day
Saturday. Sales were
largely In excess of any other day. Very
little was left on the tables, The enter*
prising one price firm of Bobbett A Co.
were practically all sold out at an
early
hour. The few remaining articles were
closed out by the successful auctioneer Mr.
Wm. Bradley. That tall silk hat and jet
black Imperial were irresistible. The few
remaining fancy articles will be disposed of
during the sale of the Associated.Charities.
The treasurer could not give exact figures,
but the receipts from the tables alone
amounted to over 91200 on Friday night
The Living WbLt with which the promenade concert opened was seen with as keen
delight as on the evening of Us first
presentation. Every available Inch of room
was taken and those who bad seen It twice
before perched themselves on chairs and
boxes for the third time. Gilbert’s music
alone was worth the price of admission.
After the march the pack and players
were photographed by Mr. Will Gay. The
photos will be placed on sale for the benefit of the 3. P. A as soon as finished.
Alter three cheers for Mr. Pullen and three
times three for Mr. Gilbert, the cards returned to the hall where a double quadrille
was danced by the kings .queens, jacks and
aces. General dancing followed which was
continued until near the midnight hour.
The holders of the lucky numbers were
Mrs. L. D. M. S wet, who drew the cracker
jar at Miss Carroll’s booth; Mr. H. K.
Virgin, Miss Talbot’s exquisite water color
at the art booth; George H. Libby, placque
Mrs. Carroll’s booth; Mrs. W. A. Colby,
golden chair, Mrs. Deane’s booth; Mrs.
Albeit Russell silver tea service. Miss Carroll’s booth; Mrs. Jennie Corson, sofa pilThe large
low, Mis. Deane’s booth.
daintily diessed doll, the eavy of every
childish heart, given to the tea room by
Mrs. William Moulton, was drawn by Miss
Helen Moulton. “1 am glad you got It
Helen, but I did want It,’’ was echoed
about the pretty room as her playmates
gathered to congratulate the fortunate little
girl. At the Butterfly booth, the bridal
vail drape was drawn by Mrs. John £.
Palmer; salad dlsb, Mr. Percy Rolfe; sofa
pillow, Miss Helen Ladd; bureau scarf,
Mrs. Geo. O. K. Cram; etching, Mrs. John
E. Palmer. Miss Carroll's [doll went to
Mrs.
A, C. Cushman, and the “bine
beauty” at Mrs. Cavazza’s table went to
Mrs. C. P. Clark. The elegant Japanese
dressing gown was not drawn as all the
numbers were not taken.
The book will
be left until filled when the lucky
number will be drawn and announced
through the papers.
The Flower booth extends thanks to
Messrs. Davis & Son, the popular Deerlng
florists, for their invaluable assistance.
The ladles of the tea room and all partakers of the delicious fruit lemonades are
indebted to Mr. Ben Barnett, who came In
every day to concoct this refreshing bev-

Lived Banker Wolff and The College Said to Have
Princes Paid the Bills.
Lost $10,000.

ton, Mass., November 9.

will continue for a week.
The following members from Brunswick
will leave tonight for Princeton: Dr. F. H.

It Closed

I SEVEN

FAIR.

ANIMALS

DUMB

HOW ABOUT BATES?

LIKE A PRINCE,

200,000

The festivities

PRICE {7 A YEAR, WBBfl PAID W ADVAMCE

1891.

Brunswick, November 7.—All is now
activity in the ranks of the Brunswick Fur
Club preparing for the fail meet at Prince-

funeral services

fraternity.’

Liebig COMPANY

nu

Portsmouth, N. H., November 7.—The

(father),

desire to arouse sectiooal animosities or
passions engendered by the war.
Give us
loyalty, and in return we will give you

Vi ilk St., Boston. Mass.
my9S.Tu&Thlstply

Laundry.
Calais, November 7.—The Calais steam
laundry was badly gutted by fire Friday
night. E. E. Holt loses] 81000; partially
Insured; James Murchle & Sons on the
building 8800, covered by insurance. Capt.
Ed Coleman and J. iQ- .Gould, occupying
the upper story as a residence, loss 8500;
A Blaze In a

Funeral of

no

CO., Mrs.,

The fires from the
nearly 100 horses.
young timber lands are threatening several
farm houses and buildings at High Ruck
Grove. The situation is alarming. Thlt
morning, a special train with 30 men was
The men have
sent from Waterbury.
worked all day fighting the flames.

mman.

Maria Flachmeier,
Joshua R. Wiug,

Rebel Flags Still Used-A Warning
to Grand Army men.

I6S

The

(mother),

Book, Job and Card Printi r,

Tbe following popular
them:
W. W. WHIPPLE & CO....W. & R. Drugs
K. DKLAVINA.W. & R. Cigars
J. L. GIBBS.Restaurant
W. F. GOOLD.News & Fruit
K. E. CROSS.Drugs
J. W- PETERSON.news Depot
B. H AMILTON.Confections
A. P.MARSH.Cigars and Tobacco
D. P. McGLINCHY.Drugs

1RWIJI

Hannah E. Casey,|
EstUer Boies,

horses cremated.
The Flames In the Woods Threaten
Connecticut Farms.
Watkbbuby, Conn November 8.—For.
est fires raged Saturday and Sunday on the
mountain sides at Beacen Falls, killing

not understood. Being frightened she slammed the door in his face. Before
she could get away from It the tramp gave

Alexander Bell.
Calvin Bumpus,
Enoch R. Preston,

by Mrs. Torrlngton and Miss Soule. The
loss Is from 81200 to 81500, with no insurance.
The origin of the fire Is unknown.

language

ADDITIONAL.

ORIGINAL, WIDOWS, BTC.

:
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Fbyebubg, Novombei 8,—Five cottages
Chautauqua grounds burned at 2
o’clock this morning- Three were owned
by Mrs, Martha B. Nutter, and one each

son, Robert Jordan.

Washington, November

REISSUE.

CIGAR
and

thn lantllinlnn

Alonzo Beckwith.

IRWIN
Very Mild

Dy some

Aloert B. McCurdy,
Francis A. Gould.
Jesse Mitchell,
William U. Charles,
Frederick W. Hauscom,
Frank E. Greissinger.

NO. 37

IOC.

increase

tanks was but 1976. Secretary Rusk is of
the opinion that the inspection of animals
and their marking for Identification, may
be accomplished for not exceeding three
cents per head, and the cost of microscopical inspection of hogs will not exceed five
cents per animal.
The Secretary states the enlargement of
channels of foreign trade, as a result of
reciprocal concessions, holds out great
hopes to American agriculture. He regards it as highly desirable that the people
of foreign countries should be Informed of
our resources and facilities for supplying
tbelr wants, and commends the work done
daring the past year by the special agent
charged with Introducing Indian corn and
its products to the attention of Europeans.
He congratulates the country upon the success of the experiments in the extraction of
sugar from sorghum, and says there seems
to be no reason why we should not look
forward to the day when the $100,000,000
paid by Americans to foreign producers
should be turned into the pockets of our

WILLIAM H. STEVENS, President.
EDWAKD C. JONES, Treasurer.
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SGH. JOHN W. SMART

MISS E. W. THURSTON,

Portland, Me., Oct, 31,1189.

BRANCH STORE—941 Congress St.
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of Gold Boot,

Sign

FORing

shop

Ilovtie.

BROWN,

Worth $16 000, price $16,OLO. Rare opportuul
of JOHN 8.
ty.
Inquire for particulars
WHITE,Alt’y at Law, No. 80 Exchange street,
Agent for Estate.6-tf

FOR

Administrator’s

Administrator of Manchester

bu

(deceased),

FOB

or

AUCTIONEERS.

AND

FOB BALE.

seeu

F. 0. BAILEY& C3.

STEVENS & JOfiES

TO

Silver street.

AUCTION SALES,

m mwof

LET—Lower rent of 6 rooms No. 4 Bedstreet, Deering, opposite Base Ball
grounds $12.00. Lower rent, 6 St. Lawrence
6
rooms, $12. 6 rooms on Grove stieet
street,
near Holland’s drug
store, $12. L. O. BEAN
& CO., 40 Exchange street.3-1

can

3-1

NOTJCCS.
■

TO ford

J?

ofA.C. LIBBY,

eodlSt

seven

or

42Vj

uui.es

the present law, compared with the same
period during last year under the old law,
and emphasizes the fact that the Increase
is confined largely to articles not competing with home products, such as sugar, tea,
coffee, etc. He notes a decrease in tobacco
from $17,000,000 to $16,000,000, a falling off
in foreign barley of nearly three and onehalf millions, in eggs one and a quarter
millions, in horses of nearly a million and
a half, and a gradual decline in imports of
all live stock.
The import of bides, admitted free of duty, causes a great depreciation In the prices realized for bides of
home production.
He recommeuds that
tbe duty provided f< r in section 3 of the
tariff act, approved October 1, 1890, be imposed in all cases where the countries from
which Buch bides are shipped have not
granted equal concessions in regard to tbe
admission of the agricultural products of
tbe United States.
Tbe report deals at some length with tbe
withdrawal by the governments of Germany, Denmark and Italy of the prohibl*
tion against American pork, and expresses
high appreciation of the President’s personal interest in the matter,without which,
this grand result could never have been attained. In speaking of the inspection of
meet for exportation, the Secretary says
our people demand something more than
protection from communicable diseases.
Even our working people would not knowingly accept for food, at any price, tbe fiesh
of animals that were feverish from injuries received during transportation or aDy
other causes. In most, if not all, European
countries, the Inspectors, according to their
reports, freely pass for consumption tbe
meat of animals affected with foot and
mouth disease, pleuro pneumonia, localized
tuberculosis, actinomycosis, and similar
diseases which, according to the views and
customs of this country, must be condemned.
All meat
for
the
foreign
market, is inspected here the same as that
designed for home consumption and has
been much more rigorously dealt with than
Is the meat produced in countries to which
It Is shipped. The report says that up to
October 1, there have been 1.016,614 animals
inspected both before and after slaughter,
and 63,672 carcasses of hogs examined
microscopically. The total number of ani-

INASS.

BOSTON,

forth
TO
Smith

LET—One

securities. Inquire
Exchange street.

nuai

y

$28,000,000 in the .'exports of agricultural
products during the first ten months under

or

m & co„

6-1

Portland Pier.
TO
Danforth street.

BROWN._4-f

GRANDS, SQUARES and UPRIGHT*,

LET—Lower rent, seven rooms, five on
floor, heated by steam, sun all day
shines; new bouse; 61 VESPER ST.

LET—Two rents 7 rooms each, 168 Danstreet, $18.00; whole house, 78
street, $16.00; 8 rooms. 95 Gray street,
$20.00; 6 rooms, 169 Newbury street, $12.00;
6 rooms 41 Newbury street, $9.00; 6 rooms,
6 Monument street, $11.00; 4 rooms, 23 Spring
street, $10.00. Inquire ot A. C. LIBBY, 42Vh
Exchange street.5-1

reuu

TO LOAN—On first orsecond mortMONEY
gages. life insurance policies
any good
collateral

& Sons.

Chickering

flrst
TO
when It

TO

SUppors and Shoes
LIVING WHIST—Fancy
(See show window.) sign

In many styles.
of Gold Boor.

-OF

FOB

Exchange

DIlSCELLAlVEOCf*

sons

room,
TO central andpleasant
pleasant location.
of JOHN F.

TO

S. Government Food Report.

can

ing
paying charges. Address W. F. BaBB,
4-1
East Deerlng.

black
LOST—A
turu of

Absolutely Pure.

sepl2d3m*

sum of money at Deerhave same by prov-

of crops this year values
well sustained.
He estimates an increase in the value of agricultural products over last year of not less than $700,He states that during the first
000,000.
three months of the present fiscal year our
exports In cereals alone (aggregated $76,000,000, and indications now are that the
sales abroad of the surplut from our
farms will, during the preset) t year, large
ly exceed those of any previou) year. Secabundant (yield

are

A cream ol tartar baking powder.
Highest of all in leavening strength.—Latest U.

WANTED—To

to make them the most economical
to use. Try them. Bold everywhere.

as

nov4

any
dealer;
highest cash price paid
orders promptly attended to. Call or address
M. BERSTEIN. 411 Fore street. No business
ai tended to on Saturday.oct!4-4
to

POWDER

or woman

as general agent In Maine; very small
capital required; a splendid chance for the right
one to start a new and paying business; replies
For particulars address ELECconfidential.
TRIC CO., 1 Hancock street, Boston, Mass.
Agents wanted everywhere.2-3

Carefully prepared for the Finest
Trade, and sold with a guarantee of

Washington, November 8.—Secretary
Rusk, lu his third annual
report, says that notwithstanding the

e.3-1

want

Cottages In the Grounds of the
Chautauquans Burned.

Department.

Efforts to Provide Foreign Customers with Good Meats.

the best farms In the county of CumberWANTED—To
land for
years. Address, BOX
one or

IFLAME8 IN MARTHA’S GROVE.

at the

persons In want of trunks of
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 666
and 656 Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture our goods, and can therefore give
bottom prices; trunks repaired; open eve-

d2t

of His

the

or

WANTED—All

nov9

Mentioned in

WANTED._

YOUNG

MORNING,

housework

general

girl to do
small family at

PRESS,

DAILY

of

Course

Rev.

Or.

Dalton’s

of Lectures.

Baxter Hall was well filled Saturday
afternoon and close attention was given to
the lecture on “Trollus and Cress Ida.”
As lovers, these two give tbelr names to
the play, but their part In It Is tf minor
Interest compared with the Homeric heroes
All the great
who are more prominent.
chiefs, both Greek and Trojan, wbo are
conspicuous In the Homeric legends appear
In Shakespeare’s pages where they assume
roles corresponding to the originals of the
Greek poet. In the several ouncils colloquies, contests and camp scenes of the succeeding acts, the utmost fidelity Is preserved la the tone and bearing of each and
all. This was the least to be expected In a
play of Shakespeare, albeit, the resources
of tbe poet were limited to *‘a little Latin
and less G.eek.” However, If Cnapman's
translation was made before Srukespeare
wrote, he bal enough to go on, enough lor
his purpose. After a full and clear analysis of the play, the lecturer proceeded to a
discussion ot the lights and shades of the
characters, first as depicted by Shakespeare, and, secondly, by other Greek. Latin
and later poets, aud lastly by Homer himself.
Shakespeare's delineations were
decared equal to those of any pcet since
Homer, but Inferior to the grand original
drawings In Homer. Several comparisons
of characters and actloni were made to sustain thts position, the object being to show
tbat In Homer tbe Greek aud Trojan leaders move on a higher plane, and are marked
by an Individuality, distinction and elevation of mind and manners far beyond tbe
later
pictures
presented
by
any
or
Latin
modern.
poet,
Greek,
And tbe more we tbtnk of it, the more
wonderful this feat, this achievement of
Kor he It was
the most ancient of poets.
who gave to the world, to all nations and
manhood
which still
of
these
types
ages,
exist In nndimlnlsbed splendor and unequalled truth. Agamemnon Is still the
model of kings, Nestor the typical old man,
Ulysses the typical diplomatist, Aajx and
Achilles types ot brave, valiant soldiers.
Helen ot beauty, Andromache of womauly
tenderness and fidelity, and Hector of all
tbe elements found In the make-up of an
Ideal man, son, husband and father, patriot, statesman and hero. All these and
many other characters are now the common property of mankind, heroes and heroines, whose memories will never perish
from the earth and whose names the world
All subsequent
will not willingly let die.
authors In prose and verse assume that

Intelligent reader required only an
allusion to remind him ot their familiar
All over the world they are
features.
uames to conjure with, frequent In all
poets, the favorite themes of paluters and
sculptors, proudly borne by the battleships of every nation, and written all over

every

thu hnawana

In nUflAtd. fttATH

And COQtltslll*

ttons, which shin# lot all worlds, and will
to the latest syllable of recorded time.
The above Is but au outline of a part of
the lecture, which was warmly applauded
By special request, the next
at the close.
one week, to
lecture will be postponed
November 21st._
Royal

Arch

Officer*

Indicted.

7.—The Suffolk
Uoston, November
returned Indictments tocounty grand jury
dav agaiust William U. Lane, supreme
president. Luray C. Powers, supreme secretary. and Benson C. Ua/elton. supreme
An Indicttreasurer, of the Koyal Ark.
ment had previously been found against
this la
but
a
corporation,
the order as
against the officers personally on charges
of making false returns.
“Fenced” $23,000 Wortn of Good*
Tbeston. N. J.. November 7.— IV. W.
Sweet, invt Ice clerk at the Arsenal battery,
operated by Joseph Q. Mayer, was arrested
tonight for sending out goods to fences
and
Philadelphia. 1 he
In New York
amount of property stolen will exceed $20000.

The Corry (Pa.) National Bank has su»pended. It uas a capital of $100.00,1; surplas $16,500; undivided profits $6,750. The
concern was carrying too mucn business
paper and couldn’t realize on It.

Von Moltke, and afterwards aclt1a*l,JL°n'
man.
cupted the post of tutor to the silent
When she married a son

PRESS.

THE

HURCKLUIUOd.
FINANCIAL.

“*®lTKnfV
reslden?ofDe*roitfand entertaineTa'grea*

MONDAY, NOYEHBEB 9.

100 DOLLARS

raLepresidenrt^llH»»Xnydflartl80n
often guest
British

We do not read annoymous letters and communications. The name and address of the
writer are In all cases lndtspenslble, not necessarily for publication but as a guarantee of
good faltb.
We cannot undertake to retain
or preserve
ornniun leaf ions that are not
used.

of her bus
a
was
steamer
of the
Captain Mills
at Boston recently from
Oross,
King’s
a statement that on Nov. 1,
Havana makes
78 30 the steamer
when in lat. 31.30, long.
tide rip. The sea was
ran Into: a heavy
breaking in all directions,

To be Given

by Vote

A

differseems to make little
to them whether they wfh or lose at
the polls. The gratification they get out
of the ante-election shindies Is enough reIn the next parliacompense for them.
comes in their way
which
contest
mentary
doubtlessly they will make their appearand there will be a
ance as .lively as ever,

fray. Indeed It
ence

*

of the spirited shindies that
have raged about Cork for a week past.

repetition

A Republican

form

of government as

understood by President Fonseca of Brazil
Is apparently a government In which the
congress of the people does nothing contrary to the wishes of the President; for
though he is protesting that he isfilendly
to a republic he frankly avows that he dismissed the congress because he thought its
acts were inspired by personal animosity
to him and not by a desire to promote the
welfare of the country. The idea underlying this performance clearly Is that the
President is practically dictator, that congress exists merely by his sufferance, and
than when it ceases to comply with his
wishes or register his will he has a perfect
right to dissolve It. If this Is the kind of
repuunc

izuiu

rearo was

driven irom me

throne to secure we should say that the
people had made a very bad exchange.
The death ol Mr. Mines from a drunken
debauch less than six months from the
time he bad proclaimed himself cured by
the chloride of gold treatment, will doubt
less have the effect to greatly weaken public confidence in Dr. Keeley’s panacea.
Mr. Mines, It will be remembered, related
his experience on the Dwight Institution
to the North American Review, and proclaimed, In the strongest of language, his
belief in the permanency of his cure. Yet
in less than six months thereafter the old
appetite had returned and mastered him.
Of course a single relapse Is not sufficient
to prove that the treatment is
worthless,
but this case, on account of the prominence of the victim and his firm
belief,
publicly expressed, that he was cured, will
do much to bring the gold cure into disrepute.
The morning after election, the Argus,

having

no

other way In which It wished to

account for Mr.

McKinley’s splendid
tory, printed the following:

vic-

The size of high tariff McKinley’s pluraUtv
bears out the assertion that money without
stint was poured into Ohio by the millionaire
beneficiaries of high protection.

Of course this style of reasoning would
bear out the conclusion that the size of
Flower’s majority was due to that gentleman’s plethoric parse, or that Russell’s
victory was the result of the corruption
fund said to have been raised by the New
York Importers. The Argus’s statement
was merely an
assumption, made after a
habit the Argus has had for many years.
How wide it was of the truth may be seen
from the statement of the Cleveland Plain
Dealer, one of the leading Democratic
journals of Ohio:
In Ohio, no quieter or more orderly election
was ever held.
The new system has insured
secrecy of vote, and therefore a stronger presumption of a vote fine from corruption and intimidation. It has secured a quietness and orderliness on election day beyond all precedent.
No
matter what the result of the count may be,
the Australian ballot is justified to all honest
voters and good citizens.’’

The Argus was simply talking of that
about which it knew nothing.
It has become the unanimous conclusion
of foreign nations that the built-up
steel,
rifled cannon are now necessary in war-

fare, and the great powers have been arming with them for a long time. But In
this country, in spite of the fact :tbat these
guns represent the ideas of three Americans, Treadwell, Chambers and Rodman,
we have only a beggarly number of these
necessary guns, about 32 In all. and 26 of
those of small calibre. Our first 12 Inch
rifle has just been completed and niac.pd
upon tbe Mlanotomoh. Harper’s Weekly,

In an elaborate article on our ordnance
system, declares that this is a poor show,
for which we may thank a series of niggardly Congresses. But, says that paper,
“it is gratifying to note that last year’s appropriations promise an era of activity in
coast defence unequaled since tbe civil
war.
The War Depaitment has now
placed contracts with citizens of the United
States for the steel forgings of 112 field,
siege and sea-coast rifles; the manufacture
of 11 8-inch guns; 7312-inch sea-coast mortars; and of 18 inch and915-lnch dynamite guns, the last to be mannfactured under the supervision of Lieutenant-Colonel
Farley.” This necessary work, which was
neglected by a succession of cheese paring
Democratic Congresses, was begun by tbe
last Congress. One of the largest increases
of appropriations, for which every Democratic organ and parrot has been shouting
"Billion Congress," was for these necessary delences.
The Massachusetts Prohibitionists do
not yet know quite what has been happening among them. Their vote has decreased

unaccountably, though

not unusually if a
comparison be made with other years. The
vote which the party in Massachusetts has
cast for Governor in other years Is as follows:
1883
1,881
1884
1886
4,714
1887 .It >,946

8;58L

J888.

9,374

18x9.15,108

1890.13,554
year Kimball, the candidate for

This

governor, receives about 8,156. These are
the unrevised figures It is thought that

the official returns may vary it a little.
The prohibition leaders are at a loss to account for this falling off, wnlch, in view of
tbe large vote pollei, is rather calamitous
to them. Tbe ballot law provides that to
secure recognition on the official tickets a
political party must have cast at least 3 per
cent of the total gubernatorial vote tbe
preceding year. The vote for Kimball was
about 8156, while 3 per cent of the gubernatorial vote this year is 9331, so that perhaps toe revised returns may not make tbe
needed difference.
If they do not the
Prohibitionists must fare with the Bellamyites and Socialists and circulate
nomination papers

unless the
legislature helps them out this winter.
Probably the general Interest of the camnext

year

paign tempted back into old party lines
many of the Prohibitionists who found
their blood growing warmer as the combat

deepened.
[PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

Kit is stated that ex-Senator Blair of New
Hampshire, is at the Astor House of New

York city, threatened with pneumonia.
Mucn comment is caused by the assured
absence of the Princess of Wales from the
celebration of the Princb’s fiftieth birthday
the Princess is with the Czar and Czarina
in Ltvidia, and could not be back in time if
she desired.
The village of Hohenfickte, Saxony, had
a Mayor and police force, the latter consisting of one policeman. During a fire
which destroyed three houses both the
mayor and the policeman were killed accidentally while trying to extinguish the
flames.
The German kaiser has accepted as a gift
the canoe In which Poultney
Bigelow navigated the Danube from the Black Foiest to
the Black Sea. Mr. Bigelow is an Ameriwas a schoolmate and intimate of
the kaiser, with whom he lunched Wednesday by invitation.
An English gentleman who saw Dom
Pedro recently states that the ex-Emperor
exhibits tho deepest interest in Brazilian
affairs, but declines even In intimate conversation to animadvert upon the
existing
government. Dom Pedro has not yet given
up all
of being permitted to go back
hope
to die In Brazil, and would
give any pledge
exacted to remain aloof from
politics,
Dr. Pauline Mason of
Toledo, Ohio, Is
seventy years old. and is still practicing
medicine. Her grandfather was the Chevalier Resauffanoff, a personal friend of
C*arAlexander I. The chevalier was a
schoolmate, bis granddaughter says, of

|

from the eastward, flooding the decks and
reducing the steamer’s speed from 9 to 3
knots. There were intervals of smooth
water, followed by repeated heavy breakin* aea8steamer was i i the midst of
,The sea
this turbulent
for one and a half hours
when she resumed her usual speed
The
captain thinks the phenomenon was due to
a tidal wave, or that the
troubled waters
were over a rocky bottom.

NKW

NIANSON
THE DRESS IS
AM I.”
A gorgeous costume flashed beneath the brilliant
lights of a ball-room;
a queeu of
society is radiant to-night.”
The nervous hands of a weak woman have toiled
day and night, the
weary frame and aching head have known no rest —for “the dress
must be finished in time.”

Life of General Houston. 1793-1853,
By
Henry Bruce. Makers of America. (New
York: Dodd, Mead & Co.; Portland:
Lorlng.
Short * Harmon.) Gen. Sam
Houston was
so unique and
picturesque a character, and
his career was so full of
romantic eventB
that a biography of him
ought to be the
most readable of books. The
volume before
us does not come up to
anticipation. Asa
record of the important events in Gen
Houston’s life it is well
enough, but it
lacks vivacity and picturesqueness. It is
rather

To that queen of society and her dressmaker we would say a word.
One, through hot-house culture, luxury, and excitement, and the
other, through the toil of necessity, may some day find their ailments
a common cause.
The Vegetabl* Compound will enable botli to meet the

demands of

tales, in

very attractive form. The pa.
per Is of the best quality, the printing of
the finest and the etchings with which the
work is adorned are exceedingly artistic.
Mr. Potter, the translator, has done his
work exceedingly well.

who are on a prospecting expedition in the

Black Hills, Bert Raynor, a bright active
boy of fourteen, comes West to visit bis
gold mining unjle, and while alone in the
camp, is captured and taken prisoner by
the Sioux. To every Indian he offers his
band, with a friendly smile, and his brave
and winning manner saves him from bring put to death. His endurance of suffering and trials of strength with the young
Indians, learning to ride Indian ponies,
bunting buffaloes, etc; his friendship for
Little Smoke, and all the exciting scenes
through which he passed, until his escape,
will ba read with interest by all boys.
The volume contains twelve full-page illustrations by F Q. Dellenbaugh, portraits of
Sitting Bull, Red Cloud and other chiefs,
and seventy-two head and tall pieces, repsenttng the various implements and surroundings of Indian life. (New Tork: D.
Appleton A Co.; Portland: Loring, Short
A

I

Compound Inn no rival.
All Druggists sell it as a standard article, or sent by mail, in form of
Lozenges, .Ml
||.I "f »l.QO.
LVPIA E. PINKHAM MED. CO.. LVNM.

a

somewhat

forbidding title “The

Smugglers of Chestnut” Mr. C. B. Burleigh, son of the governor of Maine and
editor of the Kennebec Journal, has constructed a book which cannot fail to be of
Interest to beys of all ages. Mr. Burleigh
says In his preface that his desire to break
away from the conventional Sunday Bchool
boy was second only to his desire to tell a
good story and be has succeeded remarkably well. His boys are essentially human
exceptjthat they use language a little more
exalted than that usually employed by boys
of the writer’s acquaintance, and their adventures are extremely life-like. The book
Is the first of a promised series which bids
fair to place Mr. Burleigh in line as a successor to

Rev.

Elijah Kellogg

whose stirr-

jul

dents of the life of

early Pilgrims.

the

Betty A'.den, a sweet Puritan maiden, Is
the daughter of John Alden and Priscilla,
the first-born daughter of the Pilgrims.

~\

4SS and 490 Congres Strecr.

J. R. LIBBY
Will Offer This

Morning:

8 Wonderful Bargains!
isro.

l.

INTO. 3.

OneHimdred.

ONE CASE of MEN’S

PATTERN DRESSES

$1.25 UNDERWEAR

$2.48.
pattern contains 10 yards o( material,
worth 87Hc per yard, which would be (3.75,
and one embroidered panel worth 75c, making
(4,60 the actual value of each pattern that Is
to be sold for

$2.48.
NO.

a.

All Wool French
They
r<*ffiilAr

are
7Ri*

nnnlitv.

nnrt tn hn

snld

fnr nnlv

46 Cts. Per Yard.

MANSON
G. LARRABEE.
D0V7______
d“

4

C*\

PERFECTLY

^p

i'em oriouteiito (jocoa 6\

is far

cheaper

and much better than

^^Tr^tj5nce^AT reliabl^rrocer^elMtnj,J
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60 Dozen Ladles’ Handkerchiefs,

HARD RUBBER, LEATHER AND ELASTIC
Of every kind.

very fine, beautifully embroidered, all white, at

only

one

Every Handkerchief looks at least worth 60c,
and Is a very; great bargain at

25 Cents.

19 Cents.

SnperiorQnaiity
Silts,

c.

68c.

CITY OF

rTubby,

Congress Street.

488-490 Congress Street,
fORTLANB.

PORTLAND.

Notice to Contractors.

Congress Street.

Office,
Monday, the 9th Inst, at 2.30
o’clock p. m., for furnishing all material and performing all labor required for erecting and finishing a wooden building to be used bs an Isolation Ward or Hospital for contagious diseases,
and to be built upoD land belonging to the City
near

Greeley Hospital, according

to

plans

ana

specifications wblcb may be examined at tbe
City Clerk’s office.
Tbe committee reserve tbe right to reject any
or all bids. Address proposals to
GEO. W. TRUE,
Chairman Committee on Public Buildings.
Portland, November 4, 1891.
nov4dtd

CITY OF PORTLAND.

mice w voters
Board of Registration of Voters,
October 119,1891.

*

CHAPTEB34.
AN ACT to provide a Board of Registration in
the Cities of this State.
Sect. 1. A board of registration Is hereby established in each city of tbe State, which shall
bave tbe exclusive power and authority to determine tbe qualification ot voters therein, and exclusive power to make up, correct and revise tbe
list ol voters in eacb of said cities, and shall perform all tbe duties and bave, exclusively, alltfie
powers now exercised by tbe municipal officers
ot said cities In making, preparing, revising and
correcting tbe list of voters therein under chap
ter four of the Revised statutes, or any otber
statute relating thereto.

For Winter!
A great many men are unable to wear
Wool Underwear with any comfort, be-

cause it irritates the
men would
our

sklo. If those

same

try
Heavy Weight Halbriggan they would find both comfort
and warmth. Our showing of fine Underwear cannot be excelled.
Agents for Warner Bros,* Health Un-

Tbe undersigned having been appointed and
commissioned a Board lor the Registration of

derwear.

We should like to talk over this Underwear question further with you at
our place of business.

«v.

“““v.

uuiu

manufacturing

Ward Six, Ward room, Spring Street,
Not. 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7.

Clothiers and Men's Furnishers,

Ward Fire, Store 682 Congress street,
(Opposite Ward room,) Not. 9, 10,
11, 12,13, 14.

oct26

stnuneiT stum.

Ward Four, Ward room, No. 233 Fed*
erai Street, Not. 16,17, 18, 19, 20,

eodtt

Ward

Three, Office of Registrars of

Ward

Tiro, Ward

Ward Seren, Ward Room, Vaughan
Street, Dec. 21, 22, 28, 24, 26 and

IMPROVED

E TNA COAL FURNACE.
Portable and Brick-Set.

THE MOST POWERFUL AND DURABLE
FURNACE MADE.

It soothes
the inflamed tissues,
aids expectoration,

-

We Improved this modern and popular furnace by
putting in (last season)

A Lever-Working Draw Centre Grate,
rollers nnd
lever

and hastens

mounted on
operated by a
(which is always in place) while standing erect,
a
child
that
so
may operate it. It is
working
easy
self-cleaning, and absolutely gas tight. All Etnas
have Anti-Ciinker Grate, Dust Flue, S*fHng Grate,
and Double Water l'ans.

recovery.

& Co*

Lowell, Mass.

For Simplicity, Economy,

Healthy, Pure,

Warm

and

Air,

equal. We made the first Etna furnace in
1881) and our sales have Increased every year. In
were 60 per cent more than in 1889.
sales
our
1890

it has

I

MANUFACTURED

no

superior

ltb 4

In the

ornaments,

m

Black Cheviot Reefers that
been selling so freely,
and we believe have had no
equal at f 0.00, wllhS ornauicuta,

DOWN TO

Maine Central

WOOD, BISHOP & CO., Bangor. Me,
m BALE BY A. B. ALEXANDER, 22 MOMENT

IE.
SQUARE, FORTUNE,
eod6mceachln»

A

SHALL SELL

PUBLIC_NOTICE.~

AT ONCE

ou^hea^'ueT
DeerCSwifi
T* beF°ffi
this
closed
public travel Irom and

‘H*
fixtures. Splendid opportunity for young attorney or any lawyer desiring a location In a large,

Z'rZ Pr8Tudlinonnortn„nU,flDe53

tbrlvlog village.
FOX Ac GENTLEMAN,
Knar Falls, Maine.
Ilov7d3t*

Hours

to be from 9n. ui.io I p.
to 5 p. in., 7 p. in. to 9

in.

Island Ward No. 1, (Long Island, etc.),
l>ee. 16, at Casco Bay Uouie. Honrs
from 9 a. m. to 8
p.

luaiBV'u

I

DOWN TO

I
I

Qak
v

|

w

All onr Mink, Astrachan,
eal and other kind of Far

I

$12.00
Ah U 1 gaga

oltl.WV

Trimmed Garments
have
been marked down several
dollars each, and we do not
believe they can be equalled

Ah I S 4A4A
S? ■ C5. W

wm

preseuiineiDBeivos

named, In order
made complete.

that tbe

vumc

u«jd

be

registration

An
opportunity will be given after December 23d, to
register by calling at tbe office
of tbe Board, No. 13
Building.

City
AUGUSTUS F.GEKRISH,

JOHN 8.
oct24

)

Board

until further notice,
Given under our hands this 24tb day ot Sep

date

umb«r-

-*•

_

F cLAKK. (Seclectmeu
I8^Ag
GEO. B. LEAVITT,/of Deering.

sep26dtf

918.000 Portland Colon Ry. Station
Co. 4’s, guaranteed by Boston
Central

All our Long Garments. In |
JUST
fine goods, that were carried 8
over from last season, and I^A
are *1*.00, *17.00, *18 00,
|WV MvlS.
all to be sold at

|

New lot of Camel’s Hair |
Shawls, reversible, that I
have been selling freely at I
*7.60, marked
I

dtt

CITY'CALAIS

DOWN TO
wg> wa

operations.

country.

SWIN&

GEO. E. BIRD,
novfidtf

Assignee of Morrison & Co.

Jly24

J. R. LIBBY,
Congress Street.

ECONOMY.

rUIUMilU

ARE THE STRONGEST
NONE gen UINE WITHOUT™. s/a LABEL.
There are 100 «j/A styles, each at it* cost,
the Best you can buy.
S4A Raker is Heat of All.
..,ru '•'fat ranks next to stA Baker.
S/A Horae Blanket^ sold by all dealets.
SW SM 3m

muim

LOTBKOP,

Lessee and Manager.

TWO

NIGHTS,

MONDAY AND TUESDAY, NOV. 9th and 10th
The Event ol tbe Season, the Charming Society

A

The Merchant !

Play of Today,
Bright, Sparkling,

Clean and W holesome.

Smiw; and Furnishing* fntirei)

Suilahin.

Price* *Jt, Mr, 75c uad« 1.00.
WEDNESDAY, NOTIUUgg ink,
Tbe Latest of Farce Comedies,

The Stock Broker!
Prices US, 50, 75 cents.
thvbmday, novinnis Mlk,
One Night Only,
The Grand Metropolitan Success,

Men and Women!
under tbe direction of

CHA8.
Prices

and

FROHMAN.
.*5, 50,75 Cents.

■

•

Saturda),

Saturday

and

Matinee,

Interpreted by a Select Company of Players.
Carload Special Beautiful Scenery. The great
East Blver Wharf Scene.
The Living Statue
LI oca.
A typical New Jersey Farm Scene,
The Great Railroad Drawbridge. Flight of the
Lightning Express. Tbe sldaiaht Alarm
and Flight of a Vli e Kagiae drawn by two
superb horses.

Prices 25, 50, 75 Cents.

not*_
CITY

_AtI

HA'i.T-

Twe Perfarmaaeea, ealy Caacerta la tbe
Stale.

Satirdaj MternoonandEuiiug.Nw.U
THIRD 870CR8RI36E.
EXTRA MATINEE,

SATURDAY EVENING.
SATURDAY AFTERMON.

Bwgageasealaf the «rear Foreign Baal.
cal Novell? of the Caalary, the

Austrian
Juvenile Band!
40 MUSICIANS 40
12 Soloists 12
American Tonr Under the Protection
and Permission of Emperor
Francis Joseph.

MISS MARIE BlOVER, Soprano, if New Y«i

BRETT,

40

Prodigies!

UNHEALTHY GOAL GAS.

in

CONSUMES

BU&NS

THE

UP

SOOT AND SMOKE.
Prevents Clinkers,
Reduces the
Ashes.

our

For Sale by all Grocers*
Lam packages for Manufacturers,and panmh*
lets with testimonials, can be obtained at official

DEPARTMENT

STANDARD COAL & FUEL GO^

In small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.
Jiyi

<M Equitable Bail ding,

eouam

Bcpuo

cents aad 91.00.
Adasis
siaa 30 reals,
.riatlsee
Keserved
33
aad 30 ceats; ddatissiaa 43 eeals 4'hlldrea and Pupil, at all nchesls 43aad 33
ceai* re itstiare.
Tickets now on saio at

Stockbrldge’s musk:store.

Balt Vara on tho railroads tu all bolding
Band tickets.
Illustrated programmes now ready.
Norn—Evening tlekets exchanged for matinee
If desired.
Not*
Prospectus ot Stockbrldge Entertainments and dales sent to any address.
—

__novBdlw
BCSIN8H UBIM.

WM. TI.

HARKS,

n" HAYNES' Book,

$20,000

Uard

-AND-

ARKANSAW WATER GO.,

ARABIAN,

of Lillie Rock, Arknmus,

Balsam

BONDS,

<tc AAA
S|I«/yVVV

BONDS,

and Interest Guaranteed.

PRICE PAR AND INTEREST.
= FOB BALE BY-

H. M. PAYSON ft CO.,
I

*71-2

Printer,
BXCHANUB,'

Exchange St.,

Pori land, le.

PERFECT AND IMMEDIATE RELIEF
IS

All orders by mail or telephone promptly st
tended to.
noelleodtf

J O SEPH
CHAS.

W.SYMONDS,

SUMNER COOK,

Counsellors at Law,
CANAL BANK BUILDING,

Price 25c. and Si at af druggists.

PORTLAND,

E. MORGAN A SONS, Prop’s,

_septldtt
CEORCE C. HOPKINS,

PROVIDENCE. U. I
i

PK1NTIK8’

FINE JOB PRINTING A SPECIALTY

d»lt>eod&wly

dtf

Job

One of the Best Medicines Evet
Invented for

CASES OP PATH A5D 1XFLAJMATIOM.
This excellent compound is
achieving the most
triumphs,astonishing many wbonaveocca>
•ion to use it by the certainty with which It relieved
them of their sufferings, both externally and intern*
clly. It la safe and certain In Its action.
Jbr Burns, Poisoning, JEVyr ins, Inflammation
W the Eyes or Bou&ls, Earache,
Va/Hess, Rheumatism, Pains in Side, Back oi Shoulders, Piles,
Sore Throat, Group or BrvnchUx

Clinton, Iowa, Watsr Works Co.,

BANKERS,

TICKETS REDUCED.
Beeerved T3

BOUTON.

att

6 PER CENT

Bays treat 14 la IN Years Old!

The Juvenile Band Is composed ot about flftv
Austilau and Hungarian buys, ranging from 13
to 18 years; they are yontbs if phenomenal
musical capacity, educated la the musical
schools of the highest character; each one of
the boys Is aoother little Hoffman or Hegner.
The Hand gives 4 Concerts In Boston, with
prices at gl.fio, gi.oo and 76 ceota.

FRED E. RICHARDS, President
W. W. MASON, fioe President.
C. G. AILEN Cashier.

dtf

BLANKETS

$1.00.
dgw

early day.

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,

SAVINGS

with reserved seat

HR. LAMBERT STEINER, Director.

Saves 25 per cent, of the Coal.

Falrford Southern Pine Flooring.
This la a rite sawn flooring.
It will not silver
or splinter and will out-last three ordinary

NAINB.

....

Counsellor
MS 1-1 Bickie(i Ml.,

at

Law,

Harllaad, Me.

Or ganlzatlonot Corporations a specialty. au260ip

floors.

Poultry
at

U'

M.W&Ptf

186 Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
oct2D
dtf

nov7

5/A
sepSS

Company,

HEALTH, COMFORT,

$

•

HUM TON.

BANKERS,

Principal

c>«tk«iJewelry, Silver
WalTO*s’
Ware,

°ot*

40 Weaderfal l.illle maaiciaaa!

6 PER CENT

ntf

f***11 Dav

Murdock’s Liquid Food

Holders of City of Calais
Bonds maturing Dec. 1,1891,
who wish to obtain the new
bonds in exchange can do
so upon favorable terms if
the
application is mace

of

in., 2.30 aud 7.30 p.m.

last 882 operations were made
one death, and consisted or

These results show that the value of Nutrition
found In Murdock's Llqull Food la preveatIng relapse after operations, as it Is as great
as ra curing all classes of disease, as It makes
new blood faster than all food preparations
known, and new blood will cleanse tbe system
of disease, as well as heal the wounds after

LOAN.

Feed!

Wheat, Barley, Oats aud Corn mixed

10.00 a.

The

1000, annually.

Principal and Interest Guaranteed.
Priee, Par and Interest.

REMEMBER

Q0V4

Evening tickets

with only

The women of Massachusetts die, 29,
New York 82, Pennsylvania 30, to the

DUE 1001.1911.

On the Dollar.

We nre Headquarters for Plush
Cloaks and fur Lined Circulars,
and will give the best values for
the money to be found In this

ASSIGNEE’S SALE.

Ht

works). Over 8000 women were treated in six
years at a cost of 81.00 a day, Including operations—wblch would amount to over lico.ooo—
to prove the value of Nutrition as ound In
Murdock’s Liquid Food. The last 1000 operations were made with a loss oIS deaths.

Beetal “. 26
heart. 12
Laceration of CerCurvature
40
vlx.139 Reclusion of Knee
Joint.
2
Rupture ol Perltoneum.
49 Excision and DrainProcldentla. 88
9
age.
Vesclo Vaginal FisRemoval Caruncle
tula. 2
of Meatus. 3
Removal of Cysts..
6 Replacing Uterus.
2
Polypo. 6 Dilation. 12
Nsevus.. 1 Expiration of Labia 1
Recto.
2

FRED E. RICHARDS k GO.

_oct30_

Deposits

BLANCHARD,} Registration
) of Voters.
RUSSELL,

AT STORE 181 MIDDLE ST.

This building was formerly the Free Surgical
Hospital for Women, and supported by tbe Mardock Liquid Food Company, Boston (now etbtr

Capital cases.46 Expiration of the

For price and particulars apply to

a.

statuary, Rogers’
Plated Ware, Etc.

,

Maine Central Improvement
4 1-2’s, due 1017.

$20 00

All our Tailor madeEng- I The One Price
llsb Skirt Coats, with Vest, g
and Satin Rhadame lining, I
that are marked
*20.00, I AHA4B
V
*23.00 and *26.00, all to be |
sold at

For

Subscription Papsr still open (here.

40 Haaieul

All Astrachan Fur Trim- I The One Price
med Reefers, that have been I
selling freely at
*18.50. I Osa gaga
*18.(10 and
*14.C0, aU | SP-I.V.W
marked at

m.

Island Ward No. 2,(Peaks Island, etc.), I
aT<|room, Dec. 16. Honrs 9, 10,
ll* 12 m., and 1, 2,3 and 4 p. m.
It Is hoped that
every citizen in the respec-

alter

to

&
Lincoln Ry 5N,
guaranteed by Maine Central
Railroad Company.

at an

17th,

TheMidnightAiarm!

950.000 Knox

REFUNDING

Dec.

NOV. l:Hh nod I 41b,

OFFER SUBJECT TO SHE:

ttn

So*

n,e 3 p.
P. m.

1

k_

BONDS.

k Maine k Maine
Railroad Companies.

2d,

HALL,

Comedy Drama,

|

B

Nov. 19th, Dec.

Frida)

undersigned

arket, 1

marked

have

AND FOR SALE BY

my IX

Buxton road to
to public travel
from and after this date until further notice.
M. J FEABBBKS.
Selectmen
)
GKO. 0. MOUNTFOBD,
of
E. C. B0BIN80N,
J Cape Elizabeth.
October, 28,1891.
oct28dtf

j

no

Please examine this furnace, and get our book of
testimonials showing its great superiority over all
other furnaces, and get our low prices.

I

PUBLIC NOTICE.

Black Cheviot Reefers that |
have been selling all the sea- fl
ion for $5.00. and have h ad
B

*20.00, *22.00 and *26.00, I

room, India Street,
®*c. Is 2. 3, 4, 6, 7.

Ayers CherryPectoral

Payne road from the old
r|*dlE
■
Deering line will be closed

Prices Cut in Two !

21,

use of

MAT

Cloaks, Jackets,

KOTZSl HMAIt

we

as

nan, uotWUJ UUW1J

all persons claiming the right to vote In this
at the Municipal Election of March next
that said Board will be In session at the times
and places below mentioned, for the purpose
of relcetvlng the names of such persons and
forming lists thereof.

that

Any cage that hag been under medical
treatment for three months and no re*
lief we will carry free of expense, with
Hnrdock’g Liquid Food nntll cured or
made better.

dtt

Four Per Cent,

city

HISKElujONES,

—-■—

|

GREAT HARK DOWN SALE

WRAPS and SHAWLS.

hu tho nrAmnt

|

J. R. Libby’s

on

J. R. LIBBY,

be cured

BT ALL SBBWMW.

Portland, Me.

•

AOIKKTIREIIllITa.

PROPOSALS will be received by tbe
SEALED
Committee
Public Buildings, at tbe Mayor’s
until

early stages

|

FRYE,

ptf

In best sbadeB of tan, at .the very low price of

25 Cents.

j.

GrEOT

cases

child was virtually dead from waut of nutrition,
as be was unable to keep anything whatever
on his stomaoh.
After trying all the known
prepared foods, both foreign and domestic—
none of which were of any use—the physician,
as a final hope, had me buy a bottle of your
Liquid Pood, .ud from the very first five drops
given be began to rally, and has been In most
excellent health -inee.
Whenever any of them show any signs ol
weakness whatever we Immediately give them
your Liquid Pood, and It always acts like a
cnarm In restoring them to health.
Very truly yours,
ARTHUR J. PURSKLL.

Portland & Ogdensburg 5’*,
due 1008, guaranteed by Maine
Central Railroad Company.

the most difflenlt forms of HXRNIA can be retained.

Corner Congress and Franklin Streets,

50 Dozen Fire Hook $1,00 Suede
Hid Glores,

22 Inches wide, In black and evening shades.
Look at the price,

in

Cur. middle aud Exchange St*.,

931.000

use

of many

460 Fifth avkmuk, New York Crrr l
July 3, '31.
J
Murdock Liquid Food Co., Boston, mass. :
Gentlmm. 1 have sent you by mall a photograph of my four children (boys), thinking that
It might tnterest you a little, as they were all
four brought up on your Liquid Food a» their
standard diet, most mpeclally the one on the
right of the picture. When he was about six
mouth, old be was very sick from having been
given sour milk by a careless nurse-In fact was
so bad the physician
was unable to leave the

The City of Duluth is now so well known
that it is needless to comment on the rapid
development and future prospects of the
•'Young Giant oj the Northwest." The City
is solidly built and the character of its Public Buildings, second to no City in the
United States of its population.
Its future development and growth is as-

ME.

one

ER TREATMENTS FAIL.

Taxable Property, $72,000,000
Assessed Value of Taxable property,33,83b,n9
Total Indebtedness, including this
issue.
1.654.000
Population 32,775. (If. S. Census (1890.)

PORTLAND,

Subscription Concerts,

G. K.

furnish, to show the value of onr
Liquid Food OTEIt ALL OTHER
TREATMENTS, AND WHEN ALL OTH-

Real Value of

By thebr

CITY

China

This is

New York.

940.000

Htiiwksn,.

Hr. II. X. Tl.rr...
W. K. (hawdl.r.

Ceurse tickets with reserved seat $2.60.
sale at Stockbrldge’s at 9 a. m., Nov, 9tn.

can

=41-2 Per Cent. SCHOOL B0SD1=
Payable

j CHA8. L. M ARSTON,
I
Secretary.
F.MAWtf

MURDOCmiQUIBFOOD.

(INDEPENDENT SCHOOL DISTRICT.)

WE

Quartette.
I ®r. M.

Drpo.il..

aa

Realize the great logs of their children
when jonng from disease, or lack of vitality, and many times It comes from
carelessness of the attending uarge.
Be It inherited, climate, or disease developed from carelessness, there Is relief and life Is saved by the use of

Duluth, Minnesota,

We would call speclel attention to our

NO. 8.

INTO. 4.
60 Pieces

A PERFECT FIT IS GUARANTEED IN EVERY INSTANCE OR MONEY REFUNDEO.

25c

price,

Oar long experience enables us to furnish TRUSSES practically constructed of the best material.

Cecilian

—

Tickets, Including teservel seats, 75c. and
$100: on sale at Stockbrldge’s music store
Saturday morning, November 7tb, at 9 o'clock;
admission 60 cents.
novtdlwj

MOTHERS

Cashier.
dtf

and Interest

Paid

J«19

$35,000

■

In Our Stock May Be Found

They are worth from 26c to 60c, In a variety
of very desirable styles In plaids and stripes,
andv ery durable matetlal. All to be sold at the

time

Marshall R. Coding,

feb!4

go

AND

—

XAIIHK

....

8KLDEN CONNOB,
President.

deposits.

oct26

Haydn Quartette,

ACCOUIITSof FIRMS ind IHDIVIOUALS SOLICITED

sured.

MW**FcM2m

Ward One, Ward room, Congress
Street, Dec. 8, 9,10,11,12, 14.

“Worth a Oolne* a Box" but sold
for 25 Cents,

coffee.

marked down from 37Vic to

in its

For Bilious ana Nervous Disoraers.

or

90

CONSUMPTION

BEECHAM’S PILLS

tea

oct2(i

NO. Q.

19c.

on

BANKERS,

i'ai v-r,

Ialerr.1

....

PURE.

Philharmonic Orchestra.

Exchange Street,

INVESTMENT SEURITIES FOR SALE.

Due Jaunary 1st, 1921. Interest payable January 1st and July 1st.

CO

One whole counter full of
Dress Goods marked to

and leaf-bud, and miles of velvety grass
and sprouting grain; the beauty of spring
flowers and the red of the maples, to the
glorious colors of the sky repeated in the
river.
We can almost hear the syren
voices of the birds as we read, and especially the forest anthem of the hermit
thrush, as he thrilled the author one Mayday evening, at the foot of Cbocorua,
while snow still gleamed on the mountain
summits. The book is written in a simple,
easy and graceful style, which children
can understand, and both old and young
who enjoy nature, will find it very entertaining and instructive. (Boston and New
York: Houghton, Mifflin & Co.; Portland:
Coring, Short & Harmon.)

Ayer

Interest allowed

Princlp.e

Aasociatlon,

Rossini Club,

Transacts aUeneral Banking Business.
Deposits received subject to check.

Capital and Profits $1,100,080.

R. Small,
Stephen
Preaidesl.

Haydn

A Trust and Loan Institution.
KNEISEL QUARTET

1834.

Accounts of Individuals,firms and corporations
received on favorable terms.

16—Portland Benevolent Society.
16—Portland Female Provident Association.
17—Portland Fraternity.
18—Portland Marine Society.
19— Portland Provident Association.
20— Portland Society Prevention ot Cruelty to
Animals.
21— Portland Widows’ Wood Society.
22— Portland Young Men's Christian Association.
23— Belief Association Portland Fire Depart
ment.
24—St. Elizabeth Orpan Asylum

by the following Musical Societies:

Singers’ Club,

Capital $100,000.

Incorporated

25 Cts. Per Pair.

tractive way. He sees every bit of beauty
and of lovely color, from the russet brown
on the willow stems, pale yellow
grasses
rustling In the wind, the absolute whiteness of the snow on every rock, bush, tree

_»n«

|

Tuesday F.veuin|f, Nov. 10,

) Ar.

There

1—The Diet Mission.
2 Female Orphan Asylum.
3— Fresh Air Society.
4— Female Charitable Society.
5— Grand Army of the Republic.
6— Ladles’ Aid Society.
7— Home lor Aged Men.
8— Home lor Aged Women.
9— Irish American Relief Association.
10— Little Women.
11— Woman’s Christian Association.
12— Maine General Hospital.
13— The Samaritan Association.
14— Martba Washington
Society.

Dedication Concert

(ONOCCTORM...

Mer-

will be four voting boxes, two on the flrst|f!oor and two in the
basement; if there are any Charitable Institutions omitted from
list that any customer would wish to vote
for, the same shall be

Boston

Banking Company,

POBTLAND,

—

NO. 0.

The lowest wholesale price for these goods Is
$3.60 per dozen, and the r* tall price never less
than 37 Vic ner pair. They are splendid goods
and we shall sell one case, In order to give our
Men’s Furnishing Department a boom, at only

53

GascoNationalBank

W oodbury &Moulton

25c.

46 inches wide, In desirable shades,

Northern

PORTLAND, ME,

offers Inducements in
chandise of Special Interest.

ol

eodtim

Each Institution to be voted for will be designated
by numbers, (he
list to be seen
entrance of store ; select the number
you prefer from this list and at the close of your
purchase you will
be presented with as many votes as 25 is contained in the
amount
of your purchase, whether it be a cash,
charge, or C. 0. D.

Every Department

;

Dibectobh
„B PHILLIP*. lato Pres, of the Eastern and Eltchbnrg Railroads; Hat. J. <| A.
BKACMETT.ex-Uovernnr of Mass.jW.VI. APPi.ETON HfJ«T Director Hlackstone Nat’l
Bank; N. D. LORINO, Investment Banker; OEO C. APPLETON, Beal Estate and Mortgages, Boston: Hob W. A. CLARK, Jr, Pres. Manufacturers' National Bank, Lynn, M oss.;
S. B. VIA NON, Pres. R I
Mortgage and Trust Co.. Provldenoe, R. I.; O. E. B. JACK NO N,
Portland Savings Bang, Portland. Me.; HENRI E A ALL, Vice Pres. No. Texas Nationp,ie»al Bank, Dallas, Texas. Nlrid ■ uvratigntien lavUrd. Write far Circular.
Boon 409, RXOHANHE Bill.DING STATE NTBEET, BOSTON, .VI ANN.
N. N. GARDINER, Agent far Parllaad aud
vicinity, INS Middle Nlrcel, Perllaad.

THE

<ftl

KOTZ8CHMAK HALL.

Blackaleae Naliaaal

°* Boston; Treasurer, WM. APPLETON RUST,
JOHN Q. A. BRACKETT; Auditor,
Counsel, Hon.E:^^ILL1f8*
JOSHUA LORINO, Boston.

OF1

One Case of Men’s Seamless Wool Hose

Serges.

46c.

The Land of the Lingering Snow.
Chronicles of a Stroller in New England,
from January to June. By Frank Bolles.
The author of this charming volume shows
a genuine love of nature, and a marked observation of its beauties.
The homes,
haunts and habits of birds and of all the
interesting little inhabitants of forests,
brook and shore, are described In an at-

Dr. J. C.

OPFICEBN

Oolober 26th.

MAINE, 1891.

OF

LAWS

Monday Enning. commencing

enry

Baatea.

THE

75 Cents.

Kromises

■—

One Hundred Hollars

_

and to many other familiar characters, who
represented in this story. Betty Alden
to be one of the most popular of
irs. Alden’s very successful works of the
old Plymouth colony. (Boston and New
York: Houghton. Miffltn & Co.; Portland:
Coring, Short & Harmon.)

-—

Bank,

WALTZING CLASS

Pr.p.r.i„ la

AT PAR,

quarterly fcy cenpena payable al
UNDER

Thursday Evening, commencing Ootobnr 22th.

every

oct22

OF STOCK KOW OFFERING

YOUR VOTE MAY DECIDE WHICH ONE.

They are very heavy ribbed goods, natural
wool color, and subject to very slight lmperlectlons, which do not In the least Injure or affect
the real value of the goods. They are a great
bargain and cannot be duplicated at

□Each

are

+

9th. the last
day for votiner will be December 9th.
sum of

Ut*ted ‘“PrOTrd •*«'««“

septb

to be east at this store.

One of these institutions will receive the

cent,

per

INCORPORATED

Commencing Monday, November

75c.

The works of Mrs. Austen show careful
study and accuracy, and she is wonderfully
successful in picturing the life and times
of the Old Plymouth Colony. The dignity
and eymplicity ot their character, and the
spirit which animated the people of those
early times, their quaintness and beauty,
are clearly shown, and give an added charm
to Miles Standlsb, John Alden and Priscilla,

can

Ch.HUble^jUoa.

m".T

$100,000

Dividend*, 1V4

added to the list.

Betty

Alden. By Jane Q. Austin, author
of Standish of Staudisb, etc. This novel
is full of the history and picturesque inci-

or
u»««

MW&F&wly lopofcolorm

ing books of adventure have entranced
thousands of boys in days gone by. Mr,
Burleigh’s story brings bis boys as
prominently to the front as Mr. Kellogg's

did his and with the assistance of modern
“stage settings.” The “Smugglers of
Chestnuts” Is the spirited story of the
pursuit and final capture of a gang of
smugglers on the Aroostook border by two
and determined boys who finally
plucky
laud them behind bars and break up their
nefarious traffic.

Pills

.An Illustrated book, entitled Guide to Health and Etiquette,*1 by Lydia E. Plnkham. Is of grmt
value to ladies. We will present a copy to anyone addressing us with two 2-cent
stamps. |

Harmon.)

Under

tajUJ.

**««* «*

VEGETABLE

and U«iUmat« Itemed j COMPOUND
w
peculiar weaknesses and ailments of women.
forms
of
Female Complaints, that Bearing-down Feeling, Weak
f-.ur?-s
Back, railing and Displacement of the Womb, Inflammation, Ovarian Troubles, and all
Organic Diseases of the Uterus or Womb, and is invaluable to the Change of Life. Dissolves and uxpels Tumors from the Uterus at an
early stage, and checks any tendency to
Cancerous Humor. Subdues Faintness,
Excitability, Nervous Prostration, Exhaustion,
and strengthens and tones the Stomach. Cures Headache, General
Debility, Indigestion,
etc., and invigorates the whole system. For the cure of Kidney Complaints of either sex,
the

a

Little Smoke. A Tale of the Sioux. By
William O. Stoddard, author of Crowded
Out o’ Crofield, etc. Mingled with his interesting story of the Sioux Indians are
the adventures of Uncle Jake Raynor and
Bert Adams, two very amusing characters

Appended

the
for the

compilation from the works of
other authors than an original
history by
this author. Indeed the author himself
confesses that be "was unable or
unwilling
to undertake the six months
journeying
Tennessee
and Texas which would
through
have constituted the ideal
preliminary to
the life of Houston; but relied cniefl.von
the resources of the British Museum.’’ How.
ever, in spite of its faults, the book will
prove interesting to the general reader and
valuable in many ways.
The Haunted Pool (La Mare an Diabie).
From the French of George Sand. By
Frank Hunter Potter.
Illustrated with
fourteen etchings by Rudaux. (New York;
Dodd, Mead & Co.; Portland: Lorlng,
Short & Harmon.) Messrs. Dodd, Mead &
Co. have brought out Madame Dudevant’s
Haunted Pool, which Is a series of rustic

society.

LYDIA E. PINKHAM »S
Is
only Poiltiy. Cure

a

6. LARRABEE.

246 Middle Street.
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principally

1 he Parnellites have
again been beaten,
but beatlog theutat the
polls seems to have
little effect to suppress them. After each
of their previous defeats they have come
up smiling and just as eager for another

SAFE

Any Charitable Institution
this City or
.krg,r5w"lVdclU«P."fr.rh
County, by

in

(lltUKtmVTS.

$1.40

per 100 lbs.

This 19 the cheapest as well as the best leed
(or poultry; doUUuk makes bens lay better
than mixed (ualu.

Every one who Is building and thinks ol using
Bo. pine should see It.
Write lor particulars, or call od
8. H. * A. B. DOT EM,
494 to 604 Fore and 979 Commercial Sts.
seplOeodOms*
Portland. He.

A. R. & t. A.

Real Estate
$50,000

BENSON ft DALTON,
Foot of Green Street
JyletxHSm

PORTLAND, ns.

Loans. Pepsiu Troches celied

Loan

In large or small amounts.
Parties wishing to
build can be accomodated.

COMM ERCIAL PAPER.
Bwm 3 ss4 4, Jm Huildiag,
BXCHAM OK 8TBEET
OS

lol

Heartburn,rStfEgSK

Indigestion or SKVgiat
Dyspepsia Vse ISiST

DOTEN, Dr. Bronson’s sS? £r,imm£

aod
to

For

eodly

as a remedy
tor
Hoarseness.
Invaluable to public speakers and singers tor
tbe
voice.
It
clearing
your druggist does not
keep ihem, will send by mall.
Ml. prr baa, S beats 9100.

BRONSON

CHEM.

CO., PROVIDENCE, R. I.

Wholesale In Portland by

Cook, Eiwott &
augl»

Ponnoll and J. W. Perkins k Co,
eodlyr

■B
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glass of cold water.

REST.
Tne following is from the •‘Collected Poems of
Father Abram 5. Kyan,\ and was tho favorite ot
the late Sir John Macdonald:]
My feet are wearied, and my hands are tired,
My soul oppressed—
And I desire, what I have long desiredBest—only rest.
Tls hard to toll—when toll Is almost vain,

sow—and never garner grain,
In harvest days.

The burden of my days is hard to bear,
But God knows best;
And I have prayed—but vain has been my prayer
v
3
For rest—sweet rest.
‘Tls hard to plant In spring and never reap
The autumn yield;
’Tls hard to till, and when tilled to weep
O’er fruitless field.
And so I cry, a weak and human
cry,
So heart oppressed;
And I sigh, a weak and human sigh,
For rest—for rest.

My way has wound
And

across the
cares Infest

desert years,

My path, and through the flowing of hot
I pine-for rest.

tears

’Twas always so; when but a child I laid
On mother’s breast
My weary little head; e’en then I prayed
As now—for rest.
And I am restless still; ’twill soon be o’er:
For, down the West,
Life’s sun Is setting, and I see the shore
Where I shall rest.
THE HOME.
HINTS TO HOUSEKEEPERS.

Plaster casts which are properly waxed
uiay be wiped off with a damp cloth, and
will last for years without being injured,
while an unwaxed one soon becomes soiled,
and it is practically impossible to clean It.
Pnf will Iw U
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boiling beat,

and tben plug the bottle with
cotton that has just been plunged into boiling water, and the milk will keep sweet and
sound for an indefinite time.
If vaseline or butter be applied to the skin
immediately after a blow of auy kind, there
will be no discoloration. But to be effectual It must be used directly after the acci-

dent.
When putting kettles or pots to soak,
after having been used for the cooking of
soups, stews or any greasy food, if a few
drops of household ammonia is added to the
water, and the vessels lelt to soak about five
minutes, there will be no difficulty In cleaning them, lor the ammonia does all the hard
labor, and there will be no necessity for
scraping.
The cleanest and most perfectly polished

floors have no water used on them. They
are simply rubbed off ev< ry morning with a
large flannel cloth which Is soaked in kerosene once In two
weeks. Take the cloth
and with scrubbing brush or stubby broom
go rapidly up and down, not across, the
boards. After a few rubbings the floor will
have a polished appearance.
Red ants will not come where tar Is, the
odor is enough for them.
People who are subject to catarrhal ailments have special need to be particular in
regard to their feet covering; they should see
to it that shoes should have substantial soles,
and should come well up the ankles, and not
be laced or buttoned tight. Light merino
stockings or half-hose may be sufficient for
waimtb, but whenever by reason of much
exercise the feet have become damp, and especially if the leather has absorbed wet, it is
wise for a change to be made in both stockings and shoes.
For scrap book use a clean, most satisfactory paste bp use is gum tragacantb. A half
ounce wittrhalf a cup of water added to it
will make a cupful. To keep it a long time,
add a few drops of oil ol cloves. Gum tragacaoth will not soil tho clothes, and if smeared
over the page will leave no mark.
To clean natural colored straw bats wash
with pearline water.
To clean silk that Is considerably soiled,
the garment must be first ripped and brushed,
Spread on a flat board an old blanket covered
with an old sheet; then sponge tne silk on
both sides, rubbing auy dirty Bpots particular; with this mixture: One-half cup gall,
one-half cup of ammonia, and one-balf pint
of tepid soft water. Roll the silk on a stick,
a broom handle will do, being careful that
no wrinkles are left on it.
Let It dry without ironing. Woolen goods may be treated
in the same manner. In the case where the
silk Is little soiled, black silk, any color unaffected by water, may be treated with
water alone.
h> When a candle is blown out a very alsaniroauio
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In barren ways;,

‘Tls hard to

If it falls to the
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Skylark Preached a Sermon.
Stories, as well as poems, about the skylark abound; but the following shows the
constant love of Englishmen for this truly
English bird. There is no such thing as a
a

songbird natural to Australia: there are
birds that chatter and birds that shriek, but
no birds that sing.
Well, there was a young man who went
out from England as a gold digger, and was
fortunate enough to take care of it. He
opened a “store" (t soil ol rough shop
where almost everything could be had), at a
place called “The Ovens," a noted gold field,
above two hundred miles from Melbourne.
As he continued to prosper, this young man,
like a dutiful son, wrote home for his father
and mother, asking them to come out to him,
and, If they possibly could, to bring with
them a lark.
The old folks agreed, and In due time,
with a lark In charge, they took ship and
left the shores of England. The old man,
however, took the change so much to heart
that he died, but the old woman and the lark
landed in sound health at Melbourne, and
were speedily forward to Mr. Wilsted’s store
“The Ovens.” It was on a Tuesday when
they arrived and the next morning the lark
was hung outside the hut. and at once began
The effect was wonderful.
piping up.
Sturdy diggers— big men with hairy faces
and great brown heads—paused In the midst
of their work
and llsttened reverently.
Drunken diggers left unfinished the blasphemous sentence and looked bewildered and
ashamed. Far and near the news spread
‘1*0

U|SUbuiu&—
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“Is It true, mate, that there U a real English skylark np at Jack Wllsted's?”
So it went on for three days, and then
came Sunday morning. Such a sight had
not been seen since the first spadeful of golden earth
had been turned I
Prom every
quarter—east, west, north, south—from far
off bill, from creeks twenty miles away, came
a steady stream of
rough, brawny English,
men, all brushed and washed, as decent as
possible. The movement was not arranged
beforehand, and was plain from the halfashamed expression of every man’s face as
met hts acquaintance in the crowd.
There they were, however, and their errand was—to hear the lark! Nor were they
disappointed. There he perched in his wood
and iron pulpit, was the little minister, and,

if he knew the lmportence of the task before him, be plumed his crest, and lifting up
bis voice sang
them a
which
sermon,
touched his audience more closely than, pereven
the
haps,
bishop himself could have
have done.
It was a wonderful sight to see those thiee
or four hundred men, some lying ou the
ground, some sitting with their arms ou
their knees and their beads on their hands,
some leaning against the trees with their
eyes closed, so that they might better fancy
themseives at home and in the midst of English cornfields once more: but whether sitting. standing or lying, all were equally
quiet and attentive; and when, after au
hour’s steady preaching, the lark ceased, his
audience soberly started off, a little lowspirited, perhaps, but, on the whole, happier,
than when they came.
“Yes, and doubtless in many a breast the
lark s warble had stirred the memories of
the lessons they learned in the village school
or in the village church,
at
home, and
had wakened unuttered longings for those
means of grace” for which they had cared
so little when they were within their reach.
So the skylark preached his sermoD, and
many of his congregation wished that they
could have taken him away with them to
preach to them in their distant diggings day
as

by day.

“I say, Joe," one digger was heard to say
to another, "do you think that Wilsted
would sell him—the bird, you know? I’ll
give as much gold dust for him as he weighs,
and think him cheap.”
“Sell him I Not be!” was the indignant
answer:
“how would you like a fellow to
come to our village at home and make a bid
for our parson!”
A
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will not break so easily if watches are carewound up and not taken out of a waim
pocket and placed directly against a cola
wall or on a marble slab; for that reason a
protective mat is desirable.
Tbe changes of the oil, the variations in
temperature, tbe density and humidity of tbe
air, all greatly affect the going of a watch of
the most perfect finish which almost neutralizes those adverse influences. No watch
keeps perleclly correct time. Even the best
chronometers, used In observatories and on
board ships, must be regulated according to
tables which fix the variations to which
watches are subject.
A watch should he cleaned every two or
three years. In time the oil decomposes,
gets mixed with the particles of dust which
enter the works of even the best-clcslug
watcb, begins to act as a grinding material,
and wears out the working parts. It frequently happens that a watch requires clean
ing oftener than once in two years, especially If it closes badly or is exposed to much
dust and dirt. Anyone who has the misfortune to drop his watch into water should
take it at once to the watch watchmaker, to
taken to pieces and cleaned; a delay or even
an hour may spoil tbe watcb forever.
MOISTURE-PAN IN OVEN.
In our experience in baking, we find that
a small pan of water placed in the oven, and
filled as often as it becomes dry, is a great

help. It prevents the bread or cake from
burning, even with a full oven and very hot
fire, saves nearly one-half the labor In watching and turning the loaves, and prevents a
thick hard crust.lt is usually filled with water
from the teakettle, but if the oven seems too
hot, throw out the hot water, fill with cold
and put back. Tbe pan we use is ten
inches,
one inch wide and one deep.
It is made by
folding the tin at the ends and pounding
lightly until the folds are so close that the
pan is water-tight. A pan made with solder
will not do, for with the best of care it will
sometimes become dry and the solder melt
and run out. This pan slips in beside tbe
pans of bread, next the fire box, and takes
very little room. Always have a holder to
handle it with, and handle carefully when
pouring In water after it has become dry, or
a

bad scald will result.—Albany Cultivator.
THE

VALUE OF ONIONS.

While the onion stands at
——.vftusaoiDo

nounced and not

Is, undoubtless,
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a

disadvantage
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wholly agreeable odor, it

of the most valuable
and healthful products of the garden. This
Is not confined to its use as an article of
diet,
since the efficient of onion poultices in cases
of croup and similar diseases are too well
known to need repetition. The
roasted
heart of an
onion,
in
placed
the
ear
as
hot
as
it
can
be
will
often
relieve cases of earache
borne,
when other remedies fail, and a very excellent cough slrrup is made by putting onehalf cup of minced onions into a cup each of
vinegar and molasses, simmering on the
stove for half an hour and then straining,
A teaspoonful of this slrrup taken frequently will relieve severe cases of cough and
hoarseness.
It Is claimed that onions as an article of
one

food, are excellent blood purifiers, greatly
improving the complexion, and, of course,
entirely harmless. As a nervine, they are
very beneficial, either cooked or raw, and,

Always avoid harsh purgative pills.
They first make you and then leave you conatlpated. Carter’s Little Liver Pills regula’e the
bowels and make you well. Dose, one pill.
Aunt Julia (who has not seen her nephew In
ten years)—You must come up and visit me,

Henry.
Henry (whose recollections of the old homestead Involve early hours and strict Puritanism)
—I’d like to exceedingly, bnt I’m very busy just
now.
Aunt Julia—I’m sorry. Your aunt Martha
and I opened a young ladles’ hoarding school a
year ago, and the term opens on the 1st.
Henry—Come to think of it, I shall have a
little time on my bands along about the fid.

Will It be convenient then?—Judge.

All Infections of the blood are removed by
Ayer’s Sarsaparilla. Sold by all druggists.

Xlie[Keason Why.
Doctor—You should not arlnk so much Bourbon ; it will do. you no' permanent good. You
should drlDk milk, which contains all t he ele*
ments of blood.
Patient—But I’m not bloodthirsty.—Pharmaceutical Era.
_

For the

of

colds, coughs and lung difficulties, Ayer’s Cherry Pectoral Is unequaled.
cure

Extremely fortunate.
“I [declare, I never thought!” cried Mrs.
Liucolnpark, after her dinner was over.
“Never thought of what?” asked Mr. L.
“Why, 1 placed Col. James and Mrs. Parker-

ton next
of It, he

Bazar.

each other at dinner, and, now I think
was her first husband I”—Harper’s

For a 2c. stamp, sent with address to Lydia
E. Plnkbam Medicine Co., Lynn, Mass., ladles
will receive free, a beautiful Illustrated book,
“Guide to Health and Etiquette.”

Cobwlgger—The material for this [quilt must
have cost a pretty figure.
Mrs. Cobwlgger—How can you say [such a
thing? Any one but a man would know Itbat it
Is made of pieces that were left over. Why
ever since we were married, whenever I bought
a new dress I got an extra yard or so for this
very purpose.—Life.

Baby

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Mother sighed,
Ckjutor prescribed

Money Easy—stocks Close

Active

and Weak.

Sterling Exchange Quiet and Steady
Railroads Dull and Heavy.
—

How is your cold? Dse Johnson’s Anodyne
Llultner t or it may last all winter; certain fact!
old lady from [way-back reglcns came to
the city to do some “trading.” As she looked
around the elegant store with vague wonder, a
dandy floor-walker approached her.
“What can I do for you today, madam?”
“I wanted to go to the place where they sell
An

Balancing
means

an egg on a bottle’s
ol a cork and?two forks.
“The Same Age.”

rim by

The late Sir John A. Macdonald was fond
of children, and was most tender and affectionate when In their presence. He enjoyed their aDtlcs and cute sayings. Litt'e

Lottie Prentiss, aged ten, the quick wltted
daughter of Mr. Howard Prentiss, postmaster of Chelsea, Que., discovered that the
birthday of the premier was the same as her

So she wrote him a letter about It
something like this;
Dear Sir John; I write these few lines to let
you know that next Sunday you and I will be tbe
same age.
There Is a boy In this village named
Charlie Church that Is the same age as we are
next Sunday, and we are going to have a party
11 ma Is well enough. Wbeu he Is twenty l am
ten—Charlie Church, I mean. Last
year ma
told me you got ever so many letters on your
birthday, so I thought l would write early before the crowd came. I hope that you will answer this letter, because there was a
young mau
Id Toronto, going to college, that asked me to
write to him, aua I did, aud he never answered
It. Don’t you think he was mean?
In a few days.the reply came;
Eaknscliffe, Ottawa, Jan. 6,1891.—Mv Dear
Little Friend: lam glad to get your letter aud
to know that next Sunday
you and I will De ihe
same age.
I trust and
believe, however, that
you will see many more birthdays than I shall,
and I trust that every birthday may find you
prosperous aud happy. L think it was mean of
that fellow not to answer your letter. You see
that I have been longer In the world than be has
aud know more thau he does of what Is due to
young ladles, I send
you a dollar note, with
which pray buy some small keepsake to lemeinber me by, and believe me, your slncerenly.
John a. Macdonald.
own.

when you

begin

Consumption
the

dangers

to

is

get thin.

only

one

of

of thinness.

Scott’s Emulsion of codliver-oil makes the thin
plump, and the plump are
almost safe.
Let us send you a book on
careful

living—free.

* Bown*. Chemists, t3s South
5th Avenue,
New York.
Your druggist keeps Scott's Emulsion of cod-liver
oil—si I druggists everywhere do. $ i.
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Quotations of staple Products
the Leading Markets.

In

MW&F&wnrmchd

At New York money has been easy, ranging
from 4 to S per cent, last loan at 4, closing
at 4 per cent.
Prime mercantile paper 6@6Vi
per cent. Sterling Exchange Is quiet and steady
with actual business In banker’s bills at 4 soy*
for 60-day bills, 4 83Vi for demand; posted
rates 4 81®4 84Vi.
Commercial bills 4 78Vi
Government bonds are dull and
@4 83.
barely steady. Railroad bonds dull and heavy.
The stock market after 11 o’clock was active
but the strength of the first hour disappeared
almost everything In the active list fell below
the opening. The final dealings saw further depression, and the market closed active and
weak at lowest figures of the day.
transactions

Tbe

aggregated 210,700

at the
shares.

Kent's Hill.

There weie many regrets at the withdrawal of (Jeorge B Pierce, Esq. and wife,
from the stweardship of Sampson Hall last

July, especially among

the boarding students
with whom Mr. Pierce was very popular.
Mr. Pierce wa3 in charge of this department
three years during which time many permanent Improvements were made, especially

the large farm belonging to the Institution.
Hte successoi Is Hon. W. W. Norcress of
New Sharon who has occupied Mr. Pierce’s
place since July 1. Mr. Norcross brlDgs to
his aid a large business experience and Is
doing excellent service in his department.
The crops planted by Mr. Pierce in the
spring have made a generous yield. The bay
crop was larger than ever before, sufficient
for the maintenance of a good team of oxen
on

and Dorses and a line herd of ccws left on
the premises by Mr. Pierce at the time of his

resignation.
They are having

a hoe fall term of school
which closes in about two weeks,
Alieady
a large number ot students Have entered
their names lor the winter term, which
promises to be one of the
for many

largest

years.

Gen. Perry accompanied by Mr. Thomas

architect and Carman, engineer from Lewiston paid the institute a visit this week with
reference to the introduction of steam lDto
the seminary and college buildings.
Real Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in
this county have been recorded at the Registry of Deeds:
Falmouth—Arthur 8. Noyes to Willard H. PearSOD.
OiWla M. James t° Harriet 8.

Morrin

5onlaU®lBo"wCOOlbr0ttl
Westbrook-WiMam

& Tucker t0 Nelson E. Na
W. Lamb to Horatio Dan-

LINIMENT
Unlike Any Other.

nE£,ihirt?Te&

Diphtheria, Cronn. Asthma,
Rheumatism, Hoarseness
Coughs. WhooplnttCough, Catarrh. Cholera Mos
ouil

AND WISDOM

STRONG

MEASURES.

[London Judy.l

cures

Dtarrhsea, Sciatica, Lame Back and Soreness In
Limbs. Stops Inflammation In Cuts, Burns,
end Bruises. Relieves all Cramps and Chills
like
eta. post-paid ; 6 bottles. $2.
Express
giggle. Rrleo, 85a
JOHNSON A CO.. Boston. Mas*
dec2

&eow47nrmly

eo

in. Steinert A Sons Co.
OF

—

STBINEBT HALL, BOSTON, MASS.
Wholesale and Retail representatives in the
Mew England States lor the World
Benowned

STEIN WAY,

WEBER,
HARDMAN,

hauler.

HENNING and
WEBSTER

PIANOS.
Have opened a branch store In this city with the
largest and best selected stock east of Boston
TONING

AND

REPAIRING

540 Congress St., Portland.
T. C. ncUVCLDBIC, Manager.
eodtf
api6

Moses M. Gould to Edgar P. Ramsdell.
WIT

As much

_

For INTERNAL aa EXTERNAL DM
Many people do not know this,
fki Holt WondirfU Tunily
Ssmedy Ever Xnown.

(Trade-Mark)

P .& P.
KID GLOVES
PERFECT FITTING
THE NEWEST

SHADES

THE LATEST STYLES

Housekeeping.

CUANBEBBY JELLY.
Pick and wash your cranberries, which
should be very ripe, and put them over the
fire with half a pint of water to each quart

THE HOST DURABLE
THE BEST WORKHANSHIP.
THEREFORE

ALWAYS
Converted Sal-'Ave yer tried’eaplng coal o
lire on’Is ’ead?
Meg—No; I cant exactly say as ’ow I ’ave:
but I’ve tried btlin water often.

SATISFACTORY
Every pair

guaranteed,

ftonegenuine unless stamped ‘P. &P.*
octae

Mw&Ftf

*“,»
8SS.%SaBS»:.'Wvi 124%
Hudson Canal Co.. 128

Delaware,
Denver * Bio Grande.
Erie
..27%
Erie pref .-. *B
Illinois Central
100%
lad. Bloom * West
Cake Erie * west. 18%
Like Shore...
.77
Louis* Nash
9e
M anhattan Elevated..
Michigan Central.... 106
6
Minu * St. Louis.
Dref .••• 14
do
.....
Missouri Pacific
08%
New Jersey Central.-112%
Nor. Pacific common
26%

lstjK,
65

lcO%

PORTLAND, Nov. 7 1881.
The following are today’s closing quotatlot s
of Provisions, Produce, Flour, etc.:
cram.

Flour.

orn, car lots....72®73
low grades.4 7B@5 OC Com, bag lols...74@76
X Spring &
Meal, bag lots. .70®7I
XX 8pring.6 00@5 2E Oats, car lots....42u43
Oa f, bag lots...48@46
Fat. Spring
Wheat_6 OC@8 2E
Cotton seedCar lots...28 U0®28 60
Mich str’ght
roller.6 %@6 Wa Bag lots. .29 00(0,30 CO
Backed bran—
clear do.. .5 16(«j5 fit
Car lots. ..21 Ot'@22 00
St Louts st’gt
roller.... 6 6f@5 66 Bag lots...22 U0®23 (KJ
clear do...6 2E(Uj> Ya Middlings.22 00® 18 00
Wm’r wheat
Bag lots.. .23 (a cl 29 00
patents—6 7B@8 Ya
Provisions.
PorkFish.
Backs.16 76@16 00
Clear.16 (0® 16 60
Cod, per qtl—
Large snore.6 7E@8 00 Short t uts.16 6u® 16 00
Beef—
Small.4 76@5 00
Pollock.2 76 «,4 OO Ex-Mess... 8 60® 9 00
Hacdock —2 26 « t 76 Plate.10 60® 10 76
Hake.1 76@2 00 Ex-Plate., ll 60® 12 00
LardHerringScaled, » box... 14@18 Tubs, p lb. 614® 714
Mackerel IP bbl—
Tierces. 614® 714
Shore is..23 0o@26 on Palls. 6V4®12
Shore 2s.. 13 60i« L6 00 Pure leaf... 12
®t214
Med 3s...11 6i tal2 60 Hams.10
®10V4
do
.13
Ot
00
8s.
16
coverd..ll
®1114
®
Large
Produce.
Oil.
C’peCranb’s.7 id @7 60 KerosenePea beans. ..2 1B@2 26 Port ref pet. 614
Medium do..
Pratt’s Ast’l. 8Vs
(ierm'n med.l 00@2 10 Devoe’s brilliant.. 8V>
Yellow eyes..l 86;i2 16 Llgonla. 61s
Superfine

I'ol

&

7ft

non

Irish Potatoes—

bu-h.46@50

Sweet Potatoes—
Norlolks.I 60® l 75
S.2 26 ®2 60
Onions—
Natives.2 6f@2 76

laj’r.,7 @»>/4
Valencia.8V4@7M>

OacHira

Sugar.

Ex-quality clue
granulated
...

Timothy.

..

1

66®!

ro

Store..

Florida.3 26?t4C0
Messina.0 00® J 00 Easter
Railroad RecelptSi
PORTLAND. Nov. 7. 1891.
Receipts by Maine Uentral R R-Por Portland
125 cars miscellaneous merhandlse, connecting
roads 142 cars.
Boston Stock Market.
fallowing quotations are received dally
Atchison, Topeka A Santa he R. 40%
C. B. &Q. 9R%
Mexican Central. 19
Union Pacific. 39%
Boston & Maine R.160
Bell Telephone.180
American Sugar. 82
do prfd. 92%
8(1%
New York and New England Railroad
do prefd. 98%
Maine Central Railroad.120
Flln‘ & Pere Marquette prfd. 80
The

Crain Quotations.
NEW YORK PRODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORRECTED BY PULLEN, CROCKER & 00.
WHEAT.
Mav.

Nov.

Ooenms.114%

Hignest.114%

'west.118%
Closing.118ys
L

Dec.
108%
108%
10.%
108%

CORN.

May.
Opening.65
Highest. 65

L >west.64%
C oslug.64%

Nov.
68
88
6 %

67%

Dec.
69

59%

6U
59

The Wool Market.
BOSTON, Nov. 6, 1891.—The wool market
continues quiet. The quotations are nominally
unchanged, with prices In bnyei’s far or.
These figures prevail:
Picklock and XXX.33 @S6
Ohio and Penn. XX and above.30% @32
Ohio and Penn. X.29 @00
Michigan and Wis. X and above....27 @oO
Ohio and Penn. Nol.84
@36
Michigan No 1.33 @34
Ohio and delaine, fine.34 @36
No 1 combing.37 @40
Mlcnlgan delaine.33 @34
Fine unwashed & unmerchantable..' 0
@23
Unwashed combing.24 @23
Medium unwashed.20 @24
Fine Texas and territory.18 @23
Medium Texas and territory.17 @24
Fine medium Texas and territory..18 @22
Ordinary Texas and territory.16 @21
California fall.16
Kentuiky and Indiana clothing.26

@24
@20
@28

Georgia .2«54@^754
Super pulled.35 @45
Extra pulled.
30
@36
@3 5

@75

@30

Gloucester Fisn Market.
FOK THE WEEK ENDING. Nov. 5.
Mackerel Id fishermen's order $25 19 bbl for
extras, $14 00 tor large $11 6u tor medium aud
$9 for small; ones *21; twos $14; threes $9.
Outside fare sales Bank cod *4 54 aud 8%;
Cape shore $4 and 3; Georges $4 7» and 3 50.
Last faie sales of Bank halibut 18 1-3 and
1454c 19 lb for white and gray.
Jobbing prices of cured mackerel: extra bloaters at $3ua32; large 2s, $17 60,® 18 medium 2s,
$16; 3s, $7 76@8.
Heiriog bait $2 50 per bbl.
We quote new Georges codfish at $6 Va @7 19
qtl for large, aud small at 5 01 @5 26; Bauk at
$,i 75®6 25 for large and $4 26 lor small;3bore
at $8 76 and $454 for large and small
Dry
Bank at $6 60; medium $4 75.
We quote cured cusk at $4 25 19 qtl; bake at
$2 60; naddock $3 76; heavy salted Pollock at
$2 gfe, aud Euglisb cured $3 C0@3 25 per qtl.
Boneless and prepared fish at 6@7c
tb for
hake, haddock and cusk, 754@10c 19 lb for
codfish, as to style and quality. Bmoked halibut
ai 10Mc ^ tb for strips aud 1154c for chunks;
smoked salmon 18c; do haddock c.
Medium
herring at 19c 19 box; tucks 18c; lengthwise
13c; No Is at 14c; Bloaters at 90c; canned
trout $160 ;fresb ba I Ibut at $2 20; fresh salmon
ai 1.20; clams $100; lobsters 2 16; mackerel
1 26; herring 86c; American sardines, quarter
oils, $4 Oo; hall oils $8 00, three quarter mustards at $4 00; spiced 3 76; clam aud fish chowder, $2 00.
Labrador Herring at $0 60 » bbl; medium
spilt $0 03;t Newfoundland do $7 00; Nova
Scotia do $7 00; KastDort $3 50; split Bhore
$4 0J;iound do 4 60; round Eastport 4 00;
pickled codfish $6; haddock $3 60; halibut
beads 3 60; sounds at $12; tongues and sounds
$11; alewives at $3 60; trout $14 00; Oaliforuia salmon $14( 0; Halifax do $23; Newfoundland do $18. Clam bait $7; slivers $4; halibut
fins $14; shad $12; swordfish at $10.
We quote cod o 1 at 30c 19 gal; medicine oil at
70c; b.ackfish oil 80c; menhadeu oil 28. Livers at 26@30c 19 bucket.
Fish scrap at $8 19 ton; dry do $161 do liver
$5, fish skins $18; waste $3 19 ton.
Boston Produce Market.
BOSTON. Nov. 7.1891.—The following are
today’s quotations of Provisions, Produce,Ac:
Pork—Long cuts 14 76@16 26, short cuts
$16 00^16 2o; backs at 16 00@16 60; lean
ends 16 60@17 00; pork tongues 16 60@17 00;
butt pork 10 60.
Hams at 954c; small at 10c; pressed hams
1154c.
Lard—Choice 754c 19 lb
In tierces
and
tubs; 10-fb palls In cs 8c.
How-Choice city dressed 654c 19 lb; country
0 /4

C.

Butter—Western extra creamery 0O@28c;
tancy higher; firsts and extra firsts i4@2 7c;
Imitation cream 22®23c; factory cbolce
at
2U@2ic; Northern creamery, choice at 29c;
*®rk dhhVt dairy good to choice at 24
Eastern creamery, good to cbol e at,
xuo

ttouve

quoiauouB are receivers’

prices for strictly wholesale lots.
ch0,ce 10®10*«; Western

oMmuvH™01*™
eitras

Kggs-Eastern
at 00@28; fancy near-by
stock hlgberi firsts 28®27c; extra Vermont
Western firsts
26*00c; Michigan firsts at OOa25o. Jobbing
*

S“i£tw 4?!nJ?.8hlre«at.0°®28o:
prices

le

138%
m

18%
79

i8%

17%
86%
174
367/,

79%
7,1

do pref.
do 1st prt.—

higher.

fresh killed turkeys 18®
20cj spring chlokens I8®2uc; fowls 00®l6c;
fair to good at 10@14c; Western Iced turkeys
14@16c: fowls at 11 c; chickens 11® 12c.
Beans-Choice small Mew York naud-plcked
pea at 2 10 (a2 161> bush; choice New York
marrow hand-picked O 00®2 00: choice screened pea 1 80fi 1 80; choice Yellow Eyes at 2 00®
*
2 10. Jobbing prices 10c higher.
tiay- Choice prlino bay at *17 00®«18 00:
lair to good *16 00&16 00; Eastern fine at
*12@14; poor to ordinary *11<®14 East swale
*8®8. Bye straw, choice, *16@16 60; Oat
straw *8&9.
Potatoes-choice native and Maine stock
*1 37*A®1 60; choice Vermoutand N Hampshire and New York Burbanks 00@46c;Houlton
Uebrons 48®60c: rose 46c ;Aroostook Hebrons
Sweet potatoes. Eastern
46@50c; Ease 46c.
Shores 90c®*l; Jerseys *1 26@l 60
bbl: BaldApples—Graveustelns $1 76®2
wins and Greenings *1 60@l 76; snow *2 60g3

Poultry—Eastern

New York Stock and Money Market
NEW YOKE, Nov. 7, 1891.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Gov
eminent securities i
New 4s, reg..
New 4s. coup....
United States 2s reg. pgy.

74%

pref---.111%

117
112
84%
90

Paul Minn S Man .112
Paul * Omaha..... 31%
Paul & Omaha prf.90
T->xas Pacific, new. 12%
Uuiou Pacific..3U%
U, 8. Express.—.60
Wabash St Louts « Pacific
12%
do prel. 29%
Western Union...
81%
St
st
8

outai

11%
39
fO

13

21%
81

02

xiubi.•••••••

West Folnt. 1344
Oregon Nav. 70
Richmond &

1344
74

New York Mining Stocks.
[by Telegraph.
NEW YORK, Nov. 7. 1891-The following
to-day’s closing quotations ol mining stocks:
Col. Coal.... ..
35
Hocking Coal. 16
Hwmestake.
1144
Q ltcksllver. ...
44a
dopref..
*1%
Ontario... 38
are

..

..

Domestic Markets.
[By Telegraph.1
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.—The Flour market
—reoeipts20.1y4 packages: exports f611 bbis
and 479 sacks; fairly active and strong; sales
80,160 bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 3 66@4 26;
city mills extra at 6 25@6 36, city mills patents 6 35@6 66; winter wheat, low grades, at
3 06 34 26 fair to fancy at 4
30@5 00 ; patents
at 4 60 ®6 85;
Minnesota clear 4 35® > 9J;
straights do at 4 6u®616; do patents 4 70®
6 60; do rye mixtures 4 36(34 85; superfine at
3 26@3 86; fine 3 00®3 66. Southern flour firm

and quiet. Rye Flour strong.
quiet. Buckwheat 6l®64c.

unchanged.

»

Buckwheat flour
Com meal dull

heat—receipts 2.6,900

buah; exports 388,166 bush: sales 268,OoO
bush. unsettled and moderately active; No 2
Red at 10644 store and elevator, 116%@
1 0854 afloat, 1
06%® 1 09% f ob; Not Northern at *1
08%®1 io% ; No 1 hard at «1 12%
® 112%. RyeTrregular and moderately active;
Western at 1 02@i >‘444. Barley firm, qutetjNo
2 Milwaukee at 7i@71c. Corn—receipts 92,226
bush; exports 97,020 bush; sales 36,000 bush;
firm and quiet, offemgs light; No 2 at 71@72c;
elevator. 2ys<- afloat; No 2 White at—c. Hsu
—receipts 213,2 Obush; exports 16,068 bush;
sales 99,000 bush; less active and easier;
No 3
at 38c ao White a! 3944c; Nc 2 at 38%@40c;
do White at 40a4u44c; No 1 at 40c; do White
42c; mixed Western at 38@40%c; do White
at 40@44c: White State at 40®44c; No 2 Chi-

cago

at
Coffee
Rio
38%®40c.
quiet and firm; No 7 at 1354c.
Sugarraw quiet and Arm; refined
and
In
fair
steady
demand; No 6at 3 ll-16c; No 7 at 8%c;
No8at3 9-16c; No 9 at 3 44c; No 10 at
3 7 16C; No 11 at 3%c: No 12 at 36-16C; Off
A at 3%®4c ; Mould A at 4%c; standard A at
4%c; confectioners a at 4 3-lSc; cat loaf at
6%c, crushed 644c; powdered at 4V«c; granulated
at
43-i e@ 4 5-i6o;
Cubes at s%c.
Petroleum quiet and steady; united at 67%c.
Pork quiet and steady. Beef quiet and steady;
beet dull, t.erced beef steady and inactive; cut
meats quiet and steady; middles quiet and easy.
Lara lower and dull; Western steam at $«4u;
city at $6; refined dull; Continent at (6 60®
6 80; S. A. at *7 66. Buuer quiet, unchanged
Cheese quiet and Arm.
Freights to Liverpool strong and active.
—

The Flour
CHICAGO, Nov. 7.
unchanged. Wheat weak; No 2 spring
No 2 Red at 9644c. Com quiet; No 2
Oats quiet; No 2 at 32 44c.
No 2 Rye
—

market—

at 9644c;
at 6744c.
at 9244
iso
z
hi
ooc.
iffiozy*'-.
rrovisious slower:
naney
mess pork at $8 37 M@.
Lard at |6 10. Short
ribs sides at 6 soffis lo. Dry salt meats—shoulders at $1 7( @6 75; short clear sides *6 10®
6 30.
Receipts—Flour 17,000 bbls, wheat 109,000
bush; corn 133,000 bush, oats 281.000 bush;
rye 21.000 hush, barlev I2.ou0 bush
Shipments—Flour 17,000 bbs, wheat 38,000
bush, corn 284,000 bush, oats 299 000 busb,

rye

2,000 bush, barley 62.000 bush

Havana Market.
ilAVANA. November 8.—The sugar market.
Better news received during the week has Induced buyers to resume operations. There Is a
slight Improvement in prices. Owing to the fact
that holders are stll, too high lor buyers, little
business has been done.
Molasses sugar, regular to

good polarization,

$2.12w@$2.26 gold'per qtl.
Centrifugal, 92 to 96 deg. polarization, $2.81
@3.00 >4,' in the
Stocks
tauzas, 28

warehouses f»t Havana and Bla-

boxes, 374,000 bags, 100 bhcls;
no recelptsduring the week;
exports during
week, 1 box, 396,000 bags; all bags to the
United States.
Freights nominal.
Cotton

Markets.

[By Telegraph],
NEW YORK, Nov. 7.—The Cotton market
—dull and unchanged; sales 00 bales; ordinary
uplands at 6% e; do Gulf at 6 6-18c; good ordinary stained 6 3-16c; middling uplands at 8>4c:
Gulf do 8 l-lec: do stained 7 13-I6c

Sailing days or Ocean Steamships.
FBOM

FOB

DAT*

Parisian. .Montreal...Liverpool.. Nov 8
Newport.New York..Colon.Nov 10
Trave.New York..Bremen.Nov 10
Lx Bretague
New York .Havre.Nov 11
City of Paris ..New York..Liverpool. ..Nov 11
Germanic.New York.. Liverpool... Nov 11
Rotterdam.New York..AmsterdamNov 11
Noordland.New York..Antwerp....Nov 11
Cily AlexandriaNew York., llav & Mat.Nov 11
Alaska.New York..Liverpool ..Nov 14
Cieufuegos.New York..Cienfuegos Nov 14
City WashiugtonNew York..lJav& Mex.Nov 14
Umbria.New York..Liverpool...Nov 14
Circassia.New York..Glasgow....Nov 14
Rugia-....New York..Hamburg ..Nov 14
Spree.New York..Bremen
Nov 17
Veendam.New York. .Rotterdam..Nov 18
Capulet.New York..Rio Janeiro Nov ID
Caracas.New York..Laguayra....Nov 18
Teutonic.New York..Liverpool ..Nov 18
City of Chicago New York..Liverpool ..Nov 18
Friesland. New York..Antwerp....Nov 18
Normannla.New York..Hamburg...Nov 19
Wisconsin.New York..Liverpool...Nov 21
8ervta.New York..Liverpool ..Nov 21
Alter.New York..Bremen
Nov 21
Alltanca.New York.. Rio Janeiro Nov 21
Sardinian.Portland... .Liverpool... Nov 28
V enezuela.New Y ork.. Laguayra... Nov 28

McDonald, Philadelphia.

m

High

sets .4 25

water

wnse0ttsday,::i1i29

j

"""

|R»jg

MARINE NEW
PORT OF PORTLAND.
SATURDAY, Nov 7.
Arrived.

Barque Kate, Crowley, Walton, NS, for Alex-

audria.
Sch Sea

New York.

Bird, Wallace, Wheeler’s Bay for

Philadelphia.

In Lizzie
York.

Young,

Tenaat’s Harbor for New

Mary Snow, Swett, Rockland for Lynn.
Mlnetta, Crockett. Belfast for Boston.
D3 °W 1101861
McDonough, Belfast for
Bostoii
Sch y.l6tori
Lilian,

Holmes. S W Harbor for Boston.
Norwood, s W Harbor for Boston.
SchArnvel. Stewart, Brook lln.
uuiuu, iveeu. oeai

Love.

8ch Emma F Chase, Church, East Mach las
for Boston.

J

Cleared.
Steamship Cottage City, Bennett. New York—
B

N Y & Me Pav Co.
Sch Bradford C French, Thompson, Philadelphia—Peter S Nickerson.
8eh Addle J, Wilson, Bast Bluet)111—J H
Blake.
Sch Hattie Godfrey, Strout, Cberryfield—J U
Blake.
Sch Brilliant, Hooper, Tenant’s Harbor—J H
Blake.
SUNDAY, Nov 8.
Arrived.
sengers ana
Sch Ada G

Shortland,

Coyle.
St

York.
Sen Rebecca W Hudel, st
York.
Sch Westfield, Belyea, 8t
ton.

New York-pas-

m.

»TA«k CO.VVEPTIOT8—Dailt—From
W.
Minot tor llebron Academy;
Duck field
W. Sumner and Turner; Canton for Peru,
plxfleld.aud Mexico, also for Brettuu’s Mills,
fea7dtf

John, NB, for
John, NB, for

Patchogue.

Portland

Bos-

Newell B

VINALHAVEN, Nov 6—Ar, sebs Annie B
Mitchell, Burdick, Boston; Kentucky
Surry; Ohio,Clayton,Camden; Harvester Rob’
erts. Jonesboro.
Nov 8—Sid. schs Thos H Lawrence Kniiev
New York; Lygonla, Fullerton, for Hurricane
Hunmane
Island and New York.

Herrfck

EXCHANGE
“h’

H^l^rCwS^Ufte^r
Sid fm Cork 6th Inst,
Andrew Adams
sch

ams, Cardiff.
Sid fm Liverpool

-TO

Ad-

7th lost, ship
St rranc,s'
Francis
p 81
Scribner, New York.
Slufm Newport, K, 8th lust, sch Mabel Jordan. Hart. Rio Janeiro.
Ar at Macello Oct 18, barque Harriet B Jackson, Bacou, Cape Town.

rVTnT, oJt, f*?.d
v

MAINE STEAM SHIR COMPANY.

VINEYARD HAVEN-Ar 6th, sch Edward
Lameyer, Ellzabetbport for Rockland.
In port, sens Cyrus Chamberlain, L L Mils,
Seventy-Six. Mary Lymburner, Sea Pigeon, H T
Wood. Emma, Hope Haynes, Jenny Lind, Mary
D Wilson, Laconia, Kate Walker, J U Watuwrlgbt, Eagle, Ulrica R Smith, Sami Hart, Wm
Pickering, David Torrey, Wm Butman, Charley
Woolsey. Angola, Reuben Eastman.
BOSTON—Ar 6th, schs Abm Richardson, Fattersball, Bangor; J Kennedy. Mitchell, Calais;
Mildred A rope, Steele. Addison; Agricola,
Patten, Bangor; Mazurka, Lane, Rockport.
Ar 7tb. sch Julia A Decker, Spear, Rockland.
aAi.nni—ar

ow,

oiew.irt.ums-

sens name

for Newark; Diadem, Thomaston for New
York; Telegraph, do lor do.
Ar 7th, brig Telos, Coney, Bangor for New
York; schs Beta. Colbeth, Macblas for NYork;
boro

Florida, 'Strom, and Bertha E Glover, Dyer,
Rockland for do; Jennie G Pillsbury, Merrtam,
ind Billow, do for do; Eben H King, Billiard,
Eastport for do; Jas A Parsons, Howes, South
Jardluer for do. Bat. Anderson, Jonesport for
lo; Zeyla, Hallowell, Whiling for do; Sea Foam
Richardson, Lubec lor do.
In port 7th, schs Yankee Maid, fm Bockland
or New York; Eva May, Bangor for NantuckMarion Draper, Gardiner for New York;
sc;
Lester A Lewis, Boston for Bangor; GeoNemebec for New York; George W Jewett, Tenint’s Harbor for do.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 6th, schs Lucy E Friend,
Roothbay for New York; Eunice P Mewcomb,
Boston tor Deer Isle,
BANGOR—Ar 6th, blrg Fidelia, Jordan,|from
rurks Island.
BATH—Sid 6tb, schs Battle P Simpson. Cheley. Washington; Heury Wadlngton, Leeds,
Philadelphia; Geo Nevlnger, Robinson, New
York; Katie Mitchell, Oliver, and Julia, Ktngsmry, Boston.
Cld7lh, schs Wm C Tanner, Johnson. Pbllalelphla; Ethel F Hawley, Kelley, New York.
Foreign Ports.
At Port Plrle Oct 1, ship Invincible, Howland,

Puget Sound.
Sid Im Cardiff Oct,

rom

31, sch Charles Davenport.
-Avender, Clenfuegos.
Ar at Rosario about Sept 22, barque Geueva,
Jregory, Buenos Ayres.
Ar at Las Palmas Oct 12, brig Waubun, from
Sew York.
Cld at Colon Oct 27, Bch Jor’n L Mott, Whorf,
Ian Andreas and New York.
Ar at Tlacotalpan Oct 22, sch John I Snow,
from Vera Cruz.
Hockley,
Ar at Havana Oct 31, sch Dudley Farlln, Dun1 on. Baltimore, u
Sid fm Barbadoes Oct 16, barque Henry L
1
Iregg, Savannah.

1891,

10,

steamahitiH.

Manhattan

I

one

of

the

new

Cottage City

1

[1800 tons]

1800 tons]
wfc-rf’ Portland, every
Monday, Wednesday, and Saturday at 6.00 p.
Leaves Pier .'IN, East River, New York,
every
Monday, Wednesday and Saturday, at 4.00
to
South and West of New
or passage apply to

all points
treight

For

Sow Everywhere.
MW&Fnrml

je8

live

to

by

reno-

vating your system; cleanse
the blood and set the stomach, the kidneys, and liver in
or d e r

That
is what
Kickapoo Indian

Sagwa
for.

is

Sagwaalsocures Constipation.

-ijj

Scrofula, Rheumatism and
Chills and Fever. The best
and most reliable of Herbs,
Barks and Gums Constitute
For sale

the Medicine.
all

at

rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. B, B., and
by connecting lines, forwarded free of

commission.

810.00.
Rauad Trip 8IM.
Meals and Boom Included.

oct22

International

Easport, Calais. St. John, N. B„ Halifax. N.S.,

parts of New Brian*wick, Nava
Mcotia, Prince Edward*
Island, and
Cape (Breton. The favorite route to Canaand
SI.
N.
B.
pobella
Andrew*,

Fall and Winter Arrangement.
Ou and after Nov. 2d, and until further ncchi* HfFaniPru iif thla I ini* InavA
Hnllrnaif

tlCft.

Wharf, Port laud, MONDAY and THURSDAY
at 6.00 p. m.. for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; returning, leave St. John
and Eastport same days.
Through tickets issued and baggage checked
to destluatlou. jy Freight received up to 4.00
P.

M.

ARRANGEMENT.

Fare

Only $1.00

THE NEW AND PALATIAL STSAMKB8.

FOB IT-

TREMONT and PORTIANO
alternatelyleavePRANKLIN WHARF, Port-

Knabe!!
Knabe!!!
These world renowned PIANOS
nre used at all

FESTIVALS.

land every evening, Sundavs excepted, at 7
o’clock; arriving in seasou lor connection with
earliest trains for points beyond.
Through tickets for PnrMcsn, l-.ssell,
Wsrmlir, New York, Ace.
Returning, leave INDIA WHARF, Boston,
every evening, Sundays excepted, at 6 o’clock.
J. F. L18COMB,
J. B. COYLE,
Oen. Agt.
Manager,

septs

dtl

pacific mail nunnr coipant
—
__

LINE TO*—

California, iioan, Ch iu, Cantm

Send for Catalogue

South Amm ard Metier,

THURSTON’S
Piano
9

LUTLI VT

V

uuu

U1

■

House,

DIAPV

BA DTI I lilt

9

UUVUBf

I VU 1 UU1

Ul

V,

ap2H

dtl

NEWPORT sails Tuesday, November 10, noon
Via Victoria, B. C„
From San Francisco, 1st and Bran nan Sts.
CITY OF BIO DE JANEIRO sails Saturday,
Nov. 14, 3 p. m.
For Freight, Passage, oi geuera) Information
to
or
the General Eastern Agents
address
apply
K. A. ADAMS Ac CO.,
113 (Stale Street. Cer.Bread (St., Imim.

ISLAND

W. Baker & Co.’S

Pure
and it is Soluble.

No Chemicals
used iu its preparation. It has
more than three times the strength of
Cocoa mixed with Starch, Arrowroot
or Sugar, and is therefore far more

economical, costing less than one cent
a cap. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested,
and admirably adapted for invalids
as

well

as

for persons in health.

Sold by Crocers everywhere.

W. BAKER & GO.,

Dorchester,

Mass.

Cure tor i*lles of whatever kind
degree—External. Internal, Blind or Bleeding
Itching, Chronic, Kecent or Hereditary. This
Kemedy has positively never been known to fail.
$1.00abox. 6 boxes for $ '.00, sent by mall preA written Guarantee
paid on receipt of price.
positively given to each purchaser of 6 boxes,
when purchased at one time, to tefund the $600
paid If not cured. Gurantee Issued by W. W.
..Pl.t: AI O., Wkslnalr and Retail A geata, 21 Monument Square, Portland,
Me.oct28eodtf
A Guaranteed

131“. B. IB. Reed,
BOTANIC AND CLAIRVOYANT PHYSICIAN,
Na. mo l-A|Caagreaa Street, Partlaod.
For the treatment of all cronlc and cempllrnted diara.es that ttesb is heir te, all cases
given up as Incurable, I will take them to make

ALFRED RACE, Manager.

oct29Jtf

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.
PHANTOM will leave Portland
Pier for Freeport, touching at Palinoulh
Foreside,Cousens’, GreatChebeagueand Littlejohns’ Island aud Wolfs Point, at 2 p. in. dally
(Sundays excepted). RETURNING, will leave
South Freeport at 7 a. m.. touching at all landings, commencing Monday, Nov. 9,1891.

Or. Rerd will not ask you any questions in
any way in regard to your diseases and after
you nave a true examination of your case he
will tell you If you can be cured. Dr. Heed’s
medlcluesare strickly pure and put up to suit
each case, he thinks he can tell tue difference
between a person ailltcted with a disease or a
person becoming an eutrauced medium. There
has been a great many people who have lost
their lives by making the above mistake. Examinations at my offee every day Including SunExamination by
days from 9 a. m. to 9 p. m.
or residence
letter, stating their name,
and ake and one stamp, $1.00.

place

dBm

sep2ltt

H. H.

SOULE, Manager.

pia jxtos
for sale

or

HARPSWELL STEAMBOAT CO.
Nov. 2,1891, steamer MERRYON
CON F. AG, will leave Ort’s lsiaudal 8.40
(or Portland and Intermediate
and alter

a.

landtags. RETURN leave Portland Pier for Orr’s Island and
Intermediate landings at 2.20 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS,
octldtl
General Manager.
m.

Casco Buy Btramboat Company,
L'lltTO.n HOUSE WHARF.
TIME TABLE, commencing Monday, November 1,1891:
Leave Portland tor Forest City Landing, Peaks
Island, 5.45,6.45,8.00a.m.. 2.15. 6.10 p. m.; lor
Little and Great Diamond, Treletben’s aud Lou
IslaDd, 8.00 a. m., 2.15 p. m.

WINER

CLASS

SUNDAY TIME TABLE.

Leave Portland for all tbe above landings 10.30
C. W. T. GODING,
p. m.
General Manager.
oct30dtf

a. m., 2.16

rent; also

ORGrAJNTS
very fancy

or

plain,

received._

just

THE

Lamson & Hubbard

Portland & Rochester K. R.
STATiat FOOT

STREET.

m.

For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to 8. K.COKDWKLL, Ticket Agent
Portland. Me.
J. W. PETERS, Supt.
C J.W1GGIN, Gen’I. Ticket. Agenloctftdt)

LINE.

—between—
New Yark, Philadelphia.
Halliaaare aai Waahinglee
—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & REA0IN6 R. R„
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R,

dtl

All trains vesttbulsd from end to end, lighted
by gas. Uuequaled dining car servicetime table June 21, 1891.
Leave New York from loot ol Liberty street,
North River,
For Philadelphia at 4.30, 7.45, 9.00, 10.00,
11.80 a-m 1.30,2.00.3.80, 4 00,6.00,6.00,
7.80 p. m.. 12.16 night; Sundays-9.00.
10.30,11.30 a. m., 2.00, 3.S0, 6.00, 8.00
p. m., 12.15 night.
Fur Baltimore and Washington dally at 9.00,
(11.30 with dining car) a. in.; 2.00, 9.30, dining car 6,00 p. m 12.16 night.
Parlor cars on day trains—sleepers on night

Meeting.

stockholders of the Central Wharf Tow
THEBoat
Co.
hereby uotltled that their
are

nual

0F~PREBLE

On and all. r MONDAY, OCT. 6.1891, Passenger trains wilt LEAVE PORTLAND:
For WORCESTER, CLINTON, AYER JUNCTION, NASHUA, WINDHAM and EPPING
at 7.So a. m and 12.30 p. m.
For MANCHESTER, CONCORD, and points
North at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 p m.
For ROCHESTER. 8PR1NGVALE, ALFRED,
WATERBOROaud SACO RIVER at 7.30 a
m 12.30 and 6.30 p. m.
For GORHAM at 7.So and 10.00 a. m., 12.30,
3.00,6.3 .8,20and li.lRn. m.
For WESTBROOK. CUMBERLAND MILLS,
WESTBROOK JUNCTION
and
WOODFORD’S at 7.30 and 10.00 a. m 12.30,3.00,
6.30, 8.20 and 11.16 p. m.
For FOREST AVKNU (DKKKR1NG),8.20p.m.
The 12 30 p. ui. train from Portlanu connects
at AYER JUNCTION with" HOOSACTUNNE1 ROUTE" lor the West and at UN ION 8TA
T10N, WORCE8TER, lor PROVIDENCE and
NEW YORK, via "PROVIDENCE LINK,” lor
NORWICH and NEW YORK, via "NORWICH
LINE” with BOSTON * ALBAN Y K. R. for the
WEST, and Will! the NEW YORK ALL RAIL
via “SPKINOFIKLD.”
Trains arrive at POR T I. A N D from WORCESTER at 1.30p. m.; from ROCHESTER at 8.30a.
in., 1.30 and 5.60 p. III.; from GORHAM at <1.40.
8.36 and 11.30 a. ui., 1.30, 4.30, 6.60 and 7.16 p.

W. P. HASTINGS.
Annual

eotllt

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE

FINEST AND SAFEST TRAINS IN THE WORLD

-AT-

el7

SHORT HARMON.
LOW,
nov6___

Steam Cily af Kichmeail. Capt. Win. E.
Dennison (weatherpermitting), leaves Portland
lor Rockland, Bar Harbor and Machlasport, via
usual landings. Tuesdays and Fridays at lip.
m.; returning, leave Machlasport Mondays and
Thursdays at 4 a. m.; connecting at Purl land
with early morning trains for Boston.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, auu General Manager.
F. K BOOTIIBY, Oen’l.Pass. and Ticket Agent.
Portland. Oct. 1st, 1891.octSutl

ROYAL BLUE

at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANCE ST.

New Styles

?.

STEAMER

a cure.

FIRST

WAU
PAPERS.

leaving.

[

STEAMBOAT CM.

A BOOTHBAY STEAMBOAT
iaier Arraagemeaia. On and
CO.
alter Monday, Nov. 2. Str. Enterprise will leave
East Boothbay every Monday at 7.16 a. in., for
Portlaud.touchlug at So. Bristol aud Boothbay
Fraukllu
Harbor. Every Wednesday, leave
Wharf, Portland, at 8 a. in., for Round Pond,
touching at Boctnbay Harbor. Evety Thursday
leave Round Pond .1,7 A m. tor Portland, touching at Boothbay Harbor. Every Friday leave
Portland atS a. m. for Booth by, So. Bristol, East
Boothbay and Pemaqid. Weather permUlng.
No freight received after 7.46 a. in., on day of

PORTLAND

or

ARRIVALS IN PORTLAND.

From Montreal. Brkfgton, Ac., 8.20 a. m.;
Lewiston, 8.36 a. m.; Augusta and Rockland and from Watervllle, Mondays only,
8.40 a. m.; Beecher Falls, Colebrook, Lancaster, Fabyaus, Bndgtou, Sc.. 12.20 p. m.;
Farmington, Skowhegan and Lewiston, 12.25
m.; St. John, Bangor, Rockland, etc., at
2.80 p. m.; Water Vlire
Bath, Augusta and
Rockland, 6.26 p. m; Flying Yankee, 6.36 p.
m.; Farmington,
Hkhuwhrgan, Watervllle
and Lewiston, 6.46 p. ui.; Montreal, Laucastei, Fabyans, Bildgton, 8.00p.m.; Night
Pullman *1.40 a. m.
•
Dally, Sundays Included.

PORTliWMT. MRTand MAIHUS

STEAMERS.

st

my22

Blints.

From New York, pier foot of Canal 8f„ North
River, for Jan Francisco v*a Tke l.ifatnu*
•f fSMMC.
For Java, usd tkj.c,

jelOdtt

Absolutely

BELFAST, 1.16 and 11.20 p. m.
DOVER and FOXCROKT, via DEXTER, 1.1
and 11.20 p. m.
Bangor via lewiston, l.iop. m.;
AUGUSTA, 8.46 a. m., >1.15 and tU.20 p. m
and Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
BANGOR & PISCATAQUIS R. R., via DEXTER. 1.16 and 11.20 p. m.;vla OLDTOWN
at 11.20 p. m.
ELLSWORTH and BAR HARBOR at 1.15 and
11.20 p. m.
VANCKBORO, ST. JOHNS. HALIFAX and
risuv muis, »i.u> auu tii.xu p. m., ana lor
VANCEBORO, 8.45 a. m.
HOULTON, WOODSTOCK, 8T. STEPHENS
and NORTH AROOSTOOK at 1.15 and 11.20
p. m.; ST. ANDREWS, 11.20 p.m.
•Runs dally, Sundays tucluded.
t Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
but
to
uot
Included,
night, Sundays
Skowhegan
Monday morning, or to Belfast. Dexter or beyond Bangor, on Sunday mornings.
While meaaiaiae aid Quebec I.iae.
For CUMBERLAND MILLS, SEBAOO LAKE,
HR1DGTON, PKYEBUKG, NORTH CONWAY, GLEN, BARTLETT and FA BY AS 8.
8.46 a. m., 1.46 and 8.16 p. m.; ST JOHN8BURY, NEWPORT and MONTREAL, 8.46
a. in
8.15 p. m.;JEKFERSON and LANCASTER. 8.46 a. m.. 1.46p, m.: NORTH STRATFORD. COLEBKOOK. WEST STEWAUT8TOWN and BEECHER FALLS, 1.4b p. m.
The 8.45 a. m., connects for all points la Northern New Hampshire, Vermont, Chicago and
the West; and with the Can. Pac. Transcontinental train for Vancouver auil Pacific Coast
The 8.16 p. m. train has sleeper for
ontreal and connects with trains via Boo”
Line for Minneapolis and St. Paul.

BOSTON
FALL

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

from which the excess of
oil has been removed, is

8KOWHEGAN. via LEWISTON, 1.10 p. m.;
via AUGUSTA, 8.46 s. m„ 1.16 and tll-20 p.

STEAMERS.

jy31FMW&warm

or

MONMOUTH, WINTHEOP, READFIELD
and OAKLAND, 1.10 p. m.
WATERVILLE, via LEWISTON, l.lOp. m.;
via AUGUSTA, 8.46, 10.20 a.
m„ *1.16,
til.20 p. m.; and on Saturdays only at 6.06

Por Tickets anil Staterooms, apply at the
Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or lor
other Information at Company’s office. Railroad
Wharf, foot ol State street. J. B. COYLE,
lekOdtfOen’l Manager,

curt

Please Call

leave Portland as follows:
DANVILLE JCT.. AUBURN and LEWITON, 0.00, a. m., 1.10, 6.10 p. m.
LEWISTON via BRUNSWICK, 8.46,10.20 a.
m., •1.16. 6.05 and t > 1.20 p. m.
ROCKLAND and KNOX and LINCOLN R’Y..
6.46 a. m., *1.16 and 6.06 p. m.
BRUNSWICK, BATH.GARDINER, HALLOWELL and AUGUsTA 8.46, 10.20 a. m„
6.05 and 111.20 p.m.
•1.15,
FARMINGTON and PHILLIPS, via LEWISTON, 9.00 a. m„ 1.10 p. m.: and lor RANGELEY at 1.10 p. m.; via BRUNSWICK. 1.16 p.
For

—

and all

Good for Man and Boast. It Gives Immediate
Belief. It lias >'o Equal. Keep it in the House.
THY IT.
Trice 25 cents per Bottle. 5 Bottles for $1.00-

GILMORE

Par Bangor, Bar Harber, lit. Juba, the
While .Tfeaalalna, Quebec, VloaIrenl, and the Weal.
On and alter October 4.1891, passenger trains

Steamship Co.

FOB

—

-

DBUUOIST

MAINE CENTRAL R.R.

dtt

fclCKAPOO
for all Elude of Fain.
Quick
VCB

octadtl_

freight or passage apply to F. F. WING,
Agent, 70 long Wharf Bostou.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and Gen. Manager. x9 state St.. Flake Bullutng.Boston.Mass.
For

INDIAN Oik

*

FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION.
For Portsmouth and way stations, 4.40 p.
tUonnects wltn Kail Lines tor New York,
South and West.
{Connects with Sound Lines tor New Yurk.
t Western Division from No. Berwick Sundays only.
•Western Division from Dover.
Through tickets to all points South and
West tor sale at Union Station, Congress street,
and at Commercial street station.
JAMES T. FUKBER,
Vice Pres, and (ten. Man., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. and T. A., Boston.
M. L. WILLIAMS, Gen. Agt. at Portland,

South

Passage

DIV IMIONf.

m.

8
s

Druggists.

AS=-

Sfc.

From Long Wharf, Boston,
p. m. From Flue Street
Wharf, Philadelphia, at 8 p.
m.
Insurance one-half the

■

*±k!

Liver

Complaint, Dyspepsia,
Indigestion, Loss of Appetite,

(ASTERN

From BOSTONsnn WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY.
From PHILADELPHIA everv Tuesda? and Friday*
<1111

m

From Union Station. For Capo Klixabeth,
9.00 a. in.; SaMbsri, 9.00 a. in., 0.00 p. in.;
Blddeford, Portsmouth, Neaeburyperl,
Nnlem, Libs, Rssios, (ta.IKI a. m. dally)
t9.uo a. m., (§1 p. m. dally) to.00 p. m.
Boston lor Portland, 7.00 a. in., (19.00 a.
m.daily) 12 SO p. in., (-7.00 p. m. dally.)

BOSTON and PHlLADrlPHIA
DIRECT STEAMSHIP L

HOLD ON TO LIFE

and prepare

York.

n.

Nuaday Trains from Union Station, tor
Boston and way stations. 12.66, 4.1S p. m.

from

and

C0*LE’ General Agent, Portland.

JelOdtf

8DOken.
Nov 1, lat 31 20 N, Ion 71 23 W. ship Mary L
lushing, Bray, from Calcutta for New York.
Nov 2. lat 60 N, Ion 14 W, ship John K Keley. Gibbons, from San Francisco for Havre.

Breakfast
Cocoa

1.00

P- ID.

Freight received and forwarded

Brunswick.

Franklin.

line between

PORTLANDandNEW YORK,

Commencing June

Sid 7th, barque Edw Kidder, for Valparaiso;
brig Mary C Marriner, for Savannah.
Passed the Gate 6th, steamer Maverick, from
New York for Portland; schs Cumberland, do
lor do; Ada A Kennedy, do for Boston; Meyer
& Muller, do for-.
NEW HAVEN-Ar 6th, sch William Slater,
Small, Bangor for New York.
Sid 6th, sch E J Pendleton, Fletcher, Philadelphia,
PROVIDENCE—Sid 7th, schs B W Morse,

Kawley,

or

Trl-weekly

Effect Octebcr 4, 1MOI.

WESTERN DIVISION,
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) lor
Hcnrbero Beach, Piac Petal, 7.00, 10.15
a. m., 3.30, 5.15, 8.16
Old Orchard
p. m.;
Beach.Sin, Hiddcferd, 7.00,8 J6.10.15 a.
S’1-'12_40, 3.30,6.16, 8.15 p. m.; HeaacbuuU,
7.00. 8.46a m„ 18.40, 3.30, 6.16, H.i5 p. in.:
Well. Beach. 7.00, 8.46 a.nb, 8.30.6.16 p.
m.; North Her.leh, ureal Pall., Dever,
7.00, a. 8.46 a. m.,
18.40, S.so, 6.16 p. m.;
Bee he .ter, Pamleglea,
Alloa
Bar,
Wolf here, 8.46 a. tn“ 12.40, 3.30.
p. in!
Wa>cooler (via Great Falls and Rochester)
7.00 a. m.; .llaai hr.trr and l.ac.rd (via
So. Newmarket Junction) 7.00 a. m„ 8.30 p. m.;
(via Lawrence) 8.46 a. m.; He. Kewaarkn
Juai tiea. barter, Haverhill, I.awrrarr,
1.. WCII, Bo.loo, 17.00, 18.44 a.m., (18.40,
3.30 p. m.
Beelea for Peril.nd, 7.30, 8 30 a. m., 1.00,

_____oct27dtf

Mollendo.;

M K

■a

direct via Derry and
fl5f*• Boatan
steerage »19; Intermediate
*30
I' ,.Pr,epaud
H. ft A. ALLAN, Portland
K®:.,a-PP

Pendleton,

NEWPORT—Sid 6th, sell Nat Meader, Dunton, New York.
FALL RIVER—Ar 6th, sch Loduskia, frem

Boston & Maine R. R.

’Tla Londonderry,
^
* 6 and upwards- Returu

n

n^wJrdJ'.*

4:1.00

nov7d3t

STATE im j Service ol Allien Line Steam*
•85 ana

Portland

Good on regular trains going Nov. loth, and
returning Nor. loth and litb, 1891.
JA3. T. FL'KHKK, V. P. A O. M.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. A T. A.

steerage f 20

e ve

from

Excursion tickets

carry calt|e and only cabin pas-

to steamer and
looatiln ®4^.and5tat*,00“'
*.80, accordlng
Second cabin »2S

Cld 6th, schs Agnes U Manson, Manson, Boston; J M Moore, Norton, do.
Ar7tb, schs John B Coyle, Leighton, Portland; City of Augusta, Adams, Kennebec; K G
Dun, do.
Cld 7th, barque Miranda, Smith, for Portland;
Elea- or Williams. Corbett, Imbetlba, Brazil;
schs Matilda D Borda, Eudlcott, for Portland;
Wlnnegance, Manson, Wareham; Genevieve,
Haley, charleston.
Sid fm Delaware Breakwater 6th, sch Jacob S
Winslow, Philadelphia for St Thomas.
WILMINGTON, DEL-Ar 3d, sch Jona Sawyer. Reynolds, Kennebec.
PERTH AMBOY-Ar 6th, sch Charlotte Fish,

Philadelphia;

TUESDAY, NOY. 10,1891.

or

Angers

Ar6tb, brig Harry Smith. Wallace, Bangor,
Isaac orbetoD, Trim. Bangor; Georgia L
Drake, Goldthwalte, Kennebec ; J C Haynes,
Harris, do.

and

BOSTON,

Direct.

oo

MmwJ, ,!^®
an W

schs

Sid 7th,
Drlsko, Portland; Charlotte Fish, Pendleton, New Bedford.
Ar 6th, sch Lorlng C Ballard, Bearse, NYork.
Sid 7tb. sch Seth M Todd, Johnson, south.
NEW YORK—Ar 6th, schs Etta A Stlmpson,
and Carrie E Woodbury, Bangor; Charlotte
Buck, do; Flora A Condon, Belfast; Abbie H
Hodgman, Calais; La Volta, Ellsworth for Rondout; Franconia, and Nellie Grant, do for do;
A Heaton, Kennebec; Maggie Belle, Rockland;
Chase, do; Tim Field, and Rachel Seaman, Sullivan; Willie H Ulgglus, Vlualhaven; Lucy,
Calais via Fall River; Pavilion, and Post Boy,
New Bedford; Lawrence Haines, Providence;
T W Cooper, Newport.
Cld 6th, ship Vigilant, Bailey, RloJanelrlo;
oarque Edw Kidder, Park, Valparaiso; schs
Fred Jackson, Gardiner, Ponce; Maggie Todd,
Coggswell, Wilmington, NC, and HaytL
Old 7th, barques J H Hamlin, Daupbney. for
Port Natal; Ethel V Boynton, Boynton, Callao

Liverpool

Thursday. Deb

KAnnAhsp

Norwich.
schs Drtsko,

to

Dec. 24tb.
tS:^H?OOI'IAN’ Thursday,
cal* « Haitlax
either3,V^,a.mer»wiU“ot
°utward
homeward voyages. S. 8.

PHILADELPHIA—Ar 6th,sch Three Marys

Rirriaall

Line

sails from Portland, Saturday,

dence.

New

Leggett, Merry Boston
Sturgis, Blafsdeu fo?

FROM MERCHANTS’

L. LINCOLN, Bupt

Royal Mail Steamships.

Bridgeport.

an-

meeting

will be held at office No. 179 Comstreet, roruana, on Tuesday, nov.
lOlh, at 2 o'clock In the afternoon to act on tbo
following articles: 1st, to choose a moderator;
2d, to choose seven directors (or the ensuing
year; Sd, to act on any other business that
may properly come before them.
uieicmi

IS INVALUABLE FOR

J. F. TENNEY. Clerk.
Dividends now payable to the stockholders
of the above named company.
nov4dtd

35c. and $1

KSriTBHrSuREDTI
■
Schiffmann’s Asthma Cure never/cn/«to*ive ■
■ • m instant rtluj in tho worst ewes; insure* com- ■
■ tollable sleep; effect* cure* where all other* fail. A ■
■ friuf conrinrrt the most skeptical. Price. 60 ct». and I

at all

E. MORGAN Sl

Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Railroad offices throughout New York and Now

Druggists.

SONS, Prop’;

PROVIDENCE, n. I.
aplb

office, 211 Washington street.
dec2*
_2!L_

boston

(JKANI) THINK RAILWAY OH CANADA.

eod&wly

on mm* after MO'S U A V. J ane JU ISttl.
iraia. will raw a. fallow,

eod&eowSm

novl

SMTKI PUB

CORRESPONDENTS.
Ar, sch

_L.

Allan

BALTIMORE—Ar 6th, sch Katharine D Perry, Garfleld, Boston.
Cld 6tb, sch John Stroup, Hllyard,Gloucester,
(and sailed.)
Ar 7tb. sch Geo M Adams, Btandlsh, Georgetown, DC.
Cld 7th, sch Charles E Babbitt, for Old Provi-

Sch Quiver, Bangor for Boston.
SAILED—Schs W L Burroughs, Frank Barker, and a large fleet tor a narbor.

Hawes. Boston.
NOV 6—Sid,sch Wm E
Nov 7—Sid, sch Ira D

Excursion

STKAHEHS.

—

Sch Brave, Deer Isle for Boston.
Sch Beaver, 8t John, NB. jor Boston.
Sch E M Sawyer.Jonesport for New York
Sch Phebe Ann. Bangor for Boston.
Sch Good Templar. Simmons, PrlendsblD
Sch Billow. Hutchins, Millbrtdge for Boston
Sell Kami J liussell, Rockland for Boston

ODR

Citizens’

_

PASCAGOULA—Sid 6th, sch Bessie E Creighton, Matthews, Philadelphia.
APALACHICOLA—Sid 6th, barque Jessie
Macgregor. McFadden, Baltimore; sch Josephine Elllcott, Cole. Philadelphia.
JACKSONVILLE—Cld 6th, sch J B Holden,
Haskell, Baltimore.
FKKNANDINA—Ar 7th, sch Lizzie E Dennison. Small. Portland.
BRUNSWICK—Ar 1st, sch Wm Smith, Babbldge. New York, 4 days.
Sid dtb, sch Tola, Wilson,
SAVANNAH
New York.
CHARLESTON—Ar 6th,sch Myra B Weaver,
Weaver, Wilmington, NC.
WILMINGTON, NC- Ar 6th, sch John H
Converse, Boston.
RICHMOND—Sid 6th, scb Helen Montague,

Philadelphia.

FROM

I

Livermore.

NEW ORLEANS—Cld 7th, sch M E Morse,
New York.
MOBILE—Cld 7th sch, Lizzie M Eells, Otis,

John, NB, for New

Sch Ethel F Hawley, Kelley, Kennebec lor
Philadelphia.
Sch Wm C Tanner, Johnson, Kennebec for

WISCASSET, Nov 1

Railway. BOSTON & MAINE RAILROAD.

IVJ|>

Leave Portland via G. T. Railway. s.60 a. m.
and l.so p. m.
4.3<
Jd8.45a.

Newbury.

Coyle.

Brig Henry B Cleaves, Wallace, for Kennebec
“
and Philadelphia—J 8 Winslow & Co
Sch Apphla & Amelia, Willard,
Washtngton-

Manhattan,Bragg,
Steamship mdse
to J B

99,

June

RAM.HOAD*

RETURNING—Leave Canton

w Hyde, Sherman, Kennebec for

Sch

OMU

Ia' Effect

Domestic Ports.
SAN FRANCISCO- Ar 6lh, ship St Paul,
Bruce. New York.
GALVESTON—Sid 7tb, sch Cactus, Wiley,

are

MINIATURE ALMANAC, NOVEMBER 9.
S

|

Portland & Kumford Falls

Memoranda.
Sch Carrie A Lane, from Norfolk for Bath,
before reported seen with loss of sails, returned
to Norfolk 6th for suryey.
London. Nov 6—Ship C F Sargent, Frye, from
8ydney, NSW, for San Francisco, has put back
to Sydney partially dismasted.

...

—

QO

71%

114%

Ohio * Miss..
Ont. * Western. 18%
North American. 17%
Pacific Mail. 86%
Pullman Palace..178
Beading.. 36
Bock island .. 79%
St Louis* San Fran.

and

Lona’n Uy’r.2 OGa 3 60

Clover.8 ^ @13
No 1 Baldwins.0 00@0 00
Chenae.
0(
60
@!
Eating.2
NYfactory.llVilg^Vi
Cooking.I 0( ®1 60 Vermont...! 1 @12 Vi
12 Sage.13%@14
lb
Evaporated
o’d
do
Butter.
7® 8
Creamery. W tb..28@30
Lemons.
Palermo.e 00® 7 00 GUted—
Meisiua.6 00i®7 00 Choice
Good..
Malagers.

Oranges.

26

dopret.—.70%
..
114%
Northwestern pref .188
New Vork Central ------.. Ill
New Vork, Chicago * 8t. 1-ou s 18%
do pref.. . 79

do

__BAHBOtit!,

Punta Gorda.
19

122%
76%
99
lu6%
6V*
14%
68%
113%

St Paul. 74

Portland Wholesale Market.

Ar at Teneri e Oct 27, brig Waubnn, Welsh,
New York.
81d tin Demerara 6th inst, sch John F KraDZ,

Pensacola

37%

Northwestern

Exchange

stock

Western super and extra....25
Scoured wools .36
28
Cape of Good Hope.

^ODYfl£

31

,g»

••

Stocks and Bonds-

California Bpring.IB
ap!5

us

117

Lack*.*Western.. 18;%

Saturday’s quotations.

Cod-liver oil suggests consumption; which is almost unfortunate. Its best use is before you fear consumption—

Nov. e.

.8sy5«sasF=r**
Delaware *

Apples.

Bounder—A man from the lnsurancelcompany
called today and asked me what l knew about
your character and habits.
Simpson—What dl 1 you tell him? Did you
say that you had occasionally seen me intoxicated?
Bounder—No Indeed!
Do you suppose 1
would go back on a friend In any such way as
that? I told him that 1 had occasionally seen
you sober.-New England Farmer.

Nov% .!•

.148
Adams Express
Am. Express ..
Pacific.
Central
81_

4 Va
do. 4 7-lu
Extra
C.4
Fowls.U®14
Tui keys.OC@jO
Seeds.
Red Top.l 9'@2 on

Castor* l

:

Central Pacific 1 sts. .106%
Denver* H. G.lst.116
Erie 2ds.•..
Kansas Pacific Consols..
Oregon Nay. lets-.
106%
Kansas Pacific ...107
ol stocks:
Closing quotations
_

Spring chickens. 14® 16 -ttand’ra

crteo.

pains, acnes ana injuries; let
those who have never used It inquire concerning
its virtues.

if eaten in the natural state, the addition of
a little salt or pepper makes them
more palatable.
The large imported variety are
much less pungent and disagreeable
to tne
taste than the smaller native
growth, but
equally efiicient in remedial action.—Good

of cranberries. Stew them till they are soft,
then mash them and strain the juice, add one
pound of loaf or pulverized white sugar,
with some isinglass, in the proportion of
half an ounce to two quarts of juice. Dissolve the isinglass in as much warm warter as will cover it; when perfectlydlssolved,
which will require a couple of hours, pour it
in with the sugar and juice.
When the
sugar is dissolved set the kettle over the fire,
and boil and skim it till a jelly is formed,
which you can tell by dropping a little in a

Scientific Fallacies.
Old Lady—These ’ere scientific notes in th’
papers nowadays just make me tired. Never
heard such nonsense In my horn davs.
Nephew—What have you struck now, aunty?
Old Lady—This paper says Jupiter Is In opposition to the sun. The Idea! Ole Jupiter can’t
hold a candle to him.—New York Weekly.

Pond’s Extract, the most potent curative

If one wakes in the night, as hopelessly
wide awake as if galvanized or electrified
with vital activity, an invariable remedy is
a glass of hot—not warm—water.
It can be
heated over tbe gas, or over a spirit lamp
and sipped while almost at boiling heat, and
one who tries it will find himself going to
sleep like an infant, and getting, too, the
most restful and peaceful sleep imaginable.

fully

If there ever was a specific for any
complaint, then Carter’s Little Liver Pills are a
specific for sick headache and every woman
should know this. Only one pill a dose. Try
them.

asem auuwu tor

long.

Watches should be wound in the morning,
because a spring fully wound up will more
readily overcome the disturbances produced
by the movements of the wearer. Springs

Gllbooly—It does me good every time I read
of a rich man marrying a poor girl.
Gus de Smith—Why?
Gllhooly—Because then the rich girl he might
have married still remain In the market, and I
am looking for a rich wife myself.—Texas Siftings.

Is light here, madam. What kind of dry
goods do you want?”
“Dried apples, mister.”
“And for once a 11 tor-walker was non-plussed
—Detroit Free Press.

wick will not smolder, tbe bad smell Is
avoided and when you want to ignite it
again tbe wick will be lound sufficiently

in tbe case.

natural color

“It

very

always laid down, as every watch goes differently in different positions. In watches
having a double case, the outer one should
never be left open.
If it is left open even
for one night, the glass is covered with a
thin firm dust, which will gradually enter
the works through even tbe tbinest openings

a

dry goods.”

If you blow upward tbe

TREATMENT OF WATCHES.
That a watch may keep good time, says
Chamber’s Journal, it should be carefully
treated; it should be wound at the same time
daily, and when not worn should be placed
in the same position, always hung up, or

Keep the hair healthy and of
by using Hall’s Hair Renewer.

HAT.
For durability,

Timber. Plank and Flooring Boards.

style and

comfort the best hat made.
For sale
hatters.

by leading

DEERING,

WINSLOW & CO.,
TORTLAND. ME., HEAD BROWN’S

WHABFf

augl0eod3m

LABRADOR ILLUSTRATED.
by prof. lee. bowdoin,
under the auspices ot Portland Camera
Club, at

Lecture

KOTZSCHMAR HALL, THURSDAY, NOV. 12,
at 8 p. m.
Tickets at Stockbrldge's. drug stores ol H. 11.
Hay & Co. and John Williamson; also by club

members and at door.

Largest Assortment and Lowest Trices.

Price 35c.

oct7d5t

ELECTRIC RAZORS.
T HAVE tne lluest assortment of the celc1 brated KI.ECrRIC RAZORS, to be
louudlu the city. Also Uai.r Nirap*. **arUei
Knives and Ncisssr*.

C3r. I_r. Bailey,
MS
octal)

Middle Sireef.

_

d2w

HKKKHV «IVKN tbat
tbe subscribers have beta duly appointed
Executors ol the Will ot
ALBERT B. STEVENS, late ol Portland,
in Ihecouuty ol Cumberland.
»r
taken uponjhemselves 'hat trus by
*
sonal bond as the law *l|re®V\’ia
mr
demand,
e,t.te are called upon to make
to

NOTICE1M

!ivr!

KiSl

sa!d

3e!.tM

£

payment to

^EOrSe ME CHAPLIN.}
1891.

Portland,

Oct.

20th.

sep2dlaw3wM*

Mitchell’s Belladonna Plasters.

Endorsed by every physician

as a sure cure for
Pain or Weakne*** in the llreunt, Side,
Hack or Liiiilm* also for l.lver <‘oni|>lulnt»
Weak Iruncs < outfits. (oldn, Amt limn.
Pleurisy, difficulty In breathing, Jfcc., in all of
which cases they give immediate and permanent relief.
They are invaluable to those who
have a cold of long standing. Price ‘25 cents.

declS

MW&F&wly

DBPARTIIRBN.
Lcwlai.,, 7.20 and 8.60
Far Auburn
a. m., and 1,10.1.30 and 6.12 p. ni. For tJorand 6.12 p. in. For a„.
1.30
8.60
a.
in.
baua,
ireal and Chicago, 8.60a. m.. and 1.30p.m.
m.
For Hackdrld and
1.30
For Qoehec,
p.
4 nniea, 8.60 a. m.. and 1.30 p. m.
AHKIVAB.il.
Frah l.rwUloaaad Aahara,8.26and 11.46
From florhaa,
a. in., 3.10 and 6.32 p. m.
8.26 and 11.46 a. m., and 6.47 p. m. From
11.40
aad
A m., 6.42
Vlouireul,
Chicago
p. m. From 4*iieber, 11.45 a. m.
Pulluiaa Palace dleepla* 4'are on nigh)
train, and Parlor cars on day train between
Portland and Montreal.
TICKET OFFICE.

50

Eichange SI, indjltpot Foot of India Stmt.

Lowest taree from Portland, Yarmouth June
as follows; T"
tlon and Danville Junction
Chicago (SOand *16.76; Detroit *18.76 and
*12.60; Kansas City *30 00 and *26.76; 8t.
Paul (31.60and *27.26i 8t. Louts via Detroit
(23.76 and (19.76; Bt. Loulsvta Chicago *26 00
and *21.60; Ban Francisco. California, (80.00
and *60.24. These rates are sutleet to change.
L, J. BKAliGBANT. General Manager
]ea»
dtt

mmbmhmmbhhw

AMONC THE STUDIOS.

THE PRESS.
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 9.
NEW ADVEBTHEnBKTg TO-DAY
FIBST PAGE.
Bines Brothers.

AMUSEMENTCity hall—Stockbrldge

course.

Portland theatre.

FOURTH PAGE
Owen. Moore & Co.
Klnes Brothers-2
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft—2.
Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
Wanted—American

woman.

Oliver Ditson Co., Boston.
Portland collateral Loan Co.
Wreck of schooner Python.
H. H. Hay & Son. Middle street.
L. O. Bean & Co., Exchange street.

Wanted—Furnished

rooms.

Notice of dissolution.

AUCTION SALKS.
F. O. Bailey & Co.

~More

cases of sick" headache, biliousness, constipation, can be cured In less
time, with less medicine, and for less money, by
U9lng Carter’s Little Liver Pills, Ithan by any
nov'Jt&wlw
other means.

Impure water, the cause of so much 111
health, is made harmless by adding a Uttle Angostura Bitters. Manufactured by Dr. J. G. B.
Slegert & Sous. At all druggists.
eod&wlw

novE
__

Wire. Winslow's
Soothing Syrup
over Fifty Years by millions of
mothers for their children while Teething, with
perfect success. It soothes the child, softens
the Gums, allays Palu, cures Wind Colic, regulates the bowels, and Is the beBt remedy for
Diarrhoea, whetboi arising from teething or
other causes. For sale by Druggists In every
part of the world. Be sure and ask for Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup. 26c a bottlo.
has been used

febSMWAFAwly.
»'

•

hen

Baby

was

ben she was

a

sick,

we

gave her Casiona

Child, she cried for Castoria

■Vhen she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
When she had Children, «lie gave them Castoria
eod&wlv
dec 11
BRIEF JOTTINGS.

Commencing today

the steamer Phantom

leaves at 2 p. m. for

Freeport—one hour

earlier than formerly.
Ivanhoe Lodge, K. of P., will confer the
rank of Enquire tomorrow evening, k&cm
The Methodist preachers’ meeting will
be held at Y. M. C. A. rooms today at 10 30
a. m. Subject to be considered—“What are
the doctrines of our church as set forth In
the Standards of Doctrine and the Articles
of Religion.”
Saturday and Sunday were much warmer
and very agreeable days.
Mr. E. K. Guentbner,
the
Exchange
street druggist, scalded his hand terribly
the other day.
The Sardinian of the Allan line, sailed
Saturday for Portland from Liverpool.
The easterly bound freight train on the
Portland & Rochester road went off the
rails near Stroudwater
street Saturday
morning and delayed the passenger trains
about an hour.
Mr. Payson Tucker

writes the county
commissioners that the draw at Portland
bridge must be widened for coal vessels.

The regular monthly meeting of the Commercial Association will be held at the
Weber Club rooms tonight.
The Central Labor Union will give a
grand ball at City hall December 9th, and
the committee In charge will meet tonight.
It is said A. Little & Co. will move to
the Woodman, True & Co. building on
January 1st, and Chenery & Co. will take
their present store.
Mr. James Carney was quite
badly
bruised in the barge accident last week.but
is

improving rapidly.

F. A. Lane of the West End, has purchased of J.Wilkens.of the Braintree stock
farm, the chestnut gelding Postman, by
Postboy, 2.23, dam by Cobban, sire of C. F.
Clay, 2.18.
The Young Men’s Republican Club will
commence a tournament of
billiards and
pool among its members this week.
A boy Is sick with diphtheria at Forest
City landing. Peaks Island, snminserl to
have been caused by drinking impure well
water.
Mr. W. C.

King’s fine crayon portrait ot
Master Jackson, to be placed In the Jackson school, can be seen at White’s shoe
store on Congress street.

Three rotary snow plows were delivered
last week to western railroads by the Portland Company, and a fine new locomotive
will be built for a Nova Scotia railroad.
Grass and shrubbery on fire at the Western Promenade Saturday called out Three’s
hose carriage at 6 o’clock Saturday night
and the flames were extinguished.
There are twenty-one patients on the list
at the Diet Mission, and several applications. The usual Thanksgiving supplies
have be*n voted. The St.;Liwrence street
church ladies will serve this week.
Mr. Johu Eilingham, carpenter, at woik
on the High school boiler house had his
right foot crushed Saturday by a heavy
timber falling on it.
The fort team ran away Friday night
and smashed the iron fence in front of
Mrs. Jones’ residence No. 91 Park street.

Owing to the heavy galo outside the Boston steamer did not leave port until after
midnight Saturday.
Beacon Lodge, 1. O. 0. F., will celebrate
its 20th anniversary tomorrow night with a
supper and literary entertainment.
November 19th a new council of Daughters of Pockbontas will be instituted at
Knightville with 100 chatter members.1
There were seventeen arrests last
week,
of which ten were for drunkenness.

Henry W. Noyes, Fied W. Thompson
and James E. Marrett are the committee
on the 20th
anniversary of the class of ’72,
P. H. S., which will occur June
26th, 1892.
The county commissioners have graveled

the road from the steamboat
landing at
Orr’s Island to the county road,and refused
the bridge from Bailey’s to Orr’s

The Commissioners in 8esslon Op*
posite the Ward Room In

Bit of Gossip About

An Interesting
Simmons the Sculptor.

Ward Five.

Alice
What H. B. Brown
Could Move on Exhibition.
and Miss

The work of thn Registration Commissioners in Ward 6 closed Saturday evening.
For the week there had been registered as
voters 862 names, Saturday’s quota of the
list being an even 200. The matter of registering your name before you can vote in
Portland is obligatory and cannot be waived under the law as it now stands, and the
work of the commissioners should be aided

Brown has re-opened his
Mr. Hsrry tB.
studio over Owen, Moore & Co.’s, and dishis Sommer work. There is
plays therein
a number of beautiful marines, glimpses of
rocky headland, mist and fog, the prevailing characteristics of the rocky coast of
Maine. Mr. Brown has made picture sales
this year to many well known citizens
of
the Dominion, New York, and the
West.
A short time ago he happened to
be at the
mountains and had with him several
of his
pictures, which he exhibited in his improvised studio. Two of the Grand
Trunk
Railway magnates were present at the
hotel and called at Mr. Brown’s
studio.
They were delighted with the pictures. A
charming stratch of beach, with the surf
rolling In, and fishing boats In the offing
especially attracted one of them. “Can I
have that?’’ said he. “I regret to
say that
it Is sold,” said the artist. “And this
one,” said the gentleman pointing to a
little gem that stood close by. “That Is
for sale," replied the artist. • ’Then I take
It," said the gentleman without hesitation,
before he had inquired the price. The two
bought three pictures before they left the
room.
“Ah! Mr. Brown.” said a
lady
visiting the Ottawa House last Summer, as
she drew a check for a picture she had just
purchased, “you ought to go to New York
and establish a studio,” but Mr. Brown Is
a Portland boy, he has hosts of friends
here, It was here he first brought his name
! into notion

as an

aitist of

mnrijoH

as

636 Cumberland.
Books, John, 269 York.
Burns, James W., rear 74 Winter.
Bradlsh. William, 117 Dantorth.

Both, Adolph C., 12 Uow.
Bishop, Newlaud, 20 Dow.
Boothby. William H., 186 Brackett.
Brock, Henry H., 624 Congress.
Burnham, Perez B., 86 West.
Burnham, Perez B. Jr., 86 West.
Buxton, George H., 658 Cumberland.
Bradley, Henry J„ 61 Tyng.
Blair, James, 84 Brackett.

Browu, William P.,31 Brackett.
Brooks, James S.,24 -alem.
Beals, Frederick H., 2 Adams court.
Bldbou. Joseph E., 12 Pine.
Baker, Herbert h., 9 Bradford.
Bedlow, Charies C., 92 Winter.
Bibber, Alonzo. 231 Spring.
Chute, Joseph F., 497 Cumberland.
Cumber, John U., ) Cushman.
Coolbrolb, Edward D., rear 17 Brackett.
Cousins, Samuel S.. 67 Winter.
Cu-kley. Bernard C., 7 Cushman.
Chase, Edward P.. 61 Deerlug.
Champlin, Augustus. 727 Congress.

Conuoily, Jerry, 636 Commercial.
Cady, Stephen H., 60 Gray.
Cady, Micuael J., 60 Gray.
Cusils, i_h-ir.es. 28 Winter.
Cassidy, Michael, 113 Brackett.
Carians, Thomas F., 196 York.
Chase, George B., 37 Tyng.

oK’.Hfxr

probably pass his days here.
His stndlo Is a charming resort ot all
artists of note who visit Portland and it is
rarely a visitor falls to find some person of
note from out of town present.
One of the orders Mr. Brow received
this Summer he holds In special remembrance since It came from the well known
composer Dudley Buck, and under the
most agreeable circumstance*. Mr. Buck
wrote him:
“What your beautiful and
artistic work did suggest to my mind,’’—a
picture the composer fell in love with at
the Cushing Island studio—"was the picture made visible by certain verses. These
I now enclose and beg you to write to them
as I have done musically.
I wish I were a
rich man that I might make this order on
the scale of your grand Whitehead canvass.
Meantime I cannot but think that
your artistic sense will be stimulated
rather thau hampered by the peculiarity
of my reuqest'’’ These are the verses:

Chapman, Frederick M.. 10 Bradford.
Campbell, Wm. F.,70 Gray.
Coolbroih, KrediL., 17 Brackett.
Davis, Geo. A., 260 Brackett.
Dyke, Frederick W., 22 Spruce.
Drew, Charles A., 26 Spruce.
DeCelle, Geo. A., 216 York.
Day, C'has. A.. 36 Winter.
Day, Joseph Henry, 36 Winter.
Denison, Adna T., 98 Park.
Dunn, Wm. S., 7 Dermont Court.
Deenug, John W., 601 Cumberland.
Dyer, Ansel L., 98 Park

Drew, Herbert K., 43 Clark.
Elwell. Frank M., 1 stetson Place.
Elwell, Waller B., 650 Cumberland.
Freethy, Bcuben, 2* Brackett.
Freethy, Beu). F„ 24 Brack tt.
Fox, John M., 77 State.
Fewry, Patrick J., 41 Winter.
Fuller, ColUngwood K., 2o Tate.
Flaherty. Marg J., 113 Brackett.
Gilkey, Joseph F.. 64 State.
Griffin, Geo.H., 196 Danforth.
Gilman, Joseph E., 45 Deering.
Grant, Peter, 16 Pine.
Gibbons, Edward, 60 Brackett.
Gould, Howard, 41 Carltou.
Glynn, John J., 13 Tate.
Horton, James, 7 Salem.
Hutchinson, James M., 148 Spring.
Hight, Lerov L., 6C3 Cumberland.
Htnkley, Butus H., 67 Deering.
Hutchins, Wm. 0,110 Brackett.
Uamlen, Joseph S.. 88 Park.
Hay, Edward A., 124 Winter.
Harrington, John, rear 149 Spring.
Hall, Albert B., 494 Cumberland.
Jones, Philip 1., 777 Congress.
Jordan, Edward C., 71 Danforth.
Jordan-Charles Edward. 61 Grant.
Jones, William I)., 209 York.
Jordan, Eben, 66 Brackett.
Knight, George Lawrence. 266 Brackett.
Kotzschmar, Herman, 8 Walker.
Knight, Charles A. S., 266 Brackett.
Knight, Edward T., 62 Pine.
Keegan, Peter, 453 Commercial.
Knight, Albert E„ 70 Pine.
Kulgbt, George H., 110 State.
Lowell, Charles N. 166 Brackett.
Larkin, Frank W.. 166 Brackett,
Alexander T., 136 Park.
Litchfield, Wm. H., 16 Spruce.
Lovejoy, Lemuel M., 60 Pine.
Lovejoy. Aarou W., 64 Pine.
Libby, Orlando, 43 Winter.
Lee, John H., 20 Salem.
Lane. Bion B., 20 Salem.
Lovejoy, George W., 60 Pine.
Lunt, Charles P., 22 Tate.
Magner, Thomas J., 10 Adam’s court.
Manchester, Elmer E„ 254 York.
Magner, Frank D., 10 Adam’s court.
Moore, George M., 171 State.
McCarthy, John H., 192 York.
Manning, Prentice C., 106 Winter.
Muuger, Cbas. D., 146 Sherman.
McDonald. Marshall. 226 Spring.
Mitchell, Henry c., 60 Spruce.
Moore. James Henry. 117 Danforth.
Merrill, Edward 3.. 493 Cumberland.
Marshall, John L. W., 32 Winter.
Murphy, John W., 166 Danforth.
Marrett, Edwin A., 76 Park
McCouky, Thomas 8., 48 Brackett.
Noyes, Henry W., 36 Winter.
Nichols, John T., 787 Congress.
Noyes, llsley, 88 Park.
Noyes, George F., 88 Park.
Neely. Bichard, 2 Summer.

“Dash high, roaring surf,
On the rockbouud coast ut the Northland I
(Shout in thy glee, learning wave.
Borne on in the clasp of the Northwlnd!
Thunder In echoing tones,
Through the caves of the guardian sea-cliffs!
yielding to dictate supernal,
Thou wages! the contest eternal
Of war ’twlxt the land and the main."

Speaking of artists recalls our friend
Franklin Simmons, the sculptor, who has
been passing a few months In Portland
awaiting the dedication of the Soldiers’
Monument, the last of his many successes.
It Is reported that Mr. Simmons, who has
been proof against the wiles of Cupid for
so long, has at last been hit in a vulnerable
spot by one ol the little archer’s shafts,

faughlln.

and will soon become a married man.
There is something of romance attached to
the affair. A few years ago Mr, Simmons
way from America to England
on an Atlantic liner.
Among the passenwas on his

charming woman,the BaronVan Yensen. The lady was the widow
of a German baron, but was, herself, a Chicago girl, highly educated, of fine appearance, refined and winning In manner. It
was not strange that the lady and the
talented sculptor should become acquaintances and friends. The baroness bad
been to this country to see about mines In
Colorado in which her late husband had
been interested. It turned out that the
baron and Mr. Holt—son-in-law of the late
H. J. Libby of this city—were interested
in the same mines. The steamer acquaintance though formal continued.
The lady
spent some time In Rome and while there
made many valuable suggestions to the
sculptor for she was well posted in art.
Happening to be in this country when the
Soldiers’ Monument was about-to be dedicated she came to the city and attended
the dedication exercises.
She has the
highest opinion of the sculptor’s abilities
and expects even greater things of him in
the future. Aud yet Mr. Simmons has
been very fortunate. When the Providence Foundry Company during the war
engaged him to model busts of Grant,
Sherman, Farragut. and the other heroes
of the war the sculptor did his work so
well that those celebrities were very much
pleased, and never forgot him. Whenever
he was In New York General Sherman
His statue of Roger
never failed to call.
Williams Is considered the finest work of
art In Providence, and his Naval Group at
Washington is always pointed out with
p*-ide Ito strangers. When once started
Mr. Simmons is a mine of information In
regard to Continental artistic life, And especially that of Rome where he has passed
so many years.
Probably if it had not
been for the
unfortunate Italian epigers was a very
ess

O’ hriftn.

Somerhy, Benjamin C., 204 Spring.
Stauwood. Thomas W., 182 Slate.
Sawyer, Frank Howard, 14 Bradford.

Stevens, Elmer E., 8 Derraont court.
silver, Harry E., 45 Brackett.
Sanborn, Edwin G„ 200 Spring.
Sears, Junes L., 206 York.
Sawyer, Whitman, 600 Congress.
Strong, Wi llam G., 110 Park.
Smith, Howara M.. 169 Clark.
Turner, Richard H., 33 DeeriDg.
Tholts, Feidinand A., 34 Dow.
Thompson, William S., 6 Dermont court.
Towle, DaDiel H„ 1 Bradford.
Tracy, John, 21 Tate.
Ulmer, George A., 97 Gray.
Varuum. Phlueas Fox, 102 Brackett.
Vamey, Harry W., 48 Winter.
White, James. 104 Hrackett.
Wood, Josephus, 48 Brackett.
Wentworth, Alonzo, 231 Spring.
Williams, Charles B., 89 Claik.
Walker, Alonzo B., 9 Adams court.
Wa ker, William H.. 14 Gray.
Wyman, Llewellyn 8 ,116 Park'.
Waterhouse,Franks., 98 Park.
Weeks, Stephen H„ 681 Congress.
Waldron, Francis A 43 Dee ring.
Wheelwright, Joel P., 70o Congress.
Wilson, Gilman M., 74 Winter.

Wallingford, Joseph B., 87 Tyng,
Welch, Thomas J., 21 summer.
Woodman, Albert S., 26 l ine.
Wren, James H., 681 Congress.
Woodbury, Theodore O., 72 State.
Wiley, Zoeih 8., 267 Yoik.

Americans at that time were not in the
best of favor at Rome among the people.
Miss Alice Gould has opened her studio
and exhibits many works that show the
taste and ability of this pleasing artist at
their best.
Miss Gould also works and

SUPERIOR

teaches In pastel, but owing to her successful season at Sorrento her collection is
small at the present time.
The water
colors in gilt frames are to be sent to the
New York exhibition, if not sold this

BEFORE JUDGE BONHEY.

Saturday—Harrison Edwards and wife
Martna Cummings. Tne plaintiff is a
farmer residing on Mayberry Hill in Casco. The defendant, a maiden lady seventy-three years of age, is an aunt t > him. In
December, 1888, sbe came totthe plaintiff’s
on a visit, aud after being tbere a abort
time an arrangement was made whereby
vs.

week.
PERSONAL.

sbe was to have a home with him for the
remainder of her life, and at her death he
was to have what property sbe was possessed of. She had at that time $475 In
money, which she let him have, taking
therefor, his note at four per cent. Subsequently tbere wa9 trouble, Miss.Cummings
complaining that she was abused by Mr.
Edwards's young cblidien. In May, 1890,
she went elsewhere to live.
She immediately called upon Harrison Edwards to
pay the note of $475 and interest.
He did
not pay it and sbe brought suit upon it,
which has been defaulted at this term.
Then Mr. Edwards and his wife brought
this suit against her to recover three dollars a week for her board.
The old lady
claims that her labor in assisting about the
household duties was of sufficient value to
pay for her board, and so files an account
in set off for labor amounting to nearly as
much as the plaintiff’s bill.
How much is
really and justly due upon these two accounts is thequestion submitted to the jury
The testimony foritbe defendant is going

“——

on.

J. M. Libby for plaintiffs.
John A. Morrill, F. O. Purington for defendants.
Willlston

of great interest and value to seekers after
knowledge. At the evening services, a

chorus choir will assist Mr. Clark In the
singing. Mr. Bliss is a man of recognized
ability, good judgment and devoted spirit.
He avoids all sensational methods, giving
Instruction instead of exhortation.
A Narrow Escape.

Saturday night, the watchman at the
American Express office, notified the police
station that he noticed a great deal of
smoke in the cellar of the building. Deputy Sterling, the watchman and Officer
Flynn went over but could find no fire. At
12.50 Officer Noitcn was ordered to see If
He reported it had
the smoke had gone.
not, but be could not find any fire. About
1.45 a. m. the watchman found a little
olaze just over the boiler, where charred
wood bad dropped on to the boiler, and he

The number of deaths in the city for
last week was 8, from the
following
causes:

Diseases.

1

2

8
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Hereafter the steamers of the Maine
Steamship Company will leave Portland
twice a week, instead of three times. The
sailing days will be Wednesdays and Saturdays.

through

O'Connor went

one

The Health of Portland.
Mr. George C. Burgess, secretary Board
of Health, makes this report of deaths and
contagious diseases for the four weeks end-

ing Saturday, November 7,1891:
Causes of Dtath.
Brain.

Brain, softu’g ot.

Cancer.
Catarrh (gastro Intes
tinal
Cholera morbus.
Cholera mtantum....
Diarrhoea.

Meningitis.

1
1
2

Oedema.
Old age.
Paralysis.
Peritonitis.
Phthisis.
Pneumonia.
Spinal sclerosis.
Tumor.
Typhoid fever.

1

1
1
1

Dropsy. 3
Kntero-colltl.s. 1
Heart. 5
Inanition. 0

2
1
6
2
1

6
6
1
1
2

—

Total.49

Population (estimated).40,000

Annual rate per 1,000.15.92
For the corresponding period last year:
Number of deaths.40
Annual rate per 1,000.13.09
(Not including stlU-blrths.)

Greeley
Hospital.
Mi in
Uonornl Ununifal

3

't

A

Wards.
No. deatbs.

1
5

2
7

3

4

6

6

6

10

6

6

7
10

Place of Burial:
Evergreen Cemetery 30 Taken away for burlCalvary Cemetery....20 al.10
Eastern Cemetery... 1 Still births. 1
Forest City.12 Brought here for bur-

WesternCemetery...
Hebrew burial gr’nd.

The

(Guaranteed Purely Vegetable

are

The Great Nerve, Brain and Blood

novelties.

Is This How You Feel?

Invigorant.
If you are weak, tired and nerDR. GREENE’S NERVURA
is the most successful remedy ever vous, with lifeless feeling and no
ambition to work, it will restore
discovered. Its sales are

simply

enormous. It cures more cases of your strength, vigor and energies.
disease than any other known If you are sleepless and wake tired
medicine, and has saved thou- mornings, with dull head, bad
sands upon thousands from Pa- taste in the mouth, no appetite, deralysis, Insanity, Nervous Pros- pression of mindand extremenertration, Heart Failure, Physical vousness, it will clear your head,
Exhaustion or DetUh. It is be- tone up your nerves, invigorate
your blood and put vim and life
yond all
the

question
greatest
into you.
health restorer in existence.
Dr. Greene, the famous lecturer and specialUse this wonderful remedy If you wish to
get well, for it la a sure and positive cure. For ist In the cure of nervous and chronic diseases,
can be consulted free at his office, 84 Tempi*
sale by all druggist* j price *1.00
per bottle.
Refuse all substitutes.
Place, Boston, lass., personally, or by letter.

The weather today

proceedings

THAT

Beecham’s Pills cure blllious and

nervous

ills.

Nov. 4. by Rev. John F. Clymer, at the home
of the bride, Guy E. Robinson and Miss Carrie
L. Jewett.
In Klttery, Oct. 28, Wm. J. Morse of Klttery
and Miss Margaret V. Staples of Eilot.
In Prospect Harbor. Oct. 24, John O. Foss of
Winter Harbor and; Miss Clara L. Hamilton of

Prospect Harbor.
InCastlne, Oct.21, Frank W. Butler and Miss
Alice E. Smith.
In Skowhegan, Oct. 22, Harvey D. Eaton of
Watervllle and Miss Estelle Foster of Skowhegau.
In Bar Harbor, Oct, 20, Sterling A. Bills and
Miss Cora Richardson.
In Fairfield, Oct. 27, Dr. L. D. Rand of Fairheld and Miss Addle L. Wells of Clinton.
In Tenant’s Harbor, Oct. 27,Tbos. J. Wheeler
and Nannie Watts, both of 8t. George.
in Dresden, Oct. 26, David A. Cate and Miss
Mabel 8. Blake.
In Dresden, Oct. 27, Samuel E. Isenor and
Miss Jennie A. Groves.

MUFFS
MUFFS

Disease

nnt

what we call diseases.
have

p.arrv

awav.

oausft

Therefore, when you

Catarrh

or

Local Applications Vailed.
“I have been troubled for the past few years
with catarrh, and have never received the least
benefit that I can see from the many so-called
catarrh cures. Of late I have beeu taking

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

and can honestly say that I feel much better.
My general health Is certainly Improved. I
know Hood’s Sarsaparilla to be a good medicine.” H. A. George, Athol, Mass.
“I want to say for the benefit of suffering
humanity, that Hood’s Sarsaparilla Is.
A Permanent Care for Catarrh.
“After suffering with catarrh In my head for
a number of years, and using every obtainable remedy, I was requested to take

Hood’s

Sarsaparilla

BEAVER, OTTER,

$1.50

to

$20.

the

16 Monument

now on view in the window is as
handsome as is made. Some society lady’s drawing room will
exclipse the rent daring the coming season. The work is perfect,
the material the finest.

ready

time

than at other stores, because we

buy cheaper.

Square,

Office hours from 9 a. m. to 6 p.

m.

Absent Saturday.
Partland, Me.
d3m
Eleven years experience.
sepi

lamps,

Populer

i.

pages, full sheet, music size. Heavy
paper, $1; board $1.25. cloth gilt, (2.
The leader of dance books. A royal collection
of the brightest, jnlllest dance music ever written. It contains just the selections that are
most needed by every pianist.
Not difficult to
play, but musically effective.

Number

anything

that has been
are

very

seen

ing

cheap.

fifteen

OF SCHOONER PYTHON. Engineer Office, 0.8. Army, Newport, R. I.,
November 8, 1891. To whom It may concern.
Whereas navigation Is obstructed and endanby the wreck of the schooner Python,
ylDjr about 1200 ft N.E. W E. from the bell buoy
on Pollock Rip, Mass.: Notice Is hereby glveu
to all persons interested In said vessel, her caraud all other property therein, that If, within
lrty (30) days from the date of this advertisement, they shall not have signified to me their
intention and taken preliminary steps to remove
said wreck, etc., as soon as practicable, the
same will be considered as abandoned and derelict and It will be removed by the United States
under authority of law. Sealed proposals. In
triplicate, (or the removal of said wreck, will be
received at this office until 12 o’clock, noon, on
Twesday. the Nth day of December. 1891,
and then opened. The attention of Didders Is
Invited to the Acts of Congress approved February 20, 1885. and February 23, 1887, Vol. 23,
page 332. and Vol. 21, page 414, Statutes at
Large. The United States reserves the right to
reject any or all proposals and to waive any Informalities. Full Information furnished on ap-

S>

I

patterns

You can, however, have
at the same price.

The best and

Mo-

ANTED-ToToanTio.taO. $30,$50. $100,

Paper, 50 cents.
We can thoroughly recommend this collection
as
furnishing
pleasing rod captivating music selected for every style of daucing.
It will con
tain the latest, the choicest, and most popular

$10,000, on furniture, pianos, organs,
libraries, horses, carriages, diamonds, watches,
to

mortgages, notes and pay off furniture leases
PORTLAND COLLAT
Business confidential.
EKAL LOAN CO., 185 Middle street, room G
second floor.8-1
2d

for either

to kuow that the famous
Blvsb ol Roses Is Is the Eiffel Tower of
toilet articles. The effect Is Immediate, delightful. refreshing and charming, and gives a lovely
0-1
complexion. H. 11. HAY A SON.

WANTED—Ladles

CO.,

^

Two ladles would like one
WANTED
two furnished rooms In
very quiet pri—

family, In city

8., this

25CENTS

and

"

Heavy

Broadcloths, $1.50,2.00,2.50
•'
India Twills, 75c, $1,1.25,1.50
“
Surah Serges. 75c, $1,1.25,1.50
hue's Veiling, both plain and tape border.

Silk and Wool Clarritt Cloths.
Silk and Wool lamise Cloths.
Silk and Wool Drap d'Alma.
Silk and Wool Crepe d’Courtald.
Pure Silk Grenadines, plain and ligured.
Camel’s Hair Dress Goods.
Black Storm Serges, &c, &c„ &c.
ALSO CONNECTED WITH THIS DEPART,RENT,

choice line of FINE WHITE GOODS, such as
Pure Linen Lawns, Linen D’Decker, Mulls, Swiss
and India Lawns, Spot Mulls, Nainsooks, Tuckings, Fine Swiss Apron Muslins, Apron Checks,
&c., &c.

RANGES,
Parlor Stoves,
everything for household use
decoration is the old estab-

and
or

lished Atkinson Co. Prices lower, discounts larger, terms easier,
We eordiaily
variety greater.
invite you to visit us.

“NO TROUBLE TO SHOW GOODS.”

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

-221®-

dtt_

PATTERN DRESSES
Marked Down

to Close !

or

or

suburbs.

Address J. A.

office._8 1

LET—Lower rent 78 Pine street, six
rooms. $18;
lower rent, six rooms, No. G
St. Lawrence street, $ 12; up stairs rent, five or
six rooms, 31 Watery! lie street, $7; six rooms
on Grove s'reet, near Congress, $12.
L. O.
BEAN & CO., 40 Exchange street.
8-1

TO

I

121-2 CTS.

THE ATKINSON

$ 9.00 Pattern Dresses,
14.00 Pattern Dresses,
17.50 Pattern Dresses,

HOUSE FURNISHING GO.

Best Table Oil Clotli will be
told by us this week for 12 1*9
celt per yard.

DEFECTIVE^

SIGHT.

All "errors of refraction” of the
eyes which cause.so many headaches, tired, weak and aching
eyes. Imperfect sight, etc., corrected accurately by

-HF.ADyU.UtTF.R8-

548 1-3 C.ngre..

CONSULTATION FREE.
un24

our

yard;

stock of Broadcloths at 79 cents per
this is the same cloth we sold last
season at

We have

-BRANCHES-

»«.

$ 5.00
9.00
13.00

All $1.00 and $11.25 French Plaids, 40 inches
wide, reduced to 75 cents.

Look at

Cor. Pearl and HI ddlc Street!,
Portland, Hie.

A. I*. WENTWORTH, OPTICIAN.
I

of O. M. aud D. W. NASH having
ThebeenArmdissolved
by decease of Oliver M.

to the late firm are
rtiiusted vo pay the name forthwith at the store,
to the
suoscrlber, who has filed boud and Is In
charge of the business at the old stand, and
will pay all debts of the firm.
DANIEL F. NASH,
Surviving Partner.
nov9eod3w
Portland, November 9,1891.

“Priestley”

a

vate

_FOB

"

“

cheapest place for

f.ARPFTS.

Intelligent American woman,
■\XTANTED—An
W h.tM*n sR ond A5 vears of are. as house-

Ne Plus Ultra Dance

always

we

a

By aut hority of the Secretary of War.
W. R. Livebmoke, Major of Engineers.
nov9[nov9, 10,11,12 and dec 6A7J

Must be capable, good
a gentleman.
and perfect housekeeper. None other
for the right
situation
Permanent
need apply.
person. Address C. M. 8., Press office, Port9*1
land, Me.

a

quette

keeper for

W^Oton

“

“

coon

Street.

“

“

the latest in Carpets, at $1.25
per yard.

plication.

rnB99i

DITSON

“

“

of the new

AGRA WOOLS,

{;ered

Collection.

OLIVER

"

“

You can see them on the first
floor as ycu come in, or on the
carpet floor where we are display-

WRECK

Paper, 60 cfs., cloth (1; by mail 66 eta.
A bright array of bewitching music by com.
posers of world-wide reputation. It abounds in
new, fresh and modern music for waltzes, galops,
polkas, marches, quadrilles, schottisches, mazurkas, etc.

selections ever published; adapted
professionals or amateurs.

"

“

Paper, 76 cent!.
An unrivalled collection of dance music, original with and played by the Sirauss Imperial
Court Orchestra. These brilliant Strauss compositions completelyorsatisfy the wants of the salon, drawing room,
prlvae dancing parties.
Ours Is the only authorized edition.

approaches

lino Black All Wool Henriettas, 75c, $1 00,1.25,1.50 par yard
"
“
"
Novelty Goods, 75c, $1,1.25,1.50,2

2.

The Strauss Album.

Season

brics.

having a big run. We believe they will spoil the sale of
any other kind of folding bed.
They are not a bit more expensive, but twice as convenient.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

; cloth

Holiday

to our Black Dress Goods
and we now have a large and care-

“

This second volume of this series contains 128
pages of even more taklugdance music than No.
1.
It contains variety, melody and artistic
beauty, and is undoubtedly the best, as It is the
latest book of dance music published. Its real
value admits of no qaestlon. You must have It
to be a successful leader of the dance.

bib

of the

before and

Collection

Heavy paper (1; boards (1.23
gilt (2.

ent from
sort

144

Popolar Dance

differ-

As the

give special attention

are

be

too—they’re quite

BUCK BBESS GOODS
makes of

FOLDING BEDS

used instead of candelabra, are in the collection

For the Dance.
Dance Colletion
Number

to

-pr;

Ecroyd.” Prices $1.25, $1.50, $1.75, $2.00,
$2.25, $2.50, $3.00, $3.50 per yard.

with fan-

cy paper shades,

BROTHERS.

FINE SILK WARP HENRIETTAS,
in both the celebrated

GUNN

sold for in other cities.
Some dainty little dintable

JUST HALF PRICE.
Where large Grey Bed Blankets, ll-aarter size,
will be sold at
$2.50 PER PAIR.

Department,
selected stock of CHOICE and RELIABLE
fully
If yon want real good articles,
GOODS
in both Black and Mourning Dress Fathey cost money, bat less with ns

few of

a

Rochester

ner

OTHER FURNISHINGS VERY CHEAP.
Open Front Shirts, for instance, at 6b cents unlaundered and 75 cents laundered; these Shirts
are 36 inches long, and have either long or short
bosom ; pronounced the best at the price.
* Where
5-quarter Oil Coth, 25 cent quality, is
sold for 12 1-2 cents per yard,

jp j -pg-

Brocatelle Suit

Lamp
the
superiority
Company,
of whose goods is well
known, and the prices will
be
considerably lower
than lamps of this order

Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.

Nash, all persons indebted

New Brown Block,

No.

gorand in-

morning.

same

$1.25 FOR ONE PAIR.
Where bargains in Gents' Underwear are now on
sale at 50c, 65c, 75c,*90c and $l.29c; and Cents'
Neck Ties at 25c each; and

done.

To show shades properly we shall display at

the

Where Men’s Jersey Over Shirts have been ad.
vertised at 63 cents, or

most

be

have

It will open your eyes to the

OUR $200

will

we

RINES BROTHERS.

RINES

$45.00.

the newest productions of

Notice of Dissolution.
S.

near.

ceits,—we have put in a
very extensive line of silk,
satin, lace and paper

this

MARTEN,

DENTISTRY.
D. D.

pretty

blessings of competition and set
you wondering as to how it is

These

MINK and ALASKA SEAL, und
the prices range from

RIIMES BROS.

MERRILL,

is

tion.

comprising

FRENCH CONEV (two qualities), CAPE SEAL, BRABANT
ASTRACHAN
SEAL,
(three
qualities), BLACK OPOSSUM,

better values than

previous years.

-AT-

description,
eluding all the very latest
notions in lamp decora-

money.
We have them to match all the
fur tiimmings on our garments,

I did so, and alter using four bottles I am
healed of tlie most annoying disease the human
system is heir to.” P. B. Stout, Sheridan, Xnd.

H. A.

about cleaned us out, but we bare
struck a great trade in a line of
Oak and Old English finish, at
922, $23 and $25.

look old-fashioned beside
the more modern con-

geous

Collection.

other Inhalant can at most give only
temporary relief. The only way to effect a cure
Is to attack the disease In the blood, by taking
a constitutional remedy
like Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which eliminates all Impurities and thus
permanently cures Catarrh.
snuff

SIDEBOARDS

shades,—which, if
or three
years old,

shades of the

are all

75 cents.

AT

Plush Parlor Suits

At the urg-

The above
sold in

\\

I!

Great Rusk for Low Prices

LOW PRICED

request of many of
customers, who al-

two

The Indications are that an
cold weather advances muffs
will be very generally used and
in great demand.
Anticipating
this we bought a large stock last
April at prices fully 25 per cent,
cheaper than we could buy
them now. If you come to us
for a in it II you may depend upon
getting extra go od val uc for yonr

assortment

shades.

!!

please look them over!

The demand last month for

of the

American Dance Music

Because Catarrh affects your head. It Is not
therefore a local disease.
If It did not exist in
your blood, It could not manifest It self In your
nose. Tbe blood now In your brain Is before
you finish reading this article, back In your
heart again and soon distributed to your liver,
Whatever lmstomach, kidneys, and so on.

Will you

ready own banquet [and
piano lamps, and are tired

MUFFS

{Notice

Local

for them.

in

our

At Peaks Island, Nov. 8, Freddie S., youngest
child of James B., and Paryntha M. Jones, aged
6 years and 5 months.
In this cliy, Bessie E Waldron, only child of
M. Adelaide and Asbury F. Waldron, aged 14
years.
IFuneral services today at 2 o’clock from
parent’s residence, 240 State Street.

a

abont Chenille Covers, but
considerable new about our prices

store, will, tomorrow, be

lamp

80

new

Just as likely the Parlor wants
refixing. See what we are selling

ent

our Underwear stock has just
by large lots of Heavy Winter Weight
Goods cheaper than ever.
40 dozen Heavy Weight Underwear
65 cents.

been made

Nothing particularly

full-fledged picture gallery than a dry goods

are

m.

araOBg the latest batch of

Extension tables in half a
That’s all
dozen new patterns.
about the Dining Room.

like

more

lamps and
lamp shades, particularly

DEATHS.

In this city, 8lh Inst James Wltherlngton,
aged 61 years, 6 months.
of funeral hereafter,
n this cliy, Nov 8, James A., son of James
A. and Julia Suilib, aged 24 years and 10 mos.
[Notice ol funeral hereafter.
In Lewiston, Nov. 6, Mis. Patrick Casey, formerly of Portland.
[Funeral from Grand Trunk depot at 12 m.
today.
In this city, Nov. 6, Mrs. Margaret Kelley,
wife of tbe late Phillip Kelley, aged 61 years
2 months
In South Paris, Oct. 30, Mrs. Adeline Swift,
aged 86 years.
In Chatham, Oct 12, Mrs. Olive Brlckett,
aged 74 years.
In Mexico, Oct. 26, J. W. Richards, aged 64
years.
In Stow, Oct. 26, Stephen .Chandler, aged 68
years.
In Harrison, Oct. 25, John, son of Smith Gilkey. aged 8 years.
East. Dlxfleld, Oct. 9, Mrs. Gustavus Htscock.
In Bnlon, Oct. 11, Harriet A. Howes, aged 49
years 9 months.—formerly of Lewiston.
In Bar Harbor,Oct. 18, Stephen Higgins, aged
78 years.
In Durbam, Oct. 16, Mrs. Sarah E. Morse,
aged 66 years.
In South Elliot, Oct. 22, Walter Brooks, aged
76 years.
In Chelsea, Mass., Mrs. Angella Harmon, widow of tbe late Charles C. Harmon.
[Burial at Evergreen Cemetery today at 1 p.

CHENILLE TABLE COVERS

brilliant with

the

MARRIAGES.

the

during

a

Kotzschmar Hall, Thursday evening,
November 12th.

President—F. H. Harford.
Vice-President—Gideon Burbank.
Secretary—G. F. Henley.
Treasurer—C. F. Talbot.
Trustees-C. F. Talbot, B. W. Pickett, Willard 8. Woodbury.

A great additon to

Thanksgiving

section of
store which

has,

new

The Mt. Pleasant Cemetery Association
have chosen the following gentlemen for
its officers for the next year:

Ladies’ Ali Wool Underwear.
Gents’ Extra Night Underwear.

Remember these prices. Nothing
in Portland anywhere near the
quality for the price.

*

past week, been

tion to Labrador, and
hotographs made
by himself during
voyage will be exhibited with the aid of a powerful Drummond light.
The lecture will be at the

Cape Elizabeth.

QUALITY FOR $1.00.
Our $1.50 Underwear for Ladies has arrived, but
we are to sell it this year at $1.00.

We have just received a beautiful lot of Ladies'
All Wool Underwear; price to be $1.50.

Finding

be

Poutlanu, November 9,1881.

the

and dis-

MAINE TOWNS.

to

fair.

coveries of the Bowdoln exploring expedi-

a

likely

it

of the

$1.50

Them.

For Nervousness, Weakness and
Debility, Nervous Debility, Weak and Shattered
Nerves,
Tired Feeling, Sleeplessness, Poor Blood,
Heart Failure, Headache, Dyspepsia,
Constipation, Despondency, &c.

$

Our SO cent Underwear has arrived for Ladies,
Gentlemen and Boys.
Our 75 cent Underwear for Ladies and Gentlemen has arrived.

A Sure and Positive
Cure

Prof. Lee on Labrador.
The Portland Camera Club have arranged with Prof. Lee of Bowdoln College for

hlnrwl rinpn

Harmless.)

THE GREAT STRENGTH RESTORER.

Cates of Contagious Diseases Deported for the
Period.
Wards. 1 2
3 4 6 6
7
Scarlet fever. 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
Diphtheria. 1 1 0 8 0 0 0
Typhoid fever. 2 4 0 6 4 6 17

niirlMen

and

and

!

HAS ARRIV

Still Hunt

a

for Bright Goods

DR. GREENE’S NERVURA.

_

Not

Making

Helping Hand.

I Ages.
Under 1 year.12 60 years and under
10 years and under
70.
9
20. 1 70 years and under
20 years and under
80. 3
80. 3 80 years and under
30 years and under
9o. 7
40. 6 90 years and under
40 years and under
100. 1
60. 3
60 years and under
Total.49
60. 6

narrative

WE

BEEN D0IN6

Total.66

a

WBW ADTEBTM«I»WTI.

HAVE

lal.26

l
1

APTBBTIiKllBWTB.

WHAT

of them

Plummer caught the toe of his boot.
O’Connor twisted it out of Plummer’s
band. He had acquired such an impetus
in the jump that he couldn’t stop himself
and rolled down and off the roof, striking
on a building below, and th»n falling to
the ground. Plummer couldn’t see the fall
and knew nothing about it. supposing that
O’Connor was on the roof and would come
in at the other scuttle. Plummer kept on
the watch halt an hour and then descended,
searched the bouse thoroughly, could not
find any trace of his man, and supposed he
had run off. It was reported last evening
that O’Connor was seriously Injured by the
fall having his back broken,

Church.

Evangelistic services will begin at Wllliston cburcb Tuesday evening at 7.30. The
pastor will be assisted by Evangelist E. W.
Bliss of Chicago, and Mr. F. H. ICIark, the
gospel singer who works with Mr. Bliss.
Commencing Wednesday afternoon at three
o’clock, Mr. Bliss will give Bible readings

The Death Rate.

i\i

COURT.

HBW

Yesterday morning Deputy Sheriff Plummer made a raid on John O’Connor at No.
69 Washington Street. He caught O’Connor selling, it Isisaid, and when O’Connor
saw the officer he ran upstairs with PlumWhen he reached the
mer in hot pursuit.
attic Plummer was close upon him and
O’Connor piuDged through the scuttle window, onto the roof. There are two scuttles one on each side of the attic entry, and

QRn Uronbo»»

Rand, Edward M., 176 Danforth.
Rollins, Albert G., 173 state.
Reeves, George, 4 Brackett.
Richardson, Charles W., 174 Danforth.
Shoi ey, Samuel, 21 Spruce.
Silk William, 168 York.
Stoneham, Peter W., 8» Gray.
Siackpule.Alfred, 177 Danforth.

sode that sent Baron Fava back to his own
have
country.
King Umberto would
Mr. Simmons for his last
decorated
work, the crowning figure of our monument, but it would not have dene, for

uatarrh

Mifthnnl

Oakes, John, 154 York.
Pearson, WUIlam H 66 Sherman.
Phillips, John W., 194 Danlortli.
Piper, Alvah C„ 711 Congress.
Payson, Richard C., 218 state.
Palmer, John K„ 60 Winter.
Pierce, Frank H., 188 Spring.
Prentiss. George M., 114 Brackett.
Pearl, John, 108 Winter.
Kay, Charles H., 21 Dow.
Kolle, Percy B., 93 State.

MH

SERIOUS ACCIDENT.

John lO’Connor Falla From a Roof
and la Seriously Hurt.

as

possible.

Bragdon, Frank J..

seizures last week, and arrested a boy
Mrs. George W. York has sailed for Naswatcher named Walter Shaw at 238 Fore
sau for the winter.
street. Liquor was found on him.
Dr. Alfred King and Mrs. King are exSeven chattel mortgages
amountiog to
#746 60 and one assignment of wages, were pected borne Tuesday.
W. W. Perry and family have returned
recorded with the city clerk last week.
from Portland to Camden.
The 1 adies’ Literary Union will celeHon. A. A. Strout was taken suddenly ill
brate Lowell day at Boswortb Post hall
on the street a few days ago but is now
next Saturday. On either December 12th
better.
or 19tb,ex-President Alice Freeman
Palmer
Rev. Theodore Gerrisb has left the hosof Wellesley College will address the Unpital, and Is now at home. He Is slowly
ion.
Don’t forget the citizens’ excursion to regaining bis strength.
The Portland Theatre ushers have preBoston tomorrow over the Boston & Maine
a
Tickets will be only #3 and good for both sented their chief, Mr. M. A. Sbufeldt,
handsome gold badge.
the 10th and 11th.
Ex-Governor Flalsted was in town SatThe clearing house figures show a reducon his way to Boston to attend the
urday,
tlod of #20,408 for last week. Total for
1890
#1,601,173, and 1891 #1,468,765. The Port- 10th Army Corps reunion.
land banks’ loan and discounts amount to
Byron Douglass, who will appear as the
cashier in “Men and Women,” Is a grad01,000,000, ana individual deposits 84 000
uate of the Portland schools.
000.
Miss Susie J. Mantle, P. H. S., ’90, and a
Seventy-five dollars have been received
Brown medalist, carries off the $180 prize
for a free kindergarten and more is
needed.
for general scholarship at Wesleyan UniThe contract for heating the new
Eye
and Ear Infirmary has been awarded
the versity.
Governor Russell of
Massachusetts
National Hot Water Heater
Company.
passed through Portland, Saturday, on his
Mr. A. S. Hinds will remodel his
laboraway to Eastern Maine. He got off at the
tory building, which he has purchased.
Union Station, and was the centre of atWoodbine lodge entertained Ruth of Auburn, and Queen Esther of Bath, Saturday traction.
Among the gifts received by Hon. Phinight. An elegant supper was provided,
lander and Mrs. Tolman at the celebration
and after it an entertainment,
consisting of their
golden wedding, were a pair of
of music and reading, was enjoyed.
The Ladles’ Aid of the Church of the opera glasses from I». and H. B. Cleaves,
Messiah, will hold Ithelr annual fair at Re- gold lined salt cellars from Mr. and Mrs.
Hastings, a book from Mr. E. C. Reynolds,
ception hall, City building, next Wednesand a card receiver from Mr. L. E. Cram:
day and Thursaay afternoons and evenHon. W. W. Thomas received
ings.
many callers Saturday, on the
occasion of his 88th
Saturday afternoon at the baseball
grounds, the Portland JHigh School foot- birthday. Many beautiful flowers were
sent in by friends.
Mr. Thomas was sufball team won a match
game, well contestfering from a heavy cold, and the physied by the Deering High School
eleven. cian
suggested that he should keep housed
That the game was close is Been
by the for a
day or two, so as to avoid any serious
14
to 0.
score,
trouble.
Mr. Baxter’s Lecture on Labrador.
Mr. Rupert H. Baxter, who was one of
the students who went on the
famous
Bowdoln expedition to Labrador last summer, will give an account of his travels at
the Young Men’s Christian
Association
rooms, Thursday evening at eight o’clock.
The lecture will be beautifully illustrated
by stereopticon views and specimens.
Every member of the association and of
the auxiliary is
cordially invited to attend.

much as

This week voters will be registered in
Ward 5, in a store opposite Machigonne
engine house, on Congress street, and no
matter what ward one lives in his name
can be registered there.
Tnese were the
names registered Saturday:
Ayer, Harlen P., No. 29 State street.
Ayer, Charles Fay, 14 Winter.
Allen, Henry W., 87 Tyng.

and he will

Islands,
as it would cost Harpswell about
#12,000.
The liquor deputies made thirty two

A

BE SURE AND REGISTER.

<j»

a

$.100 per yard.

full line of Broadcloths at $1.00,
$1.50 and $2.00 per yard.

$1.25,

Auburn, Hangar, Bath, Biddcfard,
Gardiner, Ntrway. Oldtowa,
Stockland aad

Watmllle.

eodtf

ISAAC C. ATKINSON.
nor9

GENERAL MANAGER.
dtt

RINES

BROTHERS.

